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Regulators
deny plea
for hearing
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Public Service
Commission on Wednesday
turned down a telephone company's request for a rehearing
on the decision to create a
new area code for Lexington
and northern Kentucky.
The PSC said that evidence
Cincinnati Bell wanted to submit for consideration isn't new
and doesn't meet the standard
for granting a new hearing.
"It is regrettable that any
region of Kentucky must deal
with the expense and inconvenience of an area code
change," the commission said.
"However, since, a change
is necessary, this commission
must decide which regions will
be required to make the adjustment."
Cincinnati Bell requested the
rehearing last month. But the
commission noted that there
had been numerous public hearings on the change.
Bell contends that the commission's decision in August to
create a new area code for
Lexington and northern Kentucky runs counter to its policy of allowing areas with the
most population and growth to
keep their existing dialing patterns.'
Currently, the eastern half
of the state, including Lexington and northern Kentucky, is
in the 606 area code.
Under the change, Lexington and northern Kentucky will
be given a new area code —
859, or "UKY."

Group
pushes for
resignation
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— A citizens group has demanded that Mayor Eldon Renaud
resign, claiming he has misused his public trust and created an air of animosity in city
government.
If Renaud does not resign,
city commissioners should file
charges of "willful neglect and
misconduct against the mayor"
and proceed with his removal,
said Saundra Ardrey, a spokeswoman for the group.
The group received no
response from Renaud, who
did not attend Tuesday night's
meeting after calling in sick.
Commissioners passed a
motion to obtain legal counsel
to investigate charges against
Renaud if he doesn't resign.
Renaud said Wednesday that
the accusations are untrue and
he has no intention of resigning.
"I have to say Commissioner
(Jim) Bullington was correct in
saying the charges are very
general, and that's all I'm going
to say," Renaud said.
Ardrey, a member of Citizens for a Progressive Bowling Green, said Renaud has created "discontent in all parts of
the city."
"The whole key is to get
the city moving again," said
group member Curtis Sullivan,
who also addressed the commission.
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Tonight.. Clear and cool.
Low around 50. Light northwest wind.
Friday...Sunny. High in the
lower 80s.
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Richardson orders safety shutdown
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Energy Secretary Bill Richards-On11as
taken the apparently unpre-adented step of declaring a one-day
shutdown at the U.S. Department
of Energy's cleanup site in Paducah to check safety procedures.
The "safety stand down" ordered
for today followed the completion
last week of an initial visit to the
site at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant by the agency's environment, safety and health team.

The team didn't uncover any Richardson by the end of Sepinuninent hazards to the plant's tember.
-i:VOrkers -or-the generaTpUb1iciit
ay'S order rs--FieTie—Ved"
found some room for improvement to be the first ever for a plant
in radiological protection, proce- owned by the Department of Eardures and conduct of operations. gy, which runs nuclear facilities
the DOE said in a ,statement.
nationwide.
The I4-member team, which
"There have been security7relatarrived at the site on Aug. 17, ed stand-downs," said Steven Wyatt,
reviewed documents, conducted a spokesman for the Paducah plant,
interviews, inspected the site and "but this is the first for safety."
gathered environmental samples. It
"While significant improvements
will submit an initial report to have been made over the last sev-

eral years, this stand down affords
ency and of Bechtel Jacobs, the
us the Opportunity to further build contraCtor hired by the DOE to clean
upoh existing safety prograilic,"— url the site. review sifety proceRichardson said. "We also want dures.
to give employees and managers
The suspension of DOE activan opportunity to raise any con- ities at the plant site won't directcerns they may have, get ques- ly affect operations of U.S. Enrichtions answered and make sugges- ment Corp., which uses the plant
tions for improved operations." to enrich uranium for use as fuel
All DOE-related operations, in nuclear reactors.
"Our safety staff will ensure
except for emergency-related activities, will be suspended while
employees and managers of the • See Page 2

Heath survivor
advocates minist

BERNARD KANEILedger & Times photo
DIGGING UP...Poor Farm Road is closed for a few days
as a Calloway County road crew works on improving a
section of the road. The work is being done from Bailey Road east to Brinn Road.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
One survivor of the Heath High
School shooting is choosing to use
the experience as a rallying cry
for high school students everywhere to renew their commitment
to God.
Nineteen-year-old Ben Strong
was leading a group of students
in prayer Dec. 1, 1997, when then14-year-old
Michael
Carneal
opened fire, killing three students.
"I went to school that Monday
morning thinking everything would
be all right," Strong said. "By the
--the--ay--some-of the people we came to school with were
gone."
Instead of hiding away, though,
Strong has used the experience to
minister to other high school students, stressing the importance of
prayer and of realizing the importance of eoch day.
-I was one of those people that
thought I had all the time in the
world," he said. "There's no guarantee that something's not going

Strong said that without his
strong faith in God, the shooting
ordeal might have been more than
he could bear.
"My first impression was, 'I'm
the pastor's kid. Why do I need
to seek God more?— he said. "I
sincerely believe without the
strength from that, I would not
have made it through what I went
through."
While the experience of losing
three Christian friends was extremely difficult, Strong said the experience gave him even more of a
desire to witness to those who
BEN STRONG
were not saved.
"What if it was 50 different
to happen."
people walking down the hall who
Strong shared his message weren't Christians?- he said. "They
Wednesday night at a rally in the would have slipped off into eterCurris Center ballroom for "See nity without my having a chance
You At The Pole," a program that to share Christ with them."
encourages high school students
Strong also said, though, that
to gather around the flagpoles of a true passion for the lost can
their schools and pray.
only be found through seeking Jesus
' See 'Thu At The -Pole should Christ.
get in our hearts," Strong said.
"It should be a starting point for
See Page 2
a massive ministry in our schools."••

Contracts, funding
top staff agenda
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With formula funding and the questionable retirement of one of
their own in Public Safety Director Joe Green, Murray State University staff members are trying to get a sense of where they stand.
Tom Denton, vice president of administrative services, addressed
the MSU Staff Congress Wednesday on the topic of formula funding,
but steered clear of'any mention of Green's sudden retirement.
Green retired Aug. 23, but the circumstances of that retirement are
still unclear. According to Denton, Green retired by his own decision.
Green, however, has stated publicly that he was forced into the decision.
Staff Congress President Orville Herndon said Green's situation left
many staff members questioning the validity of employee contracts
and the university's commitment to stand behind its employees.
"From what I've heard, he was informed that he would be retiring," Herndon said. "Basically, it was a case where he originally
intended to retire in January."
Although Herndon said a meeting has been scheduled with MSU
President Kern Alexander, he and the president have not spoken since
the time of Green's retirement.
Herndon also said that in meetings with Denton and Joyce Gordon, assistant vice president of human resources, he was assured that
Green's retirement had nothing to do with pending litigation.
"I was assured (the dorm fire lawsuit) had nothing to do with it,"

• See Page 2

Date sparks Y2K
dress rehearsal
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) —
It comes only once a century, and
the day that lines up four "9s"
arrived just in time to test whether
the nation will have electricity when
the millennium adds three "Os" to
the calendar.
Utilities used the occasion for
a nationwide drill, coordinated by
the North American Electric Reliability Council, to test preparedness plans and backup systems for
Jan. 1, 2000.
U.S. Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson personally supervised
a test of the computers controlling the national power grid as
the clock struck midnight for Sept.
9, 1999, or "9-9-99" — an old
computer command to end a pro-

gram.
The tests were designed to simulate electric outages in different
parts of the nation, test communications under those circumstances
and determine how utilities and
agencies would respond.
The results of this latest national Y2K readiness test of the power
grid came up with another pair
of "9s" — as in 99 percent ready
for the millennium, Richardson
said.
"But there's still that 1 percent," Richardson said from the
Bonneville Power Administration,
a federal agency that transmits

• See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo
withered sunflowers. No rain
these
looking
at
evident
by
The dry conditions are only
weekend.
is expected until this

Drought creates hazards
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
How dry is it?
County firefighters say the heat from the engines
in farm equipment left idling in tall grass could
possibly start a field fire.
Calloway County on Wednesday was one of 14
western Kentucky counties placed under a water
shortage watch by the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet's Kentucky Division
of Water.
Farmers, whose tobacco and corn crops did well
the earlier they were planted, are getting less and
less optimistic about their soybean crop the longer
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
the drought of 1999 continues.
such
as this on Fox Road, has
Tobacco,
"I won't hardly get any soybeans, I don't think,"
from
the
lack of rain.
suffered
said Bob Wilson. a Cherry Corner farmer for 40
got
He
said
he
last
760
acres
of
beans.
years with
But the normal rainfall for July alone is 4.72
rain July 24 when 0.6 inches fell, he said.
inches, Shanklin said. A normal total for August
"We've never been this dry before," Wilson said. is 3.62 inches, and September is 3.89 inches, he
Steve Stallons, the assistant chief of Calloway added.
County Fire-Rescue, describes it as "bone dry."
"You're already an inch or so below normal
"It's about as dry as I've ever seen," said Stal- for September," Shanklin said Tuesday.
Ions, who has lived in Calloway County since the
Also, the rdin Aug. 8 measured only 0.07 inchearly 1980s.
es of rain, and most of the rainstorms were scatActually, Calloway,County as a whole has fared tered, he said.
better than other western Kentucky areas, accordWeekend chances for rain promise possible scating to Rick Shanklin, a meteorologist at the Nation- tered thunderstorms or showers as a "marginal
al Weather Service office in Paducah.
Between July 1 and Aug. 8, the county received
a total of 4.43 inches of rain, Shanklin said.
• See Page 2
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From Page 1
he said. "I was assured the c
tracts were good and could be
believed."
Staff members are also at a
said,
Herndon
disadvantage.
because Green signed a document
detailing his resignation. therefore
making the process legal and binding.
"For whatever reason he signed
thin, he did sign it," said Kelly
'Buffington, staff congress vice president. "Everyone knows he didn't
just retire early, but he resigned,
and we don't have an issue here."
"It was my understanding that
• "0 I
• a n t resigne
have either had tojiflre him or just
put up with him until he retired,"
Herndon said.
Denton, however, stuck to the
task of explaining how forintila
funding would affect the university and did not discuss Green's
retirement during Wednesday's
meeting.
Under formula funding, univer-

• Shutdown
From Page 1
That all areas of known on-site
radiological and chemical contamination are properly posted and
that barriers and _procedures are
in place to prevent inadvertent
entry," said Jimmie Hodges, DOE's
site manager in Paducah.
The agency also will remind
workers of the presence of plutonium and other highly toxic and
radioactive contaminants at the site,
Hodges said. Plutonium has been
linked to leukemia and other forms
of cancer.
The DOE investigation follows
the recent revelation of a federal
whistle-blower lawsuit filed by
three plant employees. The suit
alleges that plant Workers were
unknowingly exposed to plutoni-

From Page 1
1,000 acres of soybeans in southinvest in dental insurance.
ities will receive two-thirds of
Calloway County, is estieastern
Buffington said dental insur- system" moves through the countheir funding from state appropriwill get 15 bushels an
he
mating
would have been an employ- ty, Shanklin said. The best chance
ations and one-third from tuition ance
of the usual 40.
instead
acre
ee-paid benefit and the high costs of rain looks to be the middle of
and fees.
have rain soon, I
don't
we
"If
would not be next week, he said.
A median benchmark total, estab- of dental insurance
we'll harvest any
if
know
don't
the cost.
Until then, CCFR membe,cs, of them," Carraway said.
lished by grouping universities worth
the
that
however,
hopes,
She
spent Labor Day weekend
whose
together on the basis of size, would
Bob Wilson, who has irrigated
come putting out seven fires, will be
will
proposal
bank
sick-leave
the
determine
then be used to
soybean crop, predicted a simhis
regents at its sweating it out.
amount of any extra funding uni- before the board of
sharp drop in his yield.
ilarly
Sept. 18 meeting.
"Just a cigarette flipped out the
versities would receive.
we'll make about 25
"Maybe
employThe bank would allow
window of a car is all it takes," bushels an acre," Wilson said. He
"For every dollar in appropriaunused sick days said Deputy Chief Earl Hicks.
tions, we have to raise 50 cents," ees to donate
noted he usually gets about a 42could be drawn "There's no green whatsoever."
that
"bank"
a
into
Denton said. "If we raised a milbushel yield.
other employees.
For the most part, Calloway
lion dollars in appropriations, our out of by
"The bean crop's pretty much
able
be
to
form,
current
monthits
In
Countians have obeyed the
tuition would have to provide a
Claywell said, but cautioned
loss,"
a
to draw from the bank, an employ- long countywide burning ban, Stalhalf million to track that."
is still too soon to judge
it
that
ee would have to miss 15 con- Ions said, urging residents to conthe crop is still in the
-while
it
funding
new
the
said
--Demon
secutive-days -and use up all vaca- tinue using common sense during
field.
I' •
e
sities---irdh- and sick-days
"
ul"
the dry conditions. .
It s going to hurt the econointo making a vital decision.
County Judge/Executive Larry my, there's no doubt about it,"
use
to
has
ever
one
no
hope
"1
a
line,
the
down
"Somewhere
Elkins, who imposed the burn ban Claywell--said. "It's going to hurt
decision has to be made whether it, but we all know of people who
Aug. 12 by executive order, said some individual economies, too."
to increase tuition and keep up or have been sick and could have
Wednesdayjt_will remain in place
Wilson agreed. The &ought is
leave tuition the same and fall used it in the past," Buffington.
said he will then
soybeans and produced a
Employees would be able to until it rains. He
hurting
back," he said. "That will be a
CCFR and the state
average" corn crop from
"below
draw up to 20 days at a time. check with
board (of regents) decision."
Division of Forestry to decide if his 920 acres of white corn and
an
days
of
number
maximum
The
moving
is
staff
the
Meanwhile,
there is enough moisture to war- popcorn.
closer to establishing a sick-leave employee would be able to draw
rani lifting the ban.
During spring planting, Wilbank, but opted to nix plans to would be 100.
Lack of moisture has hurt the son said, "I was hoping, with a
pasture lands used by beef cattle good crop, to break even. But the
for grazing as well as crops, said way the season has turned out and
Gerald Claywell, the University of with prices, I'm not near that."
• ••
Kentucky Agriculture Extension
Wilson, who finished shelling
agent for Calloway County.
they
were
"Where
statement.
earlier this week, began harjoint
corn
years.
urn for 23
The drought has dented the
Aug. 17, about two weeks
vesting
preventing
The Energy Department has said in June?"
growth of late grasses,
that 100.000 tons, oC spent nuclear
good second cutting of hay and earlier than usual.
a
"While we are glad that the
"It just dried so fast," Wilson
fuel recycled at the lant from
forcing some farmers to already
1953 to about 1975 contained trace Department of Energy has taken begin using their supply of hay, said. "If we'd had another inch
two (of rain), we'd had a
amounts of plutonium. The state this preliminary step to address Claywell said.
and
safety
improve
at
standards
found
corn crop.
bumper
plutonium
of
traces
has said
"There' s some guys who are
the Paducah plant, we have seriis the first year I can
"This
he
similar,
hay,"
in
for
(soybeans)
near the plant were
ous concerns about how the DOE cutting
ever remember I'm not going to
insignificant amounts to those found has
said.
handled this matter so far,"
Most of the soybeans that are
elsewhere and posed no signifi- the senators added.
producing fewer pods with few if
cant public risk.
•••
any beans, said Claywell, noting
DOE operations at the cleanup
Bunning and McConnell are
ground moisture is now 12 to 18 From Page 1
site will resume Friday morning. seeking congressional hearings on
inches below the surface.
The order drew fire Wednes- the Paducah situation, as is Rep.
If no irrigation has been used, power throughout the Northwest.
day from Kentucky's two sena- Ed Whitfield, a Republican from
it will also make it tough for a "And that 1 percent covers a lot
tors, Jim Bunning and Mitch Kentucky's 1st District, who repfarmer to get 10 bushels per acre, of consumers."
McConnell.
resents the area in the House.
Richardson said he was concase
classic
a
like
which Claywell called the justifilooks
"This
Asked whether the Energy
cerned that eight major utilities
cation mark for combining.
of locking the barn door after the
"There's some five-bushel beans and 16 smaller municipal utilities
horses have been stolen," the -sen- Department or its contractors had
Paducat
operations
mishandled
or power cooperatives were not
a
in
said
Republicans,
ators, both
out there," Claywell said.
ah, Wyatt said:"I'm really not going
Marty Carraway, who has about fully Y2K ready. There are about
to naaress._ that question.3,000 utilities-in North_ America
"They are close, but close is

•Date

gHills
er

Vrurs

CORRECT-ION

not good enough," he said. "I
won't rest until all consumers can
be assured that utilities have adequately prepared for a smooth
rollover."
The fear has been that any
problems on Sept. 9 would be a
precursor of the so-called Y2K or
millennium bug — when comput.ers_could malfunction as they misread the year 2000 as 1900.

• Heath ...
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Fall
Harvest
Day
Is
Coming
Sept.
25th

dry all of our white corn," he
said. Wilson said he will have to
mix his white corn with other corn
in order to get the overall moisture content to the 11- to 14.5percent range necessary to sell it.
Carraway said he has been
shelling his 550 acres of corn for
the past three weeks in the order
in which it was planted.
The early corn is "doing OK,"
he said, but noted, "The later I
planted, the worse it's getting."
Tobacco farmers saw the drought
knock off an average of 20 percent of their crops, Claywell said.
Those who didn't irrigate began cutting as much as three weeks earlier than usual, and those who did
stilt had to curpremathrely, he
said.
Wilson said his son Corey lost
20 to 30 percent. of the usual
weight from the 74/2- acres of
dark tobacco and one acre of burley he set out early on New Providence Road. The late tobacco lost
60 to 80 percent of its weight, he
said.
Carraway, who planted 18 acres
of dark tobacco and two acres of
burley, said he is looking at 2,700to 2,800-pound-per-acre yields
instead of the typical 3,500.
That puts him at the breakeven level, Carraway said. The
earlier the tobacco was put out,
the better it did, just like it was
with corn and soybeans, he said.
Following the heavy spring and
early summer rains, _he said, "I
had the best all-around crops I've
ever had."
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Johnson faces charges
stemming from incidents

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
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Pumpkins - Straw
Corn Stalks

merely following a set of rules.
"God's presence can't dwell in
to
have
we
.that
is
"The idea
schools until it dwells in us
our
live holier than everybody else,
he said. "We have to have
first,"
_and_that's not- it," he said. "The
Llu it."
Ittn-to
holy
as
live
thing is to try and
Students will participate in "See
as Jesus.
With the issue ofthe Ten Com- You At The Pole" rallies across
mandments in schools becoming the nation Sept. 15 at 7 a.m. (locala topic of debate in Kentucky, time). Adults are also being encourStrong stressed the importance of aged to meet at off-campus locastudents' personal relationships over tions to pray that day.
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and cocked it, then threw it across
the room, the citation said.
Kimberly Johnson said her husband also threatened friends of hers
the same day, according to the citation.
In an affidavit to the sheriffs
department, Stephen Sanchez of
Dupree Drive said Brad Johnson
came to his house, then waved a
knife at him and threatened to kill
him while accusing him of "messing with his wife."
Sanchez said he hit Johnson,
causing him to drop the knife, and
that Johnson continued to threaten. to kill him, the affidavit said.
In other reports, sheriffs officials arrested Danny G. Ferguson, :
35, of New Concord, on charges of
flagrant non-support and contempt
of court for failing to appear for a
pretrial conference, according to a
Calloway District Court arrest warrant.
Ferguson remained in jail Thursday morning in lieu of a $10,000
cash bond.

Bel-Air Shoipping l'unter •(270) 753-5323

1 YR. $72.00

Mailed in Calloway Co . Benton Hardir
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky By
mail to other destinations, price is $85 00
per year
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A New Concord man faces assault and wanton endangerment
charges for allegedly attacking his
wife and threatening another New
Concord man with a knife.
Calloway County sheriffs officials arrested Joseph Bradley Johnson, 35, at his Shady Hill Lane
home Wednesday night, according
to a department citation.
He remained in the Calloway
County Jail Thursday morning on
charges of first-degree wanton endangerment and fourth-degree assault.
Sheriffs officials responding to
a domestic dispute call found Kimberly Johnson with scrapes on both
elbows, which she said happened
when Brad Johnson dragged her
through some gravel, the citation
said. She also had what appeared to
be a broke right index finger from
an earlier incident, it said.
At one point, Brad Johnson took
a shotgun out of a closet, loaded
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Court rejects students'appeal
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

CLOSING THE DEAL: Customer service expert Bill Drury speaks to a packed house in the
Shoney's Inn meeting room Wednesday morning during his "How to Win Customers and Reduce Lost Sales" motivational seminar, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.

Corbin native selected to run
Cabinet for Health Services
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A as a colonel in 1989.
Helton has spent the last seven
Corbin native with long experience in health care, including man- years as a health care consultant
aged care • for Medicaid recipients, in Aurora, Colo. In the mid-90s,
Wednesday was appointed secre- he designed and administered a
tary of the Kentucky Cabinet for managed care program for MedHealth Services.
icaid recipients in Pueblo County,
Jimmy D. Helton, 62, will take Colo.
ever on Oct. 1 from John Morse,
He said he was "pleased beyond
who resigned to join the Univer- words" to be returning to his native
sity of Louisville's medical school state. "I owe a lot to Kentucky.
staff.
I look on this as more than a job
Gov. Paul Patton, introducing — a eall to duty," Helton said.
Helton in a news conference at
Kentucky is phasing in, region
the Capitol, said he asked his new by region, managed care for recipsecretary "to come into this job ients of Medicaid, the state-federwith no preconceived notions."
al health insurance program for
Patton said Helton's old col- the poor and disabled. The adminlege classmate, Natural Resources istration is banking on managed care
Secretary James Bickford, recom- to save millions of Medicaid dolmended him for the job.
lars.
Like Bickford, a retired Army
To date, only two of eight regions
general, Helton has an Army back- — the Louisville area and a part
ground. He said he spent most of of central Kentucky that includes
a 27-year career as a clinic and Lexington — are up and running.
hospital administrator. He retired They have experienced a range of

Medical helicopter to
be moved to Glasgow

publicized problems.
Patton said there was "no reason to believe there would be any
change in direction," but he wanted Helton to have an unclouded
view of the initiative.
Helton said he believed managed care was an effective way
of saving money without sacrificing quality care for Medicaid recipients.
Hehol's Army career included
stints—as an administrator at Brooke
Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas, and Tripler Army Medical Center in Honolulu, among
others.
Helton also was executive director of CHAMPUS — Civilian
Health and- Medical Program of
the Uniformed Services. It is a
$3 billion health insurance program covering 7 million people
worldwide.
Helton has a bachelor's degree
in commerce and accounting from
Eastern Kentucky University and
a master's in public administration from the University--of-Arizona.

CINCINNATI (AP) — An
appeals court on Wednesday rejected arguments by two former Kentucky State University students that
the school violated their First
Amendment rights by forbidding
distribution of a yearbook and
allegedly interfering with the student newspaper.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that former students
Charles Kincaid and Capri Coffer
failed to prove their allegations
against the Frankfort, Ky., university.
Their lawyer, D. Bruce Orwin,
,said he had not seen the ruling
but that he intends to appeal it,
tither to the fult14-jtidger appvsls
court or to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"You can depend on it," Orwin
said when asked about an appeal.
"We think it's an important' First
Amendment'case."
J. Guthrie True, a lawyer for
the university, said he had not yet
read the ruling. However, he said
the university was not trying to
control the content of the yearbook.
Instead, True said it was "only
an effort to assure the students
were producing a quality yearbook."
Appeals Judges Alan Norris and
James Ryan upheld U.S. District
Judge James Hood's 1997 ruling
against the students. In a dissent,
appeals Judge R. Guy Cole Jr.
said he sided with the majority's
decision on the campus newspaper. But, Cole said he rejected the
majority's view that the university's yearbook was not a public
forum and therefore was subject
to restrictions by the university.
Hood ruled that the yearbook

was a nonpublic forum not proThe administration said it contected by the First Amendment fiscated the yearbook because of
because its content did not amount quality problems with it. Future
to public speech. He also ruled administrations could use that as
that the students lacked standing an excuse to halt any campus pubto pursue their claims concerning lications whenever university offithe campus newspaper.
cials might object to the editorial
Norris and Ryan also upheld content, Orwin argued before the
Hood's ruling that the students appeals court when it heard the
failed to show that their speech case on March 18.
was actually restricted by the KenOrwin said the administration
tucky State administration.
never consulted a student publi"We thought it was a non-issue cations board about
confiscating
all along," True said.
the yearbooks. He said the adminKincaid and Ms. Coffer accused istration transferred the coordinathe administration of trying to keep tor of student
publications out of
"negative" news out of The Thoro- that job, against her will,
after she
bred News campus newspaper and took the position that the
students
of forbidding distribution of the had the. light ta
-deter-mine—the—
1992-94 yearbook', iFe-Thorobred. newspaper's contents.
"There was no evidence to be
The Society of Professional Jourfound because it didn't exist," True nalists, American
Society of Newssaid. :`The university never did paper- Editors,
Reportm_Commit,
anything- tia--try and mandate any tee for 'Freedom of the
Press,and
review of the paper prior to pub- National Federation of
Press
lication."
Women filed written arguments with
Kincaid tOrote letters to the edi- the court in support of the
stutor of the newspaper and paid an dents.
$80 activity fee which he said
entitled him to receive the yearbook. Ms. Coffer worked on the
newspaper and was editor of the
SUBSCRIBE
1992-94 yearbook.

SOUTHERN STATES

Notice of Local Annual Meeting

The Local Annual Meeting of the Members of Southern States Cooperative. Inc
served by:
Calloway Service
will be held: Thursday, September 23, 1999 at Calloway Service, 110 East
Sycamore Street, Murray, Kentucky
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Business Meeting will be held at 1:00 p.m.
The agenda includes annual elections and reports from management. Election
will be held by proxy ballot. Mark your ballot at the local dealer's place of
business at any time before the meeting convenes.
By Order of the Board of Directors
Marty Carroway, Chairman

Kco
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CID KmIMIM MICD Ur===
Friday, Sept. 10 • 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

2201 Carol Drive

716 Fairlane
Why not a first class home? Especially when its priced in the
$80's. You'll love this 3 BR, 2 bath brick home with c. gas heat,
c. elec. air, 1.5 att. garage, covered deck located on a corner lot
in a nice neighborhood.

Constructed in 1996 this quality built 3 BR, 2 Ba brick ranch
located on large corner lot features open floor plan, hardwood
foyer, neutral decor throughout, spacious master area, numerous other amenities.

For more information, call or come by..
753-1222

711 1\11tin St.

will be based initially at T.J. Samson Community Hospital in Glasgow, starting in November, Blumenstock said. The helicopter may
later be stationed at the city's airport, he said.
"South-Gentral Kentucky is a
growing area," Blumenstock said.
"There is going to be an increased
need for air ambulance service."
Barren County Judge-Executive
Freddie Travis said the region's
new helicopter service was the
culmination of work among city and
county governments as well as
hospital and emergency officials.
The helicopter will have a threemember staff — a pilot, nurse and
paramedic — and can carry two
patients. The craft will be on 24hour duty each day in Glasgow,
doubling its availability, Blumenstock said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— One
of two STATCARE medical service helicopters based in Kentucky's
largest city will be moved to Glasgow this fall to transport patients
stricken in rural south-central Kentucky.
Basing a helicopter in Glasgow
will save precious time in transporting critically ill patients to
hospitals in the region, said STATCARE executive director John Blumenstock, who joined in making
the announcement Wednesday in
Glasgow. Currently, it takes about
40 minutes for a STATCARE air
ambulance to make the trip from
Louisville to Glasgow, he said.
"Forty minutes has a significant impact on a patient's outcome,"
Blumenstock said in a telephone
interview.
The aircraft, a Dauphin N model,
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Will it all go around?
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These are the days of wishful
thinking around the capitol. AgenANALYSIS
cies large and small are putting
together their budget requests for
the 2000 General Assembly,
os.)T
1i4E CsovE RrsiME
requests that by nature are- far
A NNOUNcet. TIDDAy TODD DUVALL
more than even the state's conOut NEW AKERICAW
tinuing economic good fortune will
Syndicated Writer
TO
AMBASSADOR
ever be able to afford.
legis- their own agendas for spending.
.4.,4 KJAI
•
And this comes amid warnings takes into account that the
uni28
for
funds
A challenge to the Council on .
appropriated
lature
from Jim Ramsey, charged with
1998
in
projects
Education every bit
Post-secondary
college
and
versity
putting together the budget for
feet as great as the budget request will
square
million
1.9
involving
are
Gov. Paul Patton, that there
of new space. Only one of the be retaining its singular role in
going to be more demands for
projects has actually gotten under the budget process.
new money than there will be new
way.
The eight universities themselves
money coming in during the next
There will be, however, a request have long conducted their own
period.
two-year budget
for $50 million to as much as lobbying campaigns with the GenOne particularly troublesome
$70 million for renovation of exist- eral Assembly for everything from ,
budget hurdle for Patton - and
ing campus structures.
new campus buildings to funding ,
this assumes he will be submitDavies told the committee there
ting a budget to the legislature will be a 2.4 percent increase in of academic programs.
A number of key legislative
next year, not Republican Peppy operating budgets of all higher
and committee chairmen
leaders
Martin or Reform Party candidate education institutions, with special
personal or job ties to
have
close
highbe
will
Gatewood Galbraith
appropriations to four - Morehead individual universities that also
er education.
State, Western Kentucky, NorthCurrently standing at about $1 ern Kentucky and the community will make it tempting for the schools ,
billion a year, the higher educa- and technical college system - to to try to bypass council budget
tion budget is among the largest bring their budgets up to parity priorities in favor of institutional
financed with general fund tax with similar benchmark schools. ambitions.
But Patton, a member of the
dollars, and the revenue needs of The price will be $30 million to
Committee on Post-secStrategic
the system of public universities, $40 million.
Education
along with legondary
colleges
community and technical
And there will be a request to
continue to grow far more than eontinue financing the incentive islators and council members, says •
he expects to support the council
the general fund is growing.
trust funds, which have successthe universities begin haggling
if
Early indications are that the fully matched a 1998 appropriaThe General Accounting Office
the budgetary spoils.
over
higher education budget, which tion of $110 million, largely for
(GAO) recently published a report
certainly has never backed
Patton
council
the
by
will be prepared
endowed chairs at the University
that found soft-money contribua confrontation with
from
away
will
education,
post-secondary
of
on
University
both
of Kentucky and
tions. by gambling interests to
university, as UK
individual
an
be comparatively conservative as Louisville.
national political parties have
Wethington
Charles
President
higher education requests go.
The 2000-2002 incentives are
increased by about 840 percent
so perhaps
ago,
years
two
learned
Gordon
President
Council
likely to be less, $50 million to
since 1992.
governing
of
system
reformed
the
Committee
Strategic
biennium.
the
over
the
was
million
told
$60
which
Davies
The GAO report,
All of this adds up to about higher education will succeed.
on Post-secondary Education last
requested by Rep. Frank Wolf (Rincomes over week that there will -be-na- new $150 million in new money -forThe question then wit-be-howVa.) and cOnttucted by--the Center $4.1 million in- 1992, a presiden- with household
million
$5.7
.to
year,
election
$50,000.
Patton and the council can
much
tial
request
huge
a
construction projects requested in higher education, not
for Responsive Politics (CRP), an
year.
election
midterm
a
1998,
out of what is expected
in
squeeze
definition,
by
gambling,
in
be
will
that
Since
one
but
itself,
in
organization,
budget.
2000-2002
research
the
independent
During the same period, says makes money from losers, many
That's a significant concession competition with a lot of other to be a budget without a lot of
also found that hard-money conto revenue realities, but it also state programs and agencies with new money for anyone to spend.
tributions from individuals with the GAO, overall election cam- people drop money they can't afford
to
money
hard
in
receipts
paign
gambling ties to federal candidates
to lose.
increased by 80 percent during the congressional candidates and in
The working poor and many
soft money to national party comsame period.
elderly people are customers of
The total number of candidates mittees increased from $617 milgambling interests, who contribute
for federal office who received lion to $851 million.
electo politicians in a type of protecIn a CRP analysis of 1998
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
hard-money gifts from gambling
industry
92
by
contributions
tion
tion racket that helps insulate them
Clinton administration is tiptoeing
interests was 146 in 1992, 239 in
ANALYSIS
around the subject of U.S. partic1994 and 378 in 1996. The num- and interest groups, the contribu- from accountability.
international
possible
a
in
ipation
the
ber declined slightly to 269 in tions ranged from $56,000 to $59
Wolf has long advocated
million, and the gambling indus1998.
banning of soft money from gam- peacekeeping force in violencewracked East Timor.
The GAO says the figures are try ranked as the 37th highest.
interests to the Republican
Is there any reason to believe, bling
TOM RAUM
Although officials indicate such
conservative -because state elecand Democratic national parties.
a role is under consideration, they
tions were not included and con- with so much at stake in the 2000
Associated Press Writer
are mindful it could stir up a new,
tributions under $200 are not election, that gambling money Good luck.
Former Republican National unwanted battle in the GOP-led cheerleader for additional entan- force there in the immediate future,"
required to be reported to the Fed- won't be sought and given in even
Frank Congress.
Chairman
greater amounts?
Committee
he said. Gejdenson said the Asian
glements.
eral Election Commission.
Wolf, who authored the bill that Fahrenkopf heads
gambling's
Many members are increasingIts forces are spread thin in South Pacific Economic Cooperation
Yes, the "gaming industry"(gaming sounds better than gambling, led to the creation of the Nation- biggest lobby, the American Gam- ly wary of what they see as peace- Korea, the Persian Gulf, Bosnia forum meeting in New Zealand
keeping mission creep.
and now Kosovo — while recruit- provides the ideal forum for the
just as sexually active sounds bet- al Gambling Impact Study Com- ing Association.
a
such
for
agitation
American
ment and re-enlistment are off and United States and its allies to work
ter than slut) responds that gam- mission, says that gambling is the
Apparently neither Republican
force also could irritate U.S.- morale is sagging.
to persuade Indonesia to accept such
bling is legal and so are its con- nation's fastest growing industry.
care
Always searching for new nor Democrat incumbents
Indonesian relations in advance of
"Our hope and expectation is that a force.
tributions.
comes from • as this week's meeting of Asian and the Indonesian military will do the
True enough. But something sources of revenue, politicians have where the money
Administration officials dispute
re-elected.
get
they
as
long
when
way
other
the
looked
mostly
Pacific leaders in New Zealand, job that its president has said it suggestions
congressional
does not have -to be illegal to have
by
it comes to gambling and ignored
According to the gambling
which President Clinton will attend. will do and provide adequate secu- Republicans that there is no direct :
a corrosive effect on society.
The administration needs the rity," Pentagon spokesman Ken- U.S. interest.
In the 1998 election, South Car- the corrosive influence gambling impact study, ever-younger people
olina Gov. David Beasley was has on many people.
State Department spokesman :
are starting to gamble, often begin- support of lawmakers — back neth Bacon said.
Americans, he says, now wager ning with lotteries and even play- today from a month's recess —
If a U.N. Security Council team James Rubin cited sea lanes and :
defeated, largely because he
to keep U.S. troops in Kosovo now in East Timor recommends a international commerce through the :
opposed video poker, and the gam- $600 billion a year.
ing games with age restrictions.
In 1992 it was $329 billion. In
beyond Sept. 30 and to pay for peacekeeping presence, "We will, region.
bling industry killed his reelection
Like going to the movies, kids
related Balkans reconstruction as will many countries, take a
efforts by tying the "lost revenue" 1974 it was $17 billion.
"To the extent that East Timor
Gambling isn't harmless, as pro- can get around rules.
look at whether we participate," affects the stability of Indonesia,:
costs.
to a decline in education opporSports betting also remains a
But many lawmakers are skep- White House spokesman Joe Lock- it therefore affects those sea lanes," :
tunities for the children of his ponents claim. It can be addictive
risking the integrity of col- tical. Congress has been moving hart said on Tuesday.
sufproblem,
and
for many, causing pain
state.
Rubin said. "More importantly — :
The Southeast Asian island has or without grading it — there is :
toward reducing deployments, not
He is not alone as more politi- fering not only to the gambler but lege athletics.
been htlorn with violence following
increasing them.
cians feel the pressure to turn the to their families and communities.
Wolf is right.
a clear human rights component."
beginjust
was
president
vote last week to secede from
its
"The
The gambling commission,
United States into one huge casiis
reform
start
The place to
Clinton is expected to send Conning to do that in Haiti. Now, to Indonesia. Rampaging militias gress a new spending bill next
no and politicians into their whol- which issued its report in June, with the political parties.
talk about marching off to anoth- backed by the Indonesian military week to cover Kosovo costs, estifound that gambling disproporly-owned subsidiaries.
It's going to be tough because
er area of the world where there have slaughtered hundreds of proAccording to CRP's analysis, tionately affects the poor.
mated at about $3 billion to $4
household asking politicians to give up a is no clear threat to U.S. securi- independence supporters and forced
with
Gamblers
total contributions from gambling
billion.
interests to federal candidates and incon)es under $10,000 wagered source of money is like asking Drac- ty interests is wrong," said Sen. thousands to flee from their homes.
The legislation, which could total
Kay Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas.
Sentiment in the region seems
national party committees rose from nearly three times more than those ula to forsake blood.
billion, is also expected to
$12
The administration announced to be growing for an internationmoney for troubled farmprovide
two weeks ago it would remove al force to restore order — if
implement the Wye River
help
ers,
the remaining 450 active-duty U.S. Indonesia is unable to.
peace accords, increase
Mideast
Rep. Sam Gejdenson of Controops from Haiti by early next
U.S. embassies and pay
at
security
year. It came in the face of expect- necticut, the senior Democrat on
20-18 majority in the Senate.
Lexington Herald-Leader
in delinquent paybillion
$1
some
Relations
ed congressional approval of leg- the House International
In politics, as nowhere else, to the victors go
It's time for Senate President Larry Saunders
ments to the United Nations.
seems
force
a
such
said
witha
Committee,
require
such
to
islation
and President Pro Tern Joey Pendleton to do the the spoils. Saunders and his cronies savored those
Any proposal for a new U.S.
needed given the bloodshed.
drawal.
honorable thing: resign their leadership posts, move spoils for two years. But now, there are new vicrole in South Asia
peacekeeping
"But I don't think American
Hutchison, author of legislation
to the back benches and let the Republicans assume tors. And as the majority party, the Republicans
debate.
complicate
could
notsaid,
he
necessary,"
require
are
would
troops
nearing passage that
full control of the General Assembly's upper house. have a right to install their own party members in
"This Congress has a very broad
the region
in
countries
overto
its
justify
that
administration
ing
the
For Saunders, in particular, it is the only hon- leadership roles, whether it be president, president
seas missions and end those whose — mainly Australia and New isolationist streak. Lots of memorable thing to do. He, more than anyone else, pro tern or the chairmen of the various Senate
goals have been met, said getting Zealand — have already offered bers just don't want to get involved
committees.
handed the GOP a Senate majority.
abroad unless there's another Pearl
in East Timor makes lit- troops.
involved
Sure, Saunders can dig his fingernails into a
Pendleton's main sin was his ill-timed decision
part that we can Harbor," said Norman Ornstein,
main
such
are
"We
carrying
"The
sense.
tle
this year to sign on with Saunders and the other brief provision of the state Constitution, in hopes
a burden in the Balkans," she said. play is to help to get the Indone- an analyst at the American Enterturncoat Democrats who joined with Republicans of hanging on to his post until the next organizaNor has the Pentagon been a sians to accept a peacekeeping prise Institute.
to oust then-Senate President John "Eck- Rose in tional session of the General Assembly in 2001.
1997.
Even if the courts decide that Saunders has a
The '97 coup left a deep rift among Senate
Democrats. And, if the truth be told. Saunders constitutional right to remain in office, the victoLetters must be brief and
ry would be both transitory and pyrrhic.
probably didn't orchestrate Rose's overthrow.
because,
come
2001,
transitory
subject to editing. Send
be
would
It
are
the
of
end
dancing
the
on
was
likely
He
more
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
whichever party is in the majority is likely to oust
strings.
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Managing Editor
Publisher
But whether puppet or puppet-master, Saunders him. ...
They
42071.
KY
Murray,
ALICE ROUSE
It would be pyrrhic because the present Repubproved an ineffective and remarkably petty leader.
may also be faxed to (502)
General Manager
His churlish, vindictive treatment.of enemies with- lican majority has the votes to strip him of all
nothing
but
with
him
his
gavel.
753-1927 or e-mail them
in his own party was a major factor in the recent real power, leaving
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
decisions by two longtime Democratic senators to ... Either way. Saunders would become even more
to mlt@murrayledgercom
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
declare themselves Republicans, giving the GOP a of a laughingstock than he already is. ...
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Manipulation can lead to loss of respect

DEATHS
Rev. Leon Crider
The Rev Leon Crider, 81, Dresden, Tenn., formerly of Murray,
died Wednesday, Sept. 8, 1999, at 1:30 p.m. at the Methodist
Hospital, Martin. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired Baptist minister, he was a member of South Side
Baptist Church, Martin. He was the son of the late Ernest Crider and Martha Dawson Crider.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruby Todd Crider, to whom
he had been married for 63 years; one daughter, Mrs. Joan Lainhart and husband, Ray, Dresden, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Nancy
Woods and husband, Charles, Paducah; two brothers, Clide Crider and wife, Sonja, and Albert Crider and wife, June, all of Murray; four grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at South Side Baptist
Church, Martin. Burial will follow in the Martin City Cemetery.
Visitation will. be at the church from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Alexander to be honored
The Indiana University school
of education will celebrate accomplishments of its graduates at a
dinner ceremony in the school's atrium Sept. 10.
Among those honored with the
LU Distinguished Alumni Award
will be Dr. Kern Alexander, Murray State University's president. The
Distinguished Alumni Award is an
annual honor that recognizes the
achievements of the school's best
alumni.
Rosemary Rehak, president of
the School of Education Alumni
Association board of directors, will
preside over the event, and Donald Warren, university dean of the
school of education, will introduce
the recipients.
Joining Alexander as recipients
will be E. Scott Huebner, Earline
Rogers and Jimmy Ross.
Since earning their degrees, the
recipients have brought much prestige to the school of education.
Alexander received his doctorate
from the school in 1965. President of MSU since 1994, Alexander is a nationally-known expert
in the fields of education finance
and law. His textbooks are standard graduate texts throughout the
country.
Previously, Alexander was president of Western Kentucky University from 1985 to 1988 and
served on the faculty of the University of Florida and Virginia
Tech.
An education finance and fiscal policy scholar, Alexander served
as education policy coordinator for

QUESTION: Are children
really that calculating about their
misbehavior? If so, I've not understood them at all.
DR. DOBSON: Some are, some
aren't. We're talking here about the
child who is driven to be his own
boss, to take orders from no one.
That kid can be very deliberate
about his purposes.
1 had a friend when I was a child
who best typified this calculating
spirit. Earl was like a military general who had deciphered the enemy
code, permitting him to outmaneuver his opponents at every turn. He
seemed to know every move his
palG1116 were-going to-make.
I once spent the night with Earl,
and after we were tucked into our
own twin beds, he gave me an astounding description of his father's
temper: "When my dad gets very
angry, he uses some really bad
words that will amaze you." He
gave me three or four startling examples of things his dad would say.
I replied, "I don't believe it!"
Mr. Walker was a very tall, reserved man who seemed to have it
all together. I just couldn't conceive of his saying the words Earl
had quoted.
"Want me to prove it to you?"
said Earl mischievously. "All we

Florida Gov. Robert Graham. In
that position, he was responsible
for planning and budgeting for the
university system, community colleges and public schools. His most
recent book, Public School Finance
in the United States, was published in 1994.
Under Alexander's leadership,
Murray State has continued to be
ranked highly in America's Best
Colleges, a college guide published
annually by U.S. News & World
Report.
During his tenure at the university the Residential College system was implemented, making Murray State a prototype among public universities in the United States.
Also, the .university has seen
BellSouth will conduct a drill
enrollment records broken in the
of
its
Year 2000 contingency plans
last years because of Alexander's
this
week.
aggressive recruitment and retenThe drill - which will run from
tion strategies.
Sept.
8 to Sept. 11, is intentionHuebner, who received degrees
ally
set
to coincide with 9/9/99 from IU in 1976, 1977 and 1983,
is a professor in the school psy- one of the key dates in the Year
chology program at the Universi- 2000 program.
The 9/9/99 date was once comty of South Carolina's department
monly used by computer proof psychology.
Rogers earned her bachelor's and grammers as an expiration date
master's degrees from lp in 1957 for archived data with "no expiand 1971, respectively. An Indi- ration date."
• In some circumstances, it also
ana state senator representing District 3, she was first elected to can mean "end-of-file" and can
the Indiana General Assembly in cause a system to completely shut
down.
1982.
"Our network elements and comRoss obtained his doctorate from
puter
systems are ready for the
the school in 1976. From 1974 to
9/9/99
date," said Dwane Tucker,
1987, he was director of the Bloomington office of student financial BellSouth regional manager. "We
assistance. He is currently direc- 'expect everything to work as nor- mal,,.but this gi 'vie us a perfect
tor emeritus of the office.
opportunity to drill our contingency plans."
This will be BellSouth's first
- opportunity to _evaluate the preparations that have gone into planitems to be sold at each sale. The ning for the Year 2000 in a "live"
maps will be on sale Sept. 17 environment.
from 7:30 a.m..4:30 p.m. and
BellSouth has set up a "CorSept. 18 from 6 a.m. • noon for porate Information Center" in
$1.
Atlanta to monitor all of BellSouth's
Anyone interested in having a divisions, including BellSouth
yard sale is encouraged to drop Telecommunications, BellSouth
by the tourism commission office, Cellular, BellSouth International
fill out a brief application and pay and BellSouth.net.
Any possible Year 2000-related
the application fee. Fees are $5
for individuals and $10 for organ--,_.
izations, civic groups, churches
Incestinents Since 1854
and multi-family sales.
For more information, call the
Murray Tourism Commission at
759-2199.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

Price

Company

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....11027.16 - 9.18
34% +%
Air Products
45/
1
4-1
/
4
AT&T
/
4.
Bell South
43% -1
4, Briggs & Stratton 621/4+1/2,
118 Bristol Myers Squibb 71's -%
581
/
4-1
/
2
0, Caterpillar
7.6% -1
/
4
I
Daimler Chrysler
/
4
Dean Foods
40%.+1
/
4
- lt Exxon
82% + 11
o Ford Motor
1201
/
4-1
/
4
General Electric
/
2
.
64/
1
4-1
General Motors
38%-%.
,..s1 Goodrich
/
2
/
4 -1
551
4
p.
t,1 Goodyear
"Ai HopFed Bank* -.191
/
4 B 19/
1
4A
1
4
$.1 IBM
1331
/
4 + 2/
61 -1
/
4
t.1 Ingersoll Rand
Intel
231
/
2 Al
"1 Kroger
2l%-'
114 L G & E
Lucent Tech
/
2641
-Ii
' Mattel
23% +flii,
/1
42% -1.
McDonalds
-.11 Mercantile Bank
Merck
,F) Microsoft
93%+I%
.35%-%
1111 J.C. Penney
38/
1
4+%
k;i1 Pfizer, Inc.
651
/
2+%
Quaker Oats
/
2.
Schering-Plough
53 -1
33%-%
Sears
Texaco
67/
1
4+ Ilia
/
4
63% -1
Time Warner
i
421
/
4
41
Union Planters
/
2
31% -1
,.v. UST
46% -1
/
4.
kJ' Wal-Mart
*Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
dal stock
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182 Days

taught to respect the authority of
his or her parents, but doesn't
that coin have two sides? Don't
parents have an equal responsibility to show respect for their
children?
DR. DOBSON: They certainly DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
do! The self-concept of a child is
Syndicated Columnist
extremely fragile and must be hart-:
dled with great care. A youngster:
should live in complete safety at:.
have to do is keep on laughing and the hall toward our room, shaking home, never being belittled or em--:
talking instead of going to sleep. the entire house as his feet pounded barrassed deliberately, never punMy dad will come and tell us to be the floor. He burst through the bed- ished in front of
friends, never ridiquiet over and over, and he'll get up my mind never to let.a child ma- culed in a way that is
hurtful. His
madder and madder every time he nipulate me like that when I grew strong feelings and requests, even if ;
has to settle us down. Then you'll
up. Don't you see how important foolish, should be considered and
hear his cusswords. Just wait and-- -disciplinary techniques- are-IP-a- ---mppncrelt Art-ZI.Brei}c
see.boy's or gill's respect for parents? feel that his parents "really do care I was a bit dubious about this When a 45-pound bundle of trouble about me."
My point is that respect is the
plin, but I did want to see the dig- can deliberately reduce his or her
powerful mother or father to a critical ingredient in all human renified Mr. Walker at hiss profane
best. So Earl and I kept his poor fa- trembling, snarling mass of frustra• lationships, and jifsras parents
ther running back ind forth like a tions, then something changes in should insist on receiving it from.
yo-yo for more than an hour. And their relationship. Something pre- their children,' they are obligated to
as predicted, he became more in- cious is lost. The child develops an model it in return.
****
tense and angrier each time he re- attitude of contempt, which is certain
to
erupt
during
the
stormy
Dr.
Dobson
is president of the
adoturned to our bedroom. I was getlescent
years
to
come.
I
sincerely
nonprofit
organization
Focus on the
ting very nervous and would have
wish every adult understood that Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado,:4;":_
called off the project, but Earl had
le characteristic of human na- Springs, Colo. 80903; or been through it all before. He kept
ture.
www.family.org. Questions and antelling me,"It won't be long now."
swers
are excerpted from "Solid
Finally, about midnight, it hapQUESTION: I understand Answers," published by Tyndale
pened. Mr. Walker ran out of patience. He came thundering down your emphasis on a child being House.

BellSouth plans Y2K systems drill

Yard sale deadline Sept. 18
The deadline to submit an application for the fall city-wide yard
sale Sept. 18 is Monday at 4:30
p.m.
There is still time for those
considering holding a yard sale to
place an ad with the Murray
Tourism Commission.
The city-wide yard sale is a
bi-annual event that is held every
spring and fall by the Murray
Tourism Commission as a Freedom Fest fundraiser.
There are usually about 100
yard sales listed on the map, which
gives addresses of each yard sale
site as well as descriptions of

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

4.80%

$1000

9 Months

5.30%

$1000

12 Months

5.35%

$500

24 Months

5.60%

$500

60 Months

5.45%

$500

1
11

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
September 8, 1999.
'
PS
.

PeoplesBank
OfMurray,Kentucky
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK
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INSURANCE

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St.
Murray
Tony Boyd

753-5842

HELP with
DROUGHT RELIEF

ZERO%
_APRIL 2000 OR
FREE DELIVERY
No finance charge until April 2000 when you use your
Sears card or free delivery mail-in rebate on all Kenmore
appliances over $399.
Shop Sears for Kenmore,
America's #1 appliance brand.
Choose from refrigerators,
ranges, dishwashers, washers,
dryers, and more.

*Offer good
September
9-18

a

F
01
i '25' Skint

- 1.1

ssmctt les.

Need An
Insurance Agent
With A
Solid Foundation.

We're Here To

1

L`ICINS

If Your Home
Is Mobile, You

Buckle UP when riding. Its the law.

1441641 S

Be1,44. CAIMIN
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Information

glitches discovered by these divi- nies, we will have the best brains
sions will be reported to the cen- in the business examining any poster, which will then take immedi- sible problems that may pop up,"
Tucker said. "In the unlikely event
ate action to correct them.
"We have • worked hard on a problem does occur, the indusdesigning a system that will be try will be able to address and
able to pass information along fix the problem quickly and conquickly and alert the necessary sistently."
Any customers who experience
people," Tucker said. "We will
maintain the highest levels of cus- telephone problems should not
tomer service throughout the 9/9/99 assume they are 9/9/99-related.
date and the New'Year's rollover." They should be reported to BellThis will also be the first time South in the normal way. Repair
the telecommunications industry numbers are listed in all BellSouth
uses its national database. Bell- phone books
South, other telecommunications
providers and equipment-manufacturers will be sharing information through a national database
housed in Washington, D.C.
The Federal Communications
Commission, the White House and
other government agencies will
receive reports from this database.
"By sharing information with
other telecommunications compa-

Hwy 64 1 1.1

',1H,11m Court Square
if Murray, KY 42071
rwv 270-753-3366
I6r:-4
. Additional

011r lit'sl

-
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Somers

Owned & Operated By Opa Hart
0,912 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-2310
Stare Hours: Sun. 12-5; Non -Sat. 9-6

THE GOOD LIFE AT A GREAT PRICE. GUARANTEED
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Sara Ann Bazzell
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bazzell of Kirksey, are the _parents of a
daugtrter,---Sara Ann Bazzell, born ory Sunday, July 25;4999, at- Nor-ton's Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed five pounds nine ounces and measured 18 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Sherri Yeary.
Grandparents are Paul and Sara Yeary of -Louisville, and Marilyn
Bazzell and the late Billie Moore Bazzell of Kirksey. Great-grandparenti are Mr. and Mrs. Clay Darnell of Kirksey.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The Community Resource Fair scheduled for Sept. 25 from:
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center brings together so many volunteers working toward the:
same goal of providing service and items for persons in need
at a special time.
If you have any spare time, whether an hour or four hours
or whatever, just take time to help in the collection of clothing at the National Guard Armory starting Monday. A schedule for the suggested time for the various churches was pub-.
lished on page 6A of the Wednesday edition of the Murray
Ledger & Times. Call one of the resource service centers and
volunteer your time.

Clowning Clinic on Sept. 15
JOHN EVAN ALLBRITTEN

A community wide Clowning Clinic will be next Wednesday
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. There
will be a $3 charge for all who attend. Youth will gain materials
and skills in order to be clowns for the Community Resource Fair
on Sept. 25 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center. The Calloway County 4-H Program is sponsoring the training for the community. All interested youth and adults
are welcome to attend. Limited spaces are available, to sign up
call the Extension Office at 753-1452.

John Evan Allbritten
Capt. and Mrs. Keith Allbritten of Little Rock, Ark., are the
parents of a son, John Evan Allbritten, born on Monday. Aug. 30,
1999, at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Little Rock.
The baby weighed seven pounds
10 ounces and measured 21 1/4
inches. The mother is the former

Lisa Phillips. A brother
and a sister is Ellen.

Adam

is

Grandparents are Harold and
Faye Phillips, Joe Allbritten, and
Pearly and Charlotte McClure, all
of Murray. A great-grandmother
is Mrs. Louise Sholar of Dover,
Tenn.

THE IRON
PLACE
I 'OPEN THIS WEEKEND ONLY
'New Shipment Furniture & Pottery
•Thanks For Overwhelming
Response
•We Fill Orders Month To
Month
In September
Thurs., Sept. 9 • 3 p.m.-7 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 10 • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 11 • 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

As you leave town on
Lake Hwy. 79 turn right
I at Trollingers & orange &
white storage bldgs.) on
i Lakeway Circle - large 4
sign above door.

7534227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

BRAND NEW LOCATION
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

Therapy -Facials •AVEIJA®Products
& OPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring •Nags

1311 at•tessoctirs Blvd- • Iffsir
7
1e37P

y

(3

'Deco:ati / IN7'ERIORS
1)enD
Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads

Waldrop and McReynolds
wedding vows are said
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Waldrop of Murray announce the marriage
of their daughter, Mandy Waldrop, to Tim McReynolds, son of Mrs.
Sharon Jones and husband, Dan, of Murray, and Jerry McReynolds
and wife, Kim, of Dayton, Ohio.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Opal Waldrop of Murray
and the late Robert Waldrop. Her maternal grandparents were the late
Esther Gooch Shanklin and Taylor Gooch of Murray.
The groom is the grandson of the late J.B. and Stella Jones and
the late Galon and Mary McReynolds, all of Murray.
The family gathered for the afternoon wedding in Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
on Friday. Sept. 3, 1999. The Rev. David Howard officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Attendants were Amy Maness, sister of the bride, matron of honor;
Jeri McReynolds, daughter of the groom, junior bridesmaid; and A.J.
McReynolds, nephew of the groom, ring bearer.
Mike McReynolds, brother of the groom, was best man and Brad
Maness served as groomsman.
The ceremony included giving a medallion to Tim's daughter, Jeri,
to symbolize the uniting of Tim, Mandy and Jeri as a new family.
The couple is now residing in their new home at 2340 Old Shiloh
Rd., Dexter.
A reception will be given in their honor on Saturday, Sept. II,
from 7 to 11 p.m. in the large meeting room of Shoney's Inn, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations have been sent.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
have its yearly -Bobby Knight"
fish dinner on Saturday starting
at 3 p.m. at the lodge hall, located three miles east of Almo Heights
on Highway 464.
This third 1999 public event,
open to the public, was preceded
by fund-raising affairs where major
portions of the receipts were donated to the Calloway County Disaster Emergency Service and to
Need Line.
Both of these organizations
praised Temple Hill for their needy
funds.

Lodge Master Jason Prescott
announced that proceeds from this
event will go toward the building
fund.
Prescott said "the $6 ticket
donation provides for all you can
eat and will help defray the costs
of the recent renovation of the building.Bobby Knight, master of AlfordAurora Lodge No. 925, will prepare the fish for the dinner.
Knight said "I think very highly of Temple Hill Lodge and am
willing to do anything to assist
this worthwhile Masonic organization."

Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

••••••••••••

SUBSCRIBE

Pamela Clark

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Everyday
Through August 1st!
1

1i,,

I

1

coupon
th
On Buffet or Menu Items

I.

(270)7538916

OPEN DAILY
Mon.- I hut. 10:30 a.m.-1000 p.m.• Fri. & Sat.
10:311 a.itt.-111:311 !Ern. • Sim. 10:311 a.m.-9:311 p.m.

Styling Salon

wet..,tnly _ilarmon
to the salon staff.

Prayer Hour on Friday
A Community Prayer Hour will be Friday at 11 a.m. at the
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 South Fourth St.,
Murray. The public is invited.

Quick recall meeting Friday
Parents and students interested in competing in the Quick Recall
Academic Competition at Murray Middle School are asked to meet
Friday at 3 p.m. in room 110 of the school.

Darnall reunion Saturday
Descendants of the late Henry and Alice Darnall of Marshall
County will have a reunion Saturday at the pavilion by the swimming pool in the-Wurray-CallbwaotiriTY—Ffirk:-A— potrifek friarwill served about noon. All relatives and friends are invited.

Oaks Couples plan Bridge
Oaks Country Club will have Couples Bridge on Saturday at
7:30 p.m. at the club. Hosts will be Jim and Jan Ochoa, phone
759-4154. All members of the club are invited to attend.

Pool player here Saturday
Tom Rossman, professional pool player, will give a pocket billiard exhibition Saturday at 2 p.m. in the gameroom at Murray
State University Curris Center. This exhibition is free to the public.

Golf tournament for United Way
A Charity Golf Tournament for United Way will be Oct. 2 at
the Murray Country Club. This will be a four-person scramble with
tee off time at 8 a.m. For more information call Peggy Billington
at 753-0317 or Holly Cherry at 753-7868.

Backboard Club selling books
Calloway County Backboard Club is selling books containing
coupons from local businesses. Anyone interested in one of these
books can contact any boy basketball player from grades 7 to 12.
at Calloway Middle and High Schools; or call 753-8251 and leave
a message.

LifeHouse banquet Saturday
LifeHouse Care Center banquet will be Saturday at 6 p.m. (note
correction of time as previously listed) at the Murray State University Curris Center ball room. There is no charge for reservations, but donations will be taken. The program will feature a
drama, "A Decision of Mercy." For meal reservations call 7530700.

The Shriners Crippled Children Screening Clinic will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Shrine Building at the Fairgrounds, 3380 Highway 121 North, Murray. This is for crippled
children with orthopedic problems and free with no charge to the
child or family. For more information call 759-8100 or 489-2289.

Backboard Club will meet
Murray Tiger Backboard Club will meet tonight (Thursday) at:6 p.m. in the Murray High School cafeteria. All persons interested in the athletic programs of the school are urged to attend.

ATTENTION MOMS

Bowfinger
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:30- 7:15 - 9:30

10% TFwI

600 North 12th Street (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY

The 13th Warrior
R- 1:05 -3:30 -7:05 - 9:30

JCPenney

Mickey Blue Eyes
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:25

(Available 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Daily)

Eat In or Carry Out
Expires Sept. 30, 1999

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) #469 of Murray will meet
tonight (Thursday) in the annex of the Calloway County Public
Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting
to start at 7 p.m. Katana Darnell will present a program on "SelfEsteem For All Sizes." TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss.

Dudley Do Right
PG- 1:25 - 3:20 - 7:25 - 9:20

items

ALL YOV CAN EAT DVFFET
Under New
Ownership
Newly Remodeled
Now Serving Soft
Serve Ice Cream

TOPS 469 to meet Thursday

Shriners' clinic Saturday
Theatres

ON,
;
S ri:ing Such
, Hu nn & Mandarin Cuisine
•••••111,a.v•
•.

The Thomas Crown Affair
- 1:10 - 3:40 -7:10-9:40
a

th(

Mr. and Mrs. Tim McReynolds

dinner
plan
Masons
'The Essentia Das, „Spa
.Massage
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Sixth Sense
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:20- 9:40
Runaway Bride
•
•PG. 1:20 - 3:35- 7:15 - 9:35
••••••••••••••

• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
• • • * ••••••••••
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Lindy Harmon
Hair Stylist & Nail Technician

JCPenney

•

wwwicpenney corn

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY • 759-9811
Saion Hours Mon -Fri 9 a m.-8 p.m
Sat. 9 8.m.6 p.m., Sun. 1 p.m. 5 p.m
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[JOrtirriev'
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'
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Friday, Sept. 10• 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 11 •9 a.m.-12 p.m.; 1
p.m.-3 p.m. Everything 1/2 Price!
Enoch Building At The Henry County
Fairgrounds in Paris, TN
Name Brands • Top Quality Clothing • Boys Newborn - 20• Girls
Newborn-Pre-teen • Halloween Costumes • Christmas/Holiday
Wear • Maternity Clothes • Strollers • Car Seats • Playpens •
Highchairs • Toys • Books • Everything You Need For Children

For Info Call 901-644-1126•901-642-9937
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Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This
is open to all interested writers.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written by the participants as follows:

IK

Autumn's Gala Festival
By Margaret R. Elkins
Rain falls-Music profound-'
Pitter-patter upon the ground.jicDroplets tumble .collectively,"
Penetrate majestic trees.
Mountain streams rush to high
seas.
Rainwater nurtures the earth
For autumn's gala festival.
New, vibrant colors appear-"Tis the season of the year
When leaves dress for the ball
In the celebration of fall.
Reds, yellows, oranges and browns-
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Miranda Rogers and William Smith

Rogers-Smith vows
will be said Oct. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Rogers announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miranda Faye Rogers, to William
Glenn Smith, son of Mrs. Janice Kellerman and the late Larry Smith
of Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Juanita Harrison and
the late Jack Harrison of Farmington and of Mr. and Mrs. Kelton
Rogers of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Wille Mae Smith WinChester and the late L.C. Winchester of Coldwater and of Mr. and
Mrs. Prince Fox of Hazel.
Miss Rogers is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently attending Murray State University.
Mr. Smith is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is a construction contractor.
An outdoor wedding is planned for Saturday, Oct. 23, 1999, at
2:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Jack Harrison, 861 Antioch Church
Rd., Farmington.
A reception. will follow, the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Reading program planned
A fall reading program will be
offered for children primary through
sixth grade by Murray State University's Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Beginning Wednesday, Sept. 29,
the sessions will continue on Mondays and Wednesdays through Dec
1 from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. in Murray State's Special Education Building.
The program is designed to provide children with positive reading experiences. One-on-one tutoring is provided by Murray State
undergraduate students. enrolled in
a reading practicum. The cost of
the program is $90, but fees may
be reduced significantly if finan:cial need exists.
: "The MSU reading program has
:been offered for many years," said
:tiffany Wheeler, distinguished prac
:titioner in the department of elementary and secondary education.
"the individualized attention children receive from their tutor and
the focus on successful reading
experiences helps build confidence
and enthusiasm for reading."
The deadline for applying for
'the fall reading program is Sept.

Trees shine in their ballroom gowns
'Neath the rays of the sparking
sun.
Ah! One last fling-Radiant as the spring
Before winter's chill,
When ice and snow blanket the earth
To fashion hope for humanity's
rebirth.

The Rowdy Days
of Whiskey-Ridge
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
I've climbed two rocky mounJain.s._
I've seen both deep blue seas
But, the most amazing place on
earth
Is whiskey-Ridge to me.
I was born on Whiskey-Ridge
A long, long time ago
There's something I will tell you
But, there's some things
You shouldn't know.
Now, Whiskey-Ridge lies
Down there

Let's Choose Our
Memories with Care
By Linda M. Siebold
Memories abound at the close of
each day
--Memories of both good and bad-

24. To apply call 762-2446 or for
more information contact Wheeler at 762-6891.

Gossip
Charlie York
"Oft times when you whisper
in some one's ear.
It crawls in like a serpent
and makes its bed in there.
It tickles .the senses with
gossip juicy and dear
As innocent as Eve when
the tempter drew near.
Whispers come as soft
as a gentle breeze:
That .itching ears love
It's a kind of disease.
Whispers are a habit like
putting on a show'.
Revealing things that
others shouldn't know.

Growing Old
By Wilma J. Sanders
I want to grow old with grace
Not mind the lines upon my face
Only laugh lines deeply set
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Can you believe it's been 20 years 5ir1CC our first ladies'
day? We will be bringing back speakers from the past 20
4 years to join U5 in a "Celebration" of God's love. Please b
make your plans to attend.

9:00-9:30 - Registration,juice, coffee, and donuts
9:30-12:30 - Program (with brunch being served)
•

we're every woman

Salute
•

SPEAKERS

Betty Anderson • 5ona Knight • Miriam Olree
ilk
.Patsy Pittman • Beth Falwell • Millie
S
IF
Fitzgerald
Carolyn
•
Page
Knuckles • Becky
is
• Delores Lawson • Kelly Walden • Janie Parker

COME AND JOIN OUR CELEBRATION
Nursery prooded for ages 5 and under.

•
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Love Me Like I Am
By Elizabeth Turner
I don't want to be made over,
So I'll fit in your plan
I like my special way of living,
Can't you love me like I am.
I know I've faults by the dozen
Some times I act just like a clown
That's my happy way of living,
Can't you love me like I am.
I don't want to be made over
I'm not clay in your hands
I like my care free way of living
Can't you love me like I am.
Want you give me one more chance
Can't you try to understand
I can't be the way you want me
So please just love me like I am.

No lines from frowns or regret
Lines upward from my eyes
Eyes that sparkle with surprise
A heart of love to make life sweet
Words the same to complete
I wonder if I can just decree it
Then in my life daily see it
From all worry just resign
A tranquil life each day be mine
They say it's in the attitude
Being pleasant and never rude
Just get my attitude perfected
With my actions not neglected .•
This is surely a grand endeavor
With no regrets forever and ever.

In the state of ole Kentucky
When men got filled up
On that booze
They started feelin' lucky.
They'd gamble on 'bout anything
Down to their pocket knife
But, they'd bust your head
With a two x four ,
If you flirted with his wife.
I've rambled up and
Down that ridge
Both night and day.
When I chanced upon
A fist fight
I'd turn the other way.
Sometimes a revenue-r came
And offered a little bounty
But now, Whiskey-Ridge is
The driest place in the county.
The Ridge ain't
Like it used to be
They died or moved away,
But I drive down and reminisce
Almost every- day.. People think I'm senile
Standing there alone,
Thinkin"bout "the good ole days"
That are past qnd gone.

future
To help us be happy or sad.
Let's choose those that gladden
our hearts;
That keep gloom and despair at
bay.
Let us focus on things that will
cheer us.
Let's enjoy to the fullest each day.
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at home...at work...
in the community

Announcing

ffellone

of Paducah is
pleased to announce they are the
authorized distrubutor for
Murray and Calloway County.

.day) at:
interest-:
!rid.

Right now, mix 'n match a great selection
of separates, dresses and shoes

buy
one
get
one
lower priced item

Every look. For every style of woman.

Weliane

OVER 5 0 YEARS
An American Company
New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

In Misses, Plus. Junior and Girls sizes
Shoes. Lingene and Accessories, too

You're invited!

Fashion Show
this Saturday (September 11) at 11 a.m.
Come see the women of your community wearing
the latest styles at your neighborhood Fashion Bug

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray
Service Center Will
Be Open Every Friday
9 a.m. til 1 p.m.

It's fun...it's free...no reservations required.
TAKE Ear 5% Rebates on Fashron Bug
CHARGE! Charge Purchases

Fk,S111()\ RI G
we're every woman

918 Broadway • Paducah, 1(y. • 502-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
04111111111111111111100(

•10104110*

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • 720 N. 12th st. • Murray. KY 12071
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'Sixth Sense'stays atop box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "The
Sixth Sense" remained the top boxafire. _draw far ihe. DWI straight_
weekend with a record-breaking
take for the four-day Labor Day
weekend.
"Sixth -Sense," starring Bruce
Willis 4n the tale of a boy who's
a magnet for the walking dead,
took in $28-.5 million, according
to industry estimates Monday.
That's nearly as much as the
grosses for the rest of the top five
films, which took in a combined
$30.1 million.
Only one new movie, the Skeet
Ulrich-Cuba Gooding Jr. thriller
"Chill Factor," cracked the top 10

1. "The Sixth Sense," $28.5
ness from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day, topping
2_,"Runaway Bride .$&f mil.
the.previous high of $2.6__billion
-Th-e-weelcend-s other major open- in summer 1998. .
lion.
ing, "Outside Providence," was in
3. "The 13th Warrior," $8.4 mil"Sixth Sense" continues to climb
Ilth place with $3.2 million. The the list of Disney's highest-gross- lion.
coming-of-age comedy was unable ing movies. The movie will easi4. "Bowfinger," $7 million.
to capitalize on the track record
5.'"‘The Thomas Crown Affair,"
ly pass Disney's NO.' 2 picture.
of. writers Peter and Bobby Far-Aladdin" with $217 million, and $6.1 million.
relly who made "There's Someb. "Chill Factor," $5.7 million.
has a shot at beating the studio's
thing About Mary."
all-time biggest film, "The Lion
7."Mickey Blue Eyes," $5.2 milOverall box office figures will King" with $312 million, Viane
lion.
top $100 million for the week- said.
8. "The Blair Witch Project,
end, breaking the previous Labor
million.
$3.8
Friday
grosses
for
Estimated
Day record of $96 million in 1997.
"The Muse," $3.5 million.
9.
AmeriNorth
Monday
at
through
record
It was a fitting end to a
"The Astronaut's Wife," $3.4
10.
summer movie season. The movie can theaters, according to Exhibitor
million.
Co.
Inc.
industry did about $3 billion in busi- Relations

this weekend, grossing $5.7 million for sixth place.

'Sopranos' may not be best bet at Emmys
LOS ANGELES (AP) — What
makes for an exciting Emmy
Awards show? Your favorite star
winning a trophy can do the trick.

Or watching a deserving series set
a record, as "Frasier" did when it
snared its fifth consecutive best
comedy Emmy last year.

( You Are Cordially Invited To Attend A

GOSPEL MEETING
at the

Green Plain Church ofChrist
Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile o
of Highway 641 between Murray and Hazel on the corner
of the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads.

September 12-16, 19991
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Evening Services

Or maybe it's guessing the winners and picking up $20 in the office
pool. With the goal of public service in mind (disclaimer: no gambling endorsement implied), Emmy
expert Thomas O'Neil and I huddled over predictions in the top
categories.
O'Neil, author of"The Emmys."
notes there are important elements
to consider before making an educated forecast for Sunday's ceremony (airing 8 p.m. EDT on Fox).
An Emmy Award reflects a specific episode or episodes submitted for judging, not a show's or
rformer's entire body of work
for a season. Actors tender one
episode; a series vying for best
comedy or drama submits eight.
Weighing them are peer panels
made up of members of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences. Actors judge acting nomi-

Lifeliner STE -ati

10.00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7.30 p.m.

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Speaker:

James Boyd
McMinnville, Tennessee

nees, directors review their colleagues and so on during marathon
viewing sessions in August.
That approach tends to assure
that the quality of the work, rather
than industry buzz, helps determine the winner, O'Neil said. It
also can result in surprises, particularly in the acting categories
in which performers often kill their
own chance with a weak episode.
Having the most nominations
or critical support also doesn't
guarantee a glorious outcome.
HBO's suburban mob drama "The
Sopranos," with 16 nominations,
is facing what O'Neil has deemed
"the frontrunner's curse."
It's unique to television. When
it comes to the Academy Awards,
the film with the most bids took
best picture nine out of the last
10 years. During the same period, Emmy frontrunners were tripped
up six times. O'Neil said.

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

$$$$$ $$$$$$ $

$ Heights Finance $
Corporation $
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Amv Brumfield, M.D.
Pediatrician &
Internal Medicine Specialist
isjoining the medical practice of
Murray Pediatrics
Medical Arts Building,Suite 176W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray,Ky.42071
For an appointment,call

270-759-9213

my Brumfield, M.D.,is joining Dr. Clegg Austin's practice at Murray
P tries. Dr. Brumfield specializes in pediatrics and internal medicine.
She is eligible to be certified by the American Board of Pediatrics and the
American Board of Internal Medicine.
A graduate of Murray State University, Dr. Brumfield earned her
medical degree from the University of Kentucky in 1995 and completed
her internship and residency at the University of Missouri at Kansas City
in 1999.
Dr. Bnunfield is a native of Hopkinsville, Ky. During her fourth year of
residency at the University of Missouri, Dr. Brumfield worked at MCCH
with Dr. Austin to fulfill a clinical elective.
To schedule an appointment,al 270-759-9223.

Amy Bninifielia, M.D.
Pediatrician &
Internal Medicine Specialist
Murray Pediatrics
Medical Arts Building, Suite 176W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
270-759-9223

MURRAY
GUY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

-•••

1304A Chestnut St. $
Murray, KY
(270) 759-0310
$ Former Bankruptcies $
Welcome!

$ $ $$$$$$$$ $

HEAVENLY SOUNDS: Contemporary Christian artists FFH (Far
From Home) will perform Sept. 10 at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.

Contemporary Christian
group to perform Sept. 10
The First Assembly of God, structured their lives and career&:.
along with Chi Alpha Christian in such a way as to further the :
Fellowship and WAAJ, will spon- calling they believe has been :sor contemporary Christian artists entrusted to them.
FFH (Far From Home) in concert
-We've always been blatant
at 7 p.m., Sept. 10 at Lovett Audiabout FFH's goal as a group,"
torium on the Murray State Uni- said Jeromy Deibler, the group's
versity campus.
co-founder and principal writer.
FFH has recorded nine albums "Our goal is to reach as many
and plays over 200 dates a year. people as we can for Jesus as
Their major label debut on Essen- quickly as possible."
tial Records, I Want To Be Like
Tickets are on sale through
You, has shipped over 135,000
units in under five months, mak- Thursday at New Life Christian
ing them the best-selling debut Bookstore. They will also be available Friday night at the concert.
Christian artist of 1999.
FFH members Jeromy and Jen- For more information call First
nifer Deibler, Brian Smith and ,Assembly of God at, 753-6695 or
Michael 'Boggs have delibetateTy — WAAJ-at 4374095 -

-

to host vent Sept. 11
The Eiffel Tower Park in Paris, jumping contest.
Contestants in the poster conTenn., will be the place to be
will be asked to submit their
test
Sept. 11 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Booths will line the park offer- entries before Oct. 1 for judging
ing games, contests, information by Murray State's Art Department.
All the winners of the contests
and lots of food for children of
all ages to experience a fun-filled will have their photos taken and
placed on our web page at
day.
The crew of WQTV wishes to www.q46.com, and we will award
invite everyone to stop by its their prizes after Oct. 1.
booth, which will be located in
WQTV is a broadcast service
front of the Eiffel Tower on Mau- of Murray State University and is
rice Avenue.
the only local television station
Parents can pick up our pro- serving the Purchase area of Westgramming information while the ern Kentucky and northern Tenboys and girls get their faces paint- nessee.
ed and enter one of our contests,
The station airs a mix of genwhich will include the New Zoo eral entertainment programming,
Revue coloring contest, the movies, sports and quality chilBeakman's World science poster dren's shows throughout the 24contest or our Freddie the Frog hour broadcast day.

WHO DO YOU KNOW?
that deserves a Brass Lantern
GIFT
CERTIFICATE
Redeemable in Food or Merchandise only
to the value of *** dollars($)at

The Brass Lantern Restaurant
USHwy 68, Aurora, Ky
as a gift from.
you!

Call 474-2773
and tell Carol how
many certificates
you'd like to order for your special friends,
employees, relatives, co-workers, parents,
children, in-laws, clients, customers,
teachers and everyone you know.
Call Carol today!
We'll make a special deal for you.

•
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Football
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Stop by
for a great
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

(

HAND OUT: Calloway quarterback Tony Ryan (15) prepares to hand the ball to tailback Jason Hargrove
(20) in the Lakers' 23-13 loss to crosstown rival Murray High last Friday.
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AUTO GLASS...
MIRRORS. .
AND WINDOWS!
Quality Glass At Unbeatable
Prices

of genAy chitthe 24-

753-6450

auto glass • table tops • mirror
• doors • storm windows • store
fronts • shower & tub • safety glass
• insulated glass

Insurance Claims Welcome

753-4527
iGLASI

WEST KY GLASS S MIRROR
"Your Auto Glass Specialist"
203 So. 2nd St. (next to Murray Lumber)

erera tickliatiks
Meet% iSfat [Wags
At'a !able at..

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

:r SCREEN PRINTING

•

308 NORTH 12th STREET • MURRAY. KY
270-7'53-7-743

Sept. 10, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.
Jack Rose Stadium
Lakers try to regroup after
tough loss to rival Murray
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Struggling with a devastating loss to crosstown rival
Murray High, the Calloway County Lakers made a collective decision early this week — to move forward.
"We're moving on and getting ready for Madisonville,"
said Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher. "We watched three
hours of film on Monday and went over every play of the
Murray game several times.
"We've taken what the film has shown us and tried to
correct those mistakes. We turned the film off and told the
kids that that game was behind us ... Obviously, that game
doesn't decide the district standings. And that's the way
we've approached it," he added.
In the home_ opener at Jack Rose Stadium, the Lakers
will face a former 3A district rival in Madisonville.
The Maroons, who gave their District 1 slot to Muhlenberg North, have moved up to Class 4A, where they've
found the sailing a little rough.
Madisonville's slow start has produced an 0-3 mark.
which includes t)Owout losses to Hancock County (33-14),
Paducah Tilghman (45-21) and Hopkins Central (24-0).
First-year head coach Andy Corbin, a former assistant at
Murray High School, said the Lakers present a stiff challenge for the struggling Maroons.
"It's going to be a tough game for us," noted Corbin.
"They're a very tough, physical football team. and they run

the option very well."
Madisonville features a wide-open passing attack with
quarterback Spencer Johnson and wideout Wes Rainey.
The defensive unit is led by linebackers Jack Williams and
Mark Keelin.
"(Johnson) will be the third good quarterback we..‘ e
faced in a row," said Stonecipher. "They're going to pass
the ball and run a lot of counters and draws ... We'll have to
play good defense against them."
But while Madisonville posts a solid passing game. injuries have taken their toll on the Maroons' effectiveness this
season.
"We've had trouble with injuries," explained Corbin,
who has eight players playing on both offense and defense.
"Our starting linebacker is out, and we've got a few others
hurt as well. When you play the numbers game, injuries are
a factor."
The Lakers know all about injuries.
Calloway stumbled to a 4-6 mark last season, due in
large part to a slew of injuries. The 1998 campaign also included a season-ending loss to Madisonville, which
knocked the Lakers out of a birth in the Class 3A state
playoffs.
"We're healthy, and we're excited about playing our
first game at home," Stonecipher said.
"The coaches and players have worked hard this week
and seemed to have a renewed vigor. Hopefully, we can get
some things done and have some success."
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Here's To A
Winning Season!

MURRAY

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.

Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated

759-4979
(S. 12th) Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

Stop by before
or after the
game for our
- All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza- & Pasta
BufTet!

$2.00 OFF
Full Service
Reg. Price $22.95

102 South 12th St. Murray
759-3278
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Make your retirement planning pay off
with a new Roth IRA!
Start Planning for your retirement TODAY!
For more information, call:
James 0 Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8546
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Lady Racer golfers seek OVC four-peat
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's golf team
opens-As-1999-2000 season--next---week
hut--Mitkrnan-ixssuics that -each- year- • difthe Tennessee Tech Classic in Cookeville, ferent.
Tenn., the site of the 2000 Ohio Valley
"We certainly look at it one year at a
Conference Championship. Obviously, the time," she said. "Each year is a new year
Lady Racers will use the time to get accli- with a different team. That team sets its
mated to the course in preparation for its goals together. Three years in a row third straight OVC titt defense.
that's just something we talk- about and
"I feel this is going to be a good year deal with in practice. It means we have to
for us," said MSU head coach Velvet Milk- work harder because everybody brings their
man. "To date, our qualifying scores have best game at you."
been good. I look forward to being sucReturning to the MSU fold this season
cessful at Tech next week."
are three seniors: two-time OVC Player of
Having won three straight conference the Year Jenny Daag, All-OVC golfer Jestitles is certain to build team confidence, sica Widman and Tricia Brooks. Also return-

ifying rounds. She is taking her game to'
the next level."
Milkman added that the goals set by the
teatu--afe49 win the---011C—ernws and tp
Tina
Marshall
and
sophoing are-junior
mores- Kristen Margherio and Megan Rees. earn a spot in the Eastern Regional TourNewcomers to the team are freshmen nament.
The Lady Racers open the season Sept.
Stephanie Baskey, Susan Loyd and Kelly
13-14 at the Tennessee Tech Classic, an
Wren.
"Stephanie has played really well so far,"' exciting match for the team for more reaMilkman said. "She has stepped up and • sons that being the site of this year's OVC
made our top five in the (preseason) qual- Championship.
"I'm excited because a lot of teams from
ifying. Kelly and Susan have played well,
our district will be there," Milkman said.
but just a little inconsistent.
"I'm really impressed with the play of "We need to play head-to-head against them
Tina Marshall," Milkman added. "She has to get into the regional.
worked hard over the summer, and Megan
Rees has played extremely well in the qual- • See Page 11A

MSU squads open play next week

STAFF
WRITER

Mediocre
showing
demands
turnaround
Let me first say that I'm totally embarrassed. And I think I
can speak the same for my colleague, Mark Young.
Last week's picks by the
Ledger's sports team were an
abomination, to say the very
least.
Both Mark and I came in at
an anemic 6-3. We could make
excuses. But, in this case, will
plead temporary insanity.
It all started when Mark ran
off to Wisconsin.
With it being his first plane
ride, we were both in stitches he because of the plane and I
because of the mountain of work
left behind. And during rivalry
week at that!
----Speaking of that, the MurrayCalloway County contest began
our ugly decent from "The Lords
of Prognostications" to mere peasants.
What a fool I've been the
last two seasons to underestimate the Murray High Tigers taking nothing away from Calloway County, of course.
It seems to me that the Tigers
thrive off playing the role of the
:underdog. So that pick was a
loss-up in and of itself.
- And to top it all off, who in
:?their right mind would ever pick
, Graves County over Paducah
Tilghman and Fulton City to
tdefeat Trigg County?
L.:. Oh well, at least I wasn't
!halve enough to pick Kentucky
:Over Louisville - as last week's
tguest picker did. Of course, we
-Svon't mention any names (David
Ramey).
2 By the way, neither of us :4-Thankfully - are behind our guests.
lead the pack by mere percentage
Appoints with a 14-3 record while
ark follows close behind at
45-5. The guests bring up the
r
•
dear
at a lowly 10-7.
Guess what?
P.; It's your turn Dan Hampton!
The ever-popular MHS prin.
ccipal will take his best shots at
'cite pick experts (enter laughter

•

•

r

-qlere).

.1.

r

So go get 'em Mr. Hampton.
,
•• -.1Ve wish you bad luck! (just kidding).
.1.z Anyway, it's time extend my
•72ead.
Todd Central at Murray
This is shaping up to be a
rather interesting matchup.
Todd Central comes into the
contest on' a roll, winning its
first two games by a combined
: 'score of 46-7.
" At first glance, that sounds
impressive - until you look a
little closer and see that the two
wins came against Warren East
and Fort Campbell.
Meanwhile, Murray stumbled
out of the gate with a seasonopening loss to Crittenden County. But the Tigers looked much
better in downing crosstown rival
Calloway last week.
The two schools haven't met
since the 1996 Class A state
playoffs, where the Rebels
• shocked Murray in the first round.
Don't count on a repeat performance ... Murray.
Madisonville at Calloway
The Lakers are still smarting
over last week's loss to Murray.
Combine that with an 0-3 start
by the rebuilding Maroons coached by former Murray High
assistant Andy Corbin - and you
have an instant mismatch.
'Nuff said .. Calloway.
Ballard at Heath
Both of these schools come
• II See Page 11A

Indians lose, but clinch
fifth straight AL Central
White Sox
eliminated
by Anaheim

File photo
BOMBS AWAY...Ken Griffey Jr. hit his American Leagueleading 44th home run Wednesday night to lead the Seattle Mariners over the Toronto Blue Jays 4-3.

The Associated Press
Somewhere on a flight from
Texas to Chicago, the Cleveland
Indians clinched their fifth straight
AL Central title.
Hours after the Indians left the
Ballpark in Arlington following a
3-0 loss to Texas, they clinched
the division when second-place
Chicago was eliminated with a 65, 10-inning loss at the Anaheim
Angels.
"I guess you could say that is
a strange scenario to be in second place and to be eliminated
at this time," White Sox manager Jerry Manuel said of the White
Sox, 23 1/2 games behind the
Indians.
"They're playing good baseball,
and they're 22 games better than
a lot of teams," Manuel said. "I
guess you have to put your stamp

on them after the playoffs and 5; Baltimore 10, Minnesota 0; and
•
the World Series. That's a real Detroit 5, Tampa Bay I.
Wetteland pitched the ninth for
test of how good a team is —
one that endures the playoffs and his major league-leading 41st save
for the Rangers, including four in
the World Series."
Cleveland could have clinched three days. Chris Haney (0-2) gave
on the field, but John Burkett (7- up three runs — two earned —
7), Tim Crabtree and John Wet- and five hits in 4 1-3 innings.
Angels 6, White Sox 5
teland combined to scatter eight
Jeff Huson doubled home the
hits.
"When I was warming up and game-winning run off Bill Simas
they announced the battery, hap- (5-3) with two outs in the 10Th
pened to hear the boos. It was a at Anaheim after the Angels overnice feeling to be able to change came a 4-0 deficit. Mo Vaughn's
that around when I went into the two-run homer off Jesus Pena tied
dugout at the end," said Burkett, it at 5 in the seventh.
Mariners 4, Blue Jays 3
who has rebounded from a horriTom Lampkin hit a two-run
ble first half to win three straight
homer off Billy Koch in the ninth
and four of five.
AL West-leading Texas, which after Carlos Delgado's second
got RBI singles from Royce Clay- homer of the game, his 42nd of
ton and Luis Alicea, improved to the season, put Toronto ahead
7-3 against Cleveland this season. against Jose Mesa (2-5) in the
"They can beat us all year top of the inning.
Ken Griffey Jr's AL-leading 44th
long," Cleveland's Richie Sexson
said. "But if they don't beat us homer, a two-run shot, gave the
in the playoffs, it doesn't matter." Mariners a 2-1 lead in the eighth,
In other AL games, it was Oak- making him 4-for-12 with three
land 4, Boston 2; Seattle 4, Toron- homers against left-hander Graeme
to 3; New York 9, Kansas City Lloyd.

r

Letter blasts anti-Phillipso umps
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
umpires are at it again.
National League umpire Steve
Rippley has decided against retirement, and members of the group
trying to oust union leader Richie
Phillips have received an anonymous letter, accusing each of
them of being "a cowardly, selfish scab."
"How could you jump out of
the foxhole in .the midst of battle and desert your friends for your
own selfishness?" said the letter,
obtained Wednesday by The Associated Press. "How could you
pledge your allegience to the
'intelligence' of Joe Brinkman
and John Hirschbeck?"
Rippley, who hasn't worked

Called 'cowardly scabs'
since his colleagues lost their.
jobs, called the National League
office last Thursday, intending to
retire, but was told to take several days off to think it over.
"Rippley, in all likelihood, will
resume active umpiring on Friday in Cincinnati." Phillips said
Wednesday night.
The handwritten letter, postmarked in Santa Ana, Calif., on
Aug. 31, was received by about
25 umpires who oppose the union
leadership, one member of the
anti-Phillips faction said, speaking on the condition he not be
identified.
Phillips engineered the failed

strategy of mass resignations,
which cost 22 umpires their jobs
Sept. 2. Phillips' supporters in
the union say the resignation
strategy would have been successful had they all stuck with
the plan.
"Remember, you abandoned the
ship! You sunk the ship!" said
the letter, which contained misspellings and had several words
underlined for emphasis. "Now
you have to look at yourself in
the mirror every day forever and
see the reflection of a cowardly, selfish scab! You can change.
You can return your allegience
to where it belongs!"

form a new union or decertify the current union, 30 percent of umpires must file a petition with the National Labor Relations Board, which would then
hold an election.
"It's a pretty gutless person
that would write _something and
send out letters and not put their
signature to it," Hirschbeck said.
"I've never not signed a letter
in my life. I would assume it's
from a current umpire or one of
the 22."
Depending on whether the 22
umpires who were let go last
week count as part of the bargaining unit, there are either 71
or 93 major league umpires eligible to vote. Fourteen umpires
issued a statement in July condemning Phillips.

UK's Whalen a walk-on made good
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
From unheralded transfer to starting tight end, Kentucky's James
Whalen Jr. has lived the' classic
tale of a college football walk-on College in northern California. But
his father was assigned to run an
made good.
A little more than two years Esco Steel plant in northern Kenafter the July day when, carrying tucky, and began commuting back
a couple of videotapes, he knocked and forth between Oregon and
on coach Hal Mumme's office Kentucky.
On his visits home, James
door, the 6-foot-4. 230-pound
Whalen is emerging as a top weapon Whalen Sr. told his son about
in the 1999 edition of Mumme's Mumme, the pass-happy new coach
"Air Raid" offense. In Saturday's who had been hired at Kentucky
opener, a 56-28 loss to Louisville, at the end of 1996.
When his parents moved east,
Whalen had a career day, catching eight passes for 115 yards and James Jr. went with them and
enrolled at Kentucky. Then he went
three touchdowns.
"He's a guy who's just come to pay a visit to Mumme, tapes
and worked as hard as he could of his Shasta highlights in hand.
Mumme recalled the meeting.
every day to get better" Mumme
"He said, 'My Dad said I ought
said.
A native of Portland, Ore., to come talk to you because you
Whalen might have spent his entire all throw it a lot. I wanted to
college career on the West Coast, know if I could be on the team.
where he first played at Shasta I'm already enrolled." Mumme

Tight end coming off big
showing against Louisville
said.
Those words were music to
Mumme's ears, who had watched
a couple of his receivers flunk out
of school after spring practice.
"We were just hurting for bodies," Mumme said. "We were just
glad to have somebody who would
be there."As soon as he said he had
enrolled, I knew he was fairly smart,
because he had already gotten in,
he was a pretty good student," the
coach said. "So I sent him over
to see (compliance coordinator)
Sandy Bell, and she checked out
his eligibility, and we watched the
tapes and he came back and we
said,'Sure, we'd love to have you."
Whalen said Mumme has always
viewed him as someone with something to contribute.

"He's never really treated me
like the walk-on player, he's treated me like everybody else," he
said. "I really respected that, and
the fact that he gave me an opportunity that not a lot of other people did. The fact that he saw something in me, it didn't make me
play any harder, because I always
play as hard as I can, but it makes
me want to play harder for him."
It took Mumme and his staff a
little while to figure out the best
use for Whalen, who saw action
on special teams and at the slotback, tight end and wide receiver positions in 1997.
By last year, they had settled
on tight end. Splitting time with
Jimmy Haley, Whalen started two
games, catching 23 passes for 239
yards and three touchdowns, and
emerging as the Wildcats' top player at the position.
This year, Whalen was given
a scholarship and -the job of mentoring several newcomers.

Lakers
second
at Boots
Randolph
Staff Report
,
Murray Ledger & Times
CADIZ, Ky.- Calloway Colin,ty's boys' golf team finished second to Trigg County but won
over University Heights Wednesday at the Boots Randolph Golf
Course.
Trigg finished with a team
score of 161 while Calloway
wound up at 174 and University Heights totaled 187.
Eighth grader Josh Burks led
Calloway with a 40, followed
by Jeremy Bolls (41), Michael
Williams (45) and Chase Wallace (48). Also competing but
not figuring into the team score
was Jeff Boyle with a 50.
Calloway is in action this
afternoon at Oaks Country Club,
along with Murray, Lone Oak
and Graves County.
Cross country
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. - In
previously unreported sports
action from last weekend, Calloway County's cross country
teams opened the 1999 season
at the Fort Campbell Invitational.
Calloway's girls were led by
Amanda Hart with a time of 26:15,
followed by Kacee Stonecipher
Thompson
Crystal
(27:04),
(28:52), Elizabeth Kilvy (31:05)
and Meagan Rogers (31:24).
For the boys, Michael Pritchett had the best time for the
Lakers at 21:18, followed by
Nathan McHail (21:48), Andy
Mize (22:27) and Luke Puckett
(22:44).
Calloway hosts the Calloway
County/MSU Invitational Saturday starting at 8:30 a.m, at the
Murray City Park.
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EMediocre...
From Page 10A

This week's football picks

Sponsored By

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency

into Friday's matchup off close
calls the week before.
Dan Hampton
Scott Niamey
Mark Young
Ballard Memorial squeaked by
Guest picker
Staab/UM
Irwursno•
Reidland 8-7 while Heath outduMurray
Murray
Todd Central at Murray
eled Lone Oak 26-23. The Bombers
Murray
Nobody can protect your AUTO
and the Pirates each come in with
Calloway
Madisonville at Calloway
Calloway
Calloway
any better than we card
1-1 marks on the young season.
Ballard
Heath
Ballard
at
Heath
Heath
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
In a game really too close to
Lindy Starter
call, let's take ... Heath by a
S. Fulton
Fulton City at South Fulton
S. Fulton
S. Fulton
National League
nose.
MAJOR LEAGUES
Mayfield
Mayfield
Graves at Mayfield
Mayfield
East Division
American League
Fulton City at South Fulton
W
L Pct. GB
All Times CDT
Muhlenberg
Muhlenberg North at Lone Oak
Lone Oak
Lone Oak
The Bulldogs picked up their
631
—
52
89
Atlanta
East Division
55
8073 1/2
85
New York
first win in more than a year last
L Pct. GB
W
at
Tilghman
Tilghman
Tilghman
Marshall
Tilghman
68
71
489 20
Philadelphia
—
54 612
85
New York
week by upsetting Trigg County
58
81
417
30
Montreal
5646 1/2
79
61
Boston
Trigg
Trigg
Trigg
Trigg at Reidland
26-21 last Friday.
57
82
410 31
Florida
74
67
525 12
Toronto
Central Division
However, don't expect another
Murray St.
Murray St.
Murray St.
Murray State at SIU
453 22
76
63
Baltimore
W
L Pct. GB
439 24
61
78
Tampa Bay
upset this week against a good
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
UConn at
Kentucky
85
56
603
—
Houston
Central Division
Red Devil team.
81
Cincinnati
58 .583
3
W
L Pct. GB
Louisville
Louisville
UT-Chattanooga at Louisville
Louisville
The pick ... South Fulton.
71_,49318 1/2
Pittsburgh
69
x-Cleveland
86—.11 __.sts
74
67
.475
18
T.
Louis
St
j•
*
Graves
at—Mayfield
.45023
1/2
77
Chicago
63
5-4
6-3
Last week.:
6-3
60
78 .43523 1/2
Milwaukee
58
80 .42027 1/2
Minnesota
Quick question - When was
56
83 403 28
Chicago
81 .41328 1/2
Detroit
57
the last time Graves County and
10-7
Season:
15-5
14-3
West Division
388 32
54
85
Kansas City
Mayfield had identical records
W
L Pct. GB
West Division
83
56
597
—
Arizona
after two games?
Pct. GB
5437 1/2
76
64
San Francisco,
56 603
85
Texas
I don't know the answer to field and tollowed that by blast- Ohio Valley Conference counter- by their in-state neighbors in the
74
488
18
65
Los Angeles
64 5438 1/2
Oakland
76
that, but my guess is that it's been ing Caldwell County 42-0. The Mar- parts, Southeast Missouri, 43-25 opener.
46418 1/2
75
65
San Diego
504 14
Seattle
70
69
447 21
78
Colorado
63
a few years.
shals look like they might be a in their opener last week. HowAnaheim
55
64 396 29
Kentucky must find a defense
Wednesday's Games
x-clinched division title
The Cardinals lost a rare game, solid 4A ball club.
ever, MSU should provide a bit
Montreal
1
5,
if
it
Colorado
hopes to compete at all in
Wednesday's Games
falling to Hopkinsville 27-24 in
On the other hand, Paducah more of a challenge than SEMO.
San Diego 7, Pittsburgh 4, 10 innings
Oakland 6, Boston 2
the
Southeastern
Conference. But,
overtime. Meanwhile, the Eagles Tilghman is coming off one of
The Racers have had their probNew York 7, San Francisco 5
Detroit 5, Tampa Bay 1
luckily,
the
Huskies
aren't an SEC
Chicago
4
Cincinnati
6,
Baltimore 10, Minnesota 0
pulled off what may qualify as the most baffling losses in their lems at Carbondale (1-7 overall), team ... UK.
Florida 5, Los Angeles 4, 13 innings
New York 9, Kansas City 5
history
a
51-27
debacle
at
the
but
look
for
them to bounce back
the upset of the season - even
Houston 10, Philadelphia 2
UT-Chattanooga at Louisville
Texas 3, Cleveland 0
with a victory ... Murray State.
Atlanta 5, St. Louis 4
after two weeks - by shocking hands of Graves County.
Anaheim 6, Chicago 5. 10 innings
The Cardinals rolled over UK
But despite the slip, the TorAnzona 9, Milwaukee 1
Connecticut at Kentucky
Seattle 4, Toronto 3
Paducah Tilghman 51-27.
and should do the same over UTC.
Thursday's Games
Thursday's Garnets
As
previously
mentioned
in
this
However, don't get carried away nado should bounce back this week.
Houston (Reynolds 14-11) at Philadelphia
The pick ... Cards easy.
Detroit (Nitkowski 2-4) at Tampa Bay (ArroThe pick ... in a close one, column, the Wildcats were drilled
with this upset trend ... Cardi(Byrd 14-8), 12 05 p.m
io 4-10), 6.05 pm
Arizona (Reynoso 10-3) at Milwaukee (Karl
Tilghman.
Baltimore (Riley 0-0) at Minnesota (Ryan
nals by a bunch.
8-11), 1:05 pm
0-2). 7.05 P.M.
Oak
Trigg County at .Rei,diand
at
Lone
Muhlenberg
North
Cincinnati (Harhisch 14-8) at Chicago
„Delicious
Does anybody really care?
Both of these Class 3A squads
(Farnsworth 3-8), 1 20 p m
Montreal (Vazquez 7-6) at San Diego (CarHere's a matchup of two teams
come off losses last week - Muhlyle 0-1), 4:05 pm
lenberg North to Ohio County and going absolutely nowhere.
RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
New York (Hershiser 12-10) at Los AngeThe winner ... by default
Lone Oak to Heath.
les (K.Brown 16-6), 9'10 p.m
Earcillire
This game is a toss-up at best, Trigg.
Murray State at SIU
but we'll take the home team by
Ftvalr.coad
As expected, the Racers were
default ... Lone Oak.
E TAXII:Erik/yip
throttled by a powerful Wisconsin
Marshall at Tilghman
Lunch & Dinner•Thursday - Sunday
This may be the toughest game team last Saturday. But returning
tElcoiitherit Railroad
to Division I-AA competition
From Page 10A
Our qualifying scores are lower of the week to pick.
437-41200
State Ftcpwat 130,14Airclirt, Mit
Marshall, at 1-1, played well should help.
this year than they were last year,
to
Mayloss
The
Salukis
blasted
Murray's
"We're taking two teams because but it's difficult to tell the strength in a season-opening
we have nine players this year," of a team until it plays in comshe added. "This will give every- petition."
Murray State opens its 1999body an opportunity to play."
The MSU Navy team will con- 2000 season at the Drury Intersist of Daag, Widman, Rees, collegiate in Cape Girardeau, Mo., By BOB GREENE
The men's semifinal matchups
Sept. 13-14.
• Complete Computer Systems Computer Upgrades 'Cable Modem Installation
Margherio and Baskey.
AP Sports Writer
were to be completed today as No.
"The Drury has 18 teams par• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service' Apex Internet Sign-up
MSU men set to open season:
NEW YORK(AP) — Maybe fa- 5 Gustavo Kuerten played Cedric
The Murray State men's golf team ticipating:__Hewitt said. "South- ther knows best after all.
Pioline of France in a day match
Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)
is coming off a disappointing sea- west Missouri State won it last
Richard Williams, father and co- and No. 7 Todd Martin faces Slava
son, but has its sights set on year, and will be defending that coach of Serena and Venus, confi- Dosedel of the Czech Republic at
211 Maple Street, Murray,KY 42071 • 759-1111
title. Southeast Missouri State was dently predicted before the U.S. night. The winners will face each
improving this year.
aceSou)see
uáatàs. Sec. - Zeleavut RUctuclut:4Freshman Brandon Henson leads second last year. There will be Open that his daughters would face other on Saturday.
five
OVC
schools
ateSmetee
04. ael voi.vt cootxuai•eg neezta.
participating - each other in the title match.
the qualifying for the Racers, who
return six players to the 1999- Morehead State, Tennessee State,
They're one step away.
Tennessee-Martin, SEMO and Mur2000 roster.
Serena Williams joined sister
Returning this ...season are sen- ray State. It will be a competitive Venus in the semifinals at the
group."
USTA National Tennis Center by
ior Jason Smith; juniors Michael
Murray State will be driving overpowering fourth-seeded MonCalef, Jeremy Grantham, Jason
for its fourth Ohio Valley Con- ica Seles 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 Wednesday
Jarvi and Alex Sundsten; and sophference title and its first since night. Earlier, defending champion
omore Matt Stark.
1991. The 2000 OVC Champi- Lindsay Davenport survived two
Newcomers to the team are
onship will be played April 24-26 match points before defeating No. 5
sophomore Tim Keag, a walk-on,
in Nashville, Tenn.
Mary Pierce 6-2, 3-6, 7-5.
and freshmen Henson and Ryan
Overbey.
"Our goals this year are to
improve our play in the district
from last year and to finish among
the top five in our fall tournaments,"
said MSU head coach Buddy
East Main • 753-5606
Hewitt, returning for his 40th seaWe Feature Name Brand Tires:
son as the Racers' head coach.
Hewitt has been with the varsity
Michelin • Uniroyal • General • Monarch
men's golf program from its beginLaramie• Firestone • B.F. Goodrich
ning in the 1959-60 season.
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
"Our qualifying has been satisfactory," Hewitt said. "The freshmen look all right, and I'm very
pleased that Brandon is doing so
well in the qualifiers. He has a
great attitude, a great putting stroke,
and he's an excellent student, too.

EMSU golf...

U.S. Open semifinals set

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry

/MYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th • Murray • 270-753-6450

• Energy Efficient
• Superior Craftsmanship
• Top Quality Vinyl
• Wide Variety of Styles and Shapes

INVENTORY
REDUCTION
SALE
September
10-11-12

We're Making Room For Fall & Winter Merchandise!

storewide
discount!

visions 2000'
Vinyl Windows & Doors

&alai
Your
Home

Weyerhaeuser
White D-4
Vinyl Siding
$3495

OFF"

CHECK OUT THESE DEPARTMENTS:
Saws
Hardware.Fencing
Livestock Equipment
And Hundreds More!!!

Regular
Priced
In -Stock Merchandise

ORSCHELIsD FARM&HOME
Answers Down Every Aislesm

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

MERCURY
LI NCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER Of
TIGER FOOTBALL
FOR 70 yr,...Rs.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

753-5273

Brooks Brothers
University

McKINNEY
INSURANCE SERVICES
Certified In

Automotive Service &
Off-Road Equipment
•Service
•Battenes
•Uft Kits

Counselor

"Your Hometown Insurance Sou
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • BO

•Tune-Up
•Starters
•Lights

104 North 4th Sheet
P.O. Box 1394
Moray, KY 42071

800 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1399

Ashley J. Ross,
Licensed Agent

TODD BROOKS

HAMPTON BROOKS

ei.eacgot

in

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

CABINETS

a WOODWORKING

•Office Furniture
& Entertainment
Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

• Kitchen Cabinets
& Vanities

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive
Murray, KY
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

STOPPED: Murray High tailback Anthony Cogdell (22) is stopped by a Calloway County defender in the
Tigers 23-13 victory at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Murray High (1-1)
VS.

Todd Central (2-0)

622 South 4th

Kickboxing For
Fun & Fitness

Sept. 10, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Field
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Coming down from an emotional high can be almost as
difficult as rebounding from a low point.
That's what the Murray High coaching staff has learned
this week after watching the Tigers skate past crosstown rival Calloway County 23-13 last Friday.
"The kids didn't want to practice Monday. which was
understandable after a game like that," said Tiger head
coach Rick Fisher. "But we've got to move on. We've got
other challenges ahead ... That game is over."
And if they're not careful. the Tigers could run into a
buzzsaw this week in visiting Todd Central.
The Rebels have begun the 1999 campaign on fire, posting big wins over Warren East (19-7) and Fort Campbell
(27-0).
"No one's scored on their first-team defense yet," Fisher
noted. "They've got an excellent football team."
Friday's meeting marks the first between the two
schools since Todd Central shocked the Tigers in the opening round of the Class A state playoffs in 1996.
The Rebels are one of two new opponents on the Murray
schedule this fall. Crittenden County. who defeated the Tigers in the season opener. is the other.
"They made it to the second round of the playoffs last
year, and arc one of the top two teams in their district this

season," Fisher said. "So they've been successful in the last
few years."
Rebels head coach Mike Atkins knows he's in for a
tough challenge from Murray High
"I'm very happy with the way we're playing right now,
hut I expect a very physical game from (Murray) this
week,- Atkins noted.
"They're awfully quick and physical, and they're bigger
than we are ... I'm a little leery of us taking a beating and
being able to stay in the game."
Todd Central boast a solid split back veer offense, led
by quarterback Derrick Schutts, tailback Floyd Kaye and
fullback John Nichols.
"They've got more speed than you've seen in a long
time," said Fisher. "Everytime their tailback touches the
ball, he's a threat to go all the way. They also have a good
quarterback and good receivers ... They can match up with
anybody."
According to Atkins, a the Rebels must contain a powerful Murray passing attack to be successful on Friday.
"For us to win, we've got to stop their passing game," he
claimed."We can't make mental mistakes against a quality
opponent like Murray. If we do, it's going to cost us three

041b

J.H. Churchil
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated

• Residential
• Commercial
•Service Repair
ilrtlieipllscorze/F%ax
1/

Most Major Brands

*Brake Service
*Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated

507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabo
restaurant.)

Five Points
759-1529

759-2265

753-4736

Theetahotneett
Woodmen's Modified Endowment Universal Life
Insurance certificate, The Enhancer, lets your beneficiary
avoid the hassle of probate and the bite of federalincome
tax!
•Your cash value may accumulate faster than in a CD.
•Your gain is tax-deferred until received.
And Best of all:
•The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is federal income tax-free.
Ask your local Woodmen representative to find out more.
Tim Scruggs
Woodmen Bldg., 3rd & Maple,
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4377
'The FA MILV FroIe,rWl.••

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOARE OFFICE OMAHA PalleASAA

Larger Aerobic Room offering
cool innovative fitness:• Hip Iffy
Kickin'Cardio • Cardio-Pump

o

Wellness Center - Located
in a separate. relaxing environment. Co-ed & women
only classes. Expect Succes:,
Classes!
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Family Center Expanding programs for the whole family! Larger
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GO TIGERS

1

Woodmen..."The FAMILY Fraternity"•

or six points every time."
For Fisher, the key to Friday's matchup is controlling
the clock and field position battles.
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*10 Minute Oil Change

Professmnal Lubrocation to .Our car truck motor home.

Tigers on emotional high after
big win over rival Calloway
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808 Chestnut St. • Murray, KV 42071
(270)759.9622
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
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753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
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Just Say "Charge It"

rig
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
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180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any etror,should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Legal
Notice
ATTN: On Sept. 15th,
Affordable Services. 400
Reynoldsburg Road Paris,
TN. Will offer for sale one
1989 Pontiac Firebird. Vin#
1G2FS21S5KL221602
for
storage charges. Can be
seen weekdays from 8-5.
901-644-2586.

3

South 641
Security
Storage
units 3 - 6 20- 21 & 22
will be for
sale on
Saturday,
Sept. 11,
1999 from
8 a.m. till
12:00 noon.
Notice
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care, With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Help Wanted

MACHINE Quilting. Full
size
$31.50.
Murray
Sewing Center. 759-8400.
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SAVE Money & times- Try
the Lord's Health insurance plan. Come and see
a man under God's authority who has the gifts of
healing and prophecy at
the Lakeland Apostolic
Church on 1653 N. 16th at
2:00 on Sunday afternoons I tried it and it
works!

lree local claim service'

'
,bundle

HOME Equity Loans, Debt
APPLES- U- Pick Also
consolidation.
Self
dried apples & peaches.
employed. OK, double
753-7269
wide with land OK. Payoff
ATTN: Tobacco Farmers: land
contracts.
Slab wood & saw dust for Bankruptcies, slow credit
sale. Immediate delivery, OK. Apply by phone, Black
many truck loads available. Diamond Mortgage. 888Will deliver. 270-965-9818, 395-1115.
836-2014.
HOMEOWNERS
AUTO Insurance
Refinance fast! Over the
Tickets? DUI?
phone!
Need
second
We Can Help!
chance? Credit problems,
Monthly Payments.
bankruptcy, foreclosures,
759-5151
OK! Starting under 7%,
BETH'S New & Redo APR 8.973. Nationwide
Sewing. Phone 759-0768. Lender. 800-699-LEND.
Anytime!
www.platinumcapital.com
DIABETIC Patients! Type I WHEN THE BANK SAYS
& II. If you have Medicare "NO"- Call us, Consolidate
or private insurance, you debt 100% & 125% loans,
may be eligible to receive purchase and refinance,
your: Diabetic Supply turned down elsewhere?
Program toll free. 888-46E- Little or no equity, loans for
2678(No Hmo's)
all credit. Midwest National
FREE
Fuller
Brush Mortgage Banc, Inc. Call
Catalog. Personal or mail toll free, 888-548-8308.
order Service. An American HUD License #72840Tradition since 1906. Call 00005, HUD
License
1-888-354-8117.
#11501-00003.

for
g pro.! Larger
I,ours!

PUBLIC INVITED
Temple Hill
Masonic Lodge #276

Annual 'Bobby Knight'
Catfish Dinner
3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday. September 11, 1999

42071

he'll be

3 Mlles East of Almo - State Road #464
White Beans, Hushpuppies, Buns, Cole Slaw,
Relishes, Hot & Cold Drinks, Desserts
- ALL YOU CAN EATDonation $6.00
(Proceeds For Lodge Building Fund)

•

4.01
HAPP1
BIRTHDAY
DARRELL

Lost and Found

THIS space is reserved
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSthe day might come,
Are you using a Nebulizer
Your pet has strayed
Machine? Stop paying full can't find its way home.
price
for
Albuterol,
Atrovent, etc. Solutions. Just give us a call, we'll
Medicare will pay for them.
be gtad to help,
We bill Medicare for you
Your loved one we'll
and ship directly to your
try to find,
door. MED-A-SAVE.
'Cause we all have Furry
800-538-9849.
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Need More Money?
Ledger & Times.
Don't have time for another JOB.? Earn $1,200
this week. Call now (24
Call 753-1916
hour, 3 mm. recording)-Toll060
free 800-897-4689.
Help Wanted
PERMANENT MAKE-UP.
Eyeliner, eyebrows, lip ASSISTANT Editor wanted
liner. Can be done. 759- o oversee sports, help
0146 a.m. 753-1538 p.m.
with news coverage and

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001.

•

on Saturday
woe

GREAT News! Diabetics....
Medicare pays for testing
supplies. You've seen us
on T.V. Liberty Medical
Supply. No up front costs.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Free shipping 800-2348551.

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

it!

This little boy
became an
auctioneer!
Lordy, lordy,

paginate pages for award
winning weekly paper in
Western KY Lake country.
Knowledge of photography
and QuarkXpress preferred. Fax resume and
clips to the Cadiz Record
at 502-522-3001 or call
270-522-6605.
ATTENTION:
OWN A COMPUTER?
Put it to Work!
$25-$75 hr/ PT/ FT
(877-385-4732)
wwwwork-from-homeneVenergy
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053

CARE PLAN
COORDINATOR- Green
Acres Healthcare is
accepting applications for
the position of Care Plan
Coordinator. Applicant
must be an RN with organizational skills and the
ability to work closely with
others. Care planning
experience is also
required with knowledge of
MDS, PPS and Qrs.
Competitive Salary and
benefit package discussed
upon- interv+ew: Please
apply to:
Debbie Davidson
Green Acres Healthcare
402 W. Farthing St.
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270)247-677.
CLASS A Driver. 2 years
verifiable experience, daily
dedicated routes. We offer
competitive wages & benefits. 1-888-745-8441.
DRIVER Trainees with no
experience and experienced Kentucky truck drivers. Earn $800 to $1000.
per week with no employment contacts required.
CDL training provided.
800-675-6995.
DRIVER, Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages! Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377). EOE,

Crass)

tomose
II ksir, 10- I,

Recipe For A BeAtiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball universal -Broyhill
Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

g,„
Downtown
Murray

103 S.
3rd St.

Free
Financing

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE
$9.84
$12.24
$14.12
$20.64
$27.96
$37.76

Special Price

060

MO Wanted

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DAYTIME Help Wanted for
Subway. Apply at Subway.
508 North 12th Street
Murray, KY. No phone calls
please

FREE Pregnancy Tests!
Life House 753-0700.
GERMAN
Student,
Scandinavian, European,
South American, Asian,
exchange students arriving
August. Become a host
family/ AISE. Call 800-SIBLING www.sibling.org.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
-500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Anti/Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060

060

010

ri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

National Rates

Deadline Day & Time

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lin. Ads SO 00 minimum 1st day hie pa word pa day for each additional consecutive day
$2 00 extra for S

Ad Deadlines
Publish
• nday

FEMALE
$8.40
$10.04
$12.48
$14.76
$22.00
$30.64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

National EDUCATIONAL
DRIVER, CONVENANT DRIVERSADVI LOCAL
MEDICAL
.
.
. OFFICE
TRANSPORT$1,000 Distributors new plan! SOR, Trio/ Educational looking for secretary/
sign-on bonus for Exp. Singles =.30 cpm. Teams Talent Search. Two posi- receptionist. General office
company drivers 800-441- =.35 cpm. Trainers =.25 tions to begin September duties, must be bright.
1999. QUALIFICATIONS:
4394, Owner-Operators, cpm (all miles) South &
Bachelor's degree in edu- mature individual with good
conventional
West
Lanes,
call
888-667-3729
Bud
DIESEL
Mechanics
cation, human services, public relations and an eye
Truck
Lines tractors. Great benefits communications, or relat- for detail. Any insurance
Penske Truck Leasing is Meyer
helpful
currently accepting appli- Refrigerated Hauling, Call 800-334-9677 ext. 596 or ed field preferred. Experi- experience
ence working with youths Position will be for 32-40
cations for fully qualified toll free 877-283-6393 solo 522,
ELECTRIDAC: facing educational, cultural hours. Send resume with
experience diesel truck drivers and contractors.
for
the and or socioeconomic bar- references to:
technicians, to work sec- DRIVER,
INEXPERI- Applications
riers, preferably in an eduP.O. Box 1040-W.
ond and third shifts at their ENCED?- Learn to be an Louisville Electrical Joint
cational setting. Excellent
Murray, KY 42071
Louisville facility. Offering OTR professional from a Apprenticeship & Training oral communications
skills
an excellent starting salary top carrier. Great pay. Program will be accepted in teaching or public NEW Car Dealership in
and a competitive benefits executive-style
benefits on Monday, September 13, speaking. Community edu- West KY. Looking for expethat include matching and conventional equip- 1999. From Noon till cation knowledge and rienced
front
end
401K, minimum two weeks ment. Call today! U.S. 6:00p.m. 1021 South Floyd skills; must have good in- Alignment
technician
Street, Louisville, KY terpersonal skills and abili- Excellent pay & benefits.
vacation, insurance, paid Xpress, 888-936-3338.
sick days, holidays, tool DRIVERS, OVER THE 40203. Call 502-581-9210 ty to work with school ad- Must be able & qualified to
ministrators and communiinsurance. If qualified send ROAD- 35 states. Flat with for information. EOE.
ty leaders. Ability to oper- perform all alignment proresume, fax, or complete sides, late model conven- EXPERIENCED salesper- ate audiovisual equipment cedures. With computer
application: Penske Truck
equipment
tionals. 3 years experi- son with pharmaceutical and multimedia instruction alignment
Leasing, 4300 Petersburg ence. Start 30C- 33c a background and good tele- materials
Experience Send resume to P.O Box
working with a Trio Pro- 1040-P
Road,
Louisville,
KY
miles + benefits. Call 800- phone skills. Benefit packgram desirable. RESPON40218, Fax# 502-459-7300
444-6648. $1250 Sign-on age includes 401K, vaca- SIBILITIES: Coordination Murray, KY 42071.
EOE.
tion, and profit sharing.
Bonus. •
of recruitment and sched- NOW Hiring Car Hops,
Hourly pay with commis- uling of services to
DIESEL
Mechanics
partici- fountains & cooks. For
DRIVERS, OWNER
sion up to 5%. Send pants in grades 6-12, con- days & nights. Apply at
Penske Truck Leasing is
OPERATORS- No escrow,
resume to P.O. Box 1037, duct educational, career, Sonic Drive in, 217 South
currently accepting applibase plate free, equipment
financial aid, personal de- 12th Street Murray. No
Murray, Ky. 42071
cations for fully qualified
insurance, home weekvelopment and post sec- phone calls please.
experience diesel truck
FENCE
installers
needed.
ends, 2500-3000 miles per
ondary planning worktechnicians, to work secCall 270-489-2233 for
week, planned back hauls
shops; coordinate field NOW taking applications at
ond and third shifts at their
details.
trips and cultural activities. Breaktime Billiards on 94E
L&N Transportation, Inc
Louisville facility. Offering
FRIENDLY
TOYS
& Considerable record keep- Apply in person. 759-9303.
800-632-4332 Louisville,
an excellent starting salary
GIFTS- Has openings for ing and documentation; NURSE
KY
Practitioner
and. cornpettive benefits
partydemorrstrators- --&- ..hancilmg at_ confidential
that include matching DRIVERS, student need- managers! Home decor, materials, preparation of --Neided-far- busy -NED.
training,
C.D.L.
participants service plans; Office. Send resumes to:
401K, minimum two weeks ed!
gifts, toys, Christmas. Eam caseload management, P.O. Box 1040-J Murray,
vacation, insurance, paid employment guaranteed!
cash, trips, recognition. follow up and evaluation of KY 42071
sick days, holidays, tool You pick employer. No
Free catalog information student participants; weekcontracts.
No
employment
insurance. If qualified send
ly travel in the target area:
800-488-4876.
resume, fax, or complete waiting, immediate openOWN A COMPUTER?
some evening, weekend
FULL
time
day
person.
800-842Call
now!
ings.
application: Penske Truck
Put it to work!
and overnight travel is also
Flexible schedule. Training required. APPLICATION
Leasing, 4300 Petersburg 6760.
525-575 (hr PT\FT
Road,
Louisville,
KY DRIVERS- Entry level driv- available. Benefits & vaca- DEADLINE; September
1-888-718-4944
www work-from-home
40218. Faxft 502-459-7300 ers, Class A & B, training tion available. Contact by 17, 1999. TO APPLY;
net/is 4 u
available Day & evening application at Pagliais in Send letter of application,
EOE.
resume, names and phone
available, job Murray.
classes
OWN A Computer?
DRIVER
and
Owner/
numbers of three profesPut It To Work
Operators. Needed with placement. For more infor- INSTALLER'S NEEDED sional references to: Odel800-865-7284.
mation
call
FOR
SATELLITEDSS,
sia Tonan, Director of Edu- $25.00- $75.00/ hr PT/ FT
flatbed experience to run
1-888-291-1244
the Southeast. Home DRIVERS- Get 34c a mile and Dish. All of Kentucky. cational Talent Search,
www.work-fromweekends. Terminal pay. or get home weekly. Must have own truck and Murray State University, 3
Trio Building, Murray, KY
home.netikelly
Great benefit package. Call Regional home weekly, tools. Only dependable
42071-3344. Equal educaWelborn Transport, 800- National 34c mile region- apply. Plenty of work. Call tion and
OWN A Computer'?
employment opal: 27-30c a mile. Assigned 800-250-7735.
Put It To Work
828-6452. ext. SCO2.
portunity, M/F/D, AA emnewer conventional, great LOCAL grain facility has ployer.
525475/ HR PT/FT
DRIVERCall
Carco bonuses & benefits. 1 5 immediate opening for
1-888-809-8034
Carrier for home times, years OTR exp+ CDL/ grain grader and weigher. OPERATOR & Laborers,
www,b1dg-suCCeSs.com
experienced case backmiles & benefits. Up to 36 Hazmat Choose the best Experience helpful but not
hoes. Apply at 1272 Old
OWNER- Operators- Run
cents per mile
CDL with OTR Express. 800- necessary. Good wagesFern
Valley
Road, MidWest region or MW to
w/HazMat. Singles/ teams
423-6939.
excellent benefits. Call Louisville. EOE Employer.
SE Top percentage pay,
Excellent 0/0 program.
270-898-8811 or 800-283- WIGGINS -FUrniture no
home weekly, complete
888-462-2726 toll free.
8811.
taking applications for part insurance package No up
www.carcotrans com.
time help. Set up & deliv- front cost, steady refrigerDRIVER/ Inexp'd... Earn
ery. Tuesday & Thursday ated loads Late model
Tobacco Warehouse Laborers Needed
up to $35,000. the first
9-5. Mon- Wed & Fri. 9-1. lightweight tractor. Call Joe
Growers
Loose
Leaf
Floor
is
recruiting
two
tobacco
wareyear! Tuition reimburseNo phone calls. Wiggins at Sunco Carriers, 800house laborers for a job to last from October 1, 1999 to
ment available.
Furniture HWY 641N. 908-8844
March
31,
2000.
Normal
working
hours
are
7:00
a.m.
to
800-237-4642.
Open gam-5p m
5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday. Pay rate is $6.85 per hour. No
DRIVERS Home Every
experience is needed. Workers will help load and unload
Weekend. Company pay
trucks: prepare tobacco for auction; straighten tobacco on
for experience up to .330 a
baskets after auction. Workers will be required to sweep
mile. Includes $.03 bonus.
floors daily. Workers will be responsible for their own
Free insurance. 401K
travel and housing expenses. Only persons authorized to
retirement.
Owner
Full-Time Employment Available
work permanently in the U.S. need to apply. Please send a
Operator- $.82c a mile.
resume to: Jane Hosley, 1144. Department for
With
Fringe Benefits, Vacation Pay
Loaded/ empty. Includes
Employment Services, 275 E. Main Street, 2-W.
& Good Wages.
bonus.
Paid
Frankfort. KY 40621.
5.02
liability &
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
cargo. Paid fuel taxes.
Flexible schedules are available.
EPES 800-948-6766.
www.epestransport.com.
Apply in person
DRIVERS OTR, Women
Pagliai's Pizza
and/ or men! Mainly
970 Chestnut St., Murray
Midwest,
Southwest,
A 0.rister
south. No New York City
q'tet
Rretrement Community
No unloading, paid weekly,
905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
2 years OTR with Hazmat
270-759-1555
800-896-8118. Omaha, NE
Independent
Living
for Seniors over 55!
DRIVERS OTR Company
drivers up to 39c a mile!
inclusive:
•Non-denominational
Owner Operators up to 83C
Christian environment
•2 meals a day
a mile! Excellent home
•MCCH Home Health Care
•Paid utilities
N ii R SING
HOME
time and great benefits
Services
-Housekeeping and laundry
*Studio, one & two
Call Heartland Express toll
•Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments
free 877-763-7483 EOE

Pagllarts Pizza

tetzale

WestView

DRIVERS US Truckingt
Landstar Ligon... $2500
sign on bonus, regional &
local runs. Starting pay 2932 cents per mile+ bonuses. Great benefits & home
weekends,
Owner
Operators welcome. 800828-8338 ext. 15.
OWEN County Schools will
accept sealed bids for carpeting Bids will be opened
at 1:00p.m Sept. 17, 1999.
At the Superintendents
Office. For specifications,
call 502-484-3934.

CERTIFIED Q NON-CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANTS

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Full-Time or Part-Time: 3 p.m.-11 p.m. shift
Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care.
CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
502-767 3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Ankles
For Sale

Doinsoic &
Childcare

SALES- Christmas around
the World. A Christian company hiring demonstrators
to show our gift &
Christmas part line. Work
on commission. Also booking parties. 877-270-6640
SALESPEOPLE Needed.
All areas of Kentucky
needed. Earn $500 to
$1500. per week giving
away our product. Call
877-969-8555, ask for
Phillip
Gospel.
SINGERS!
Country Call 800-3394204 for appointment to
come to Nashville and
audition for Major record
producers www.wcin ac

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
House
EXPERIENCED
Reasonable
Cleaning
Rates 492-6267
HOME & Office Cleaning
Reasonable
Reliable
rates 753-3802
WILL Do house cleaning,
ironing in your home Also
babysitting at night
270-474-2131
100

Boston*
Opoottonity
HAWAIIAN Snow- Bes
offer. Call 753-6042
110

Instruction
BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST Opportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors. Home study. Free
literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept, YYC742.

SURVEYORS
lnstrumentman & Rodman
DRILLER HELPERS
Travel required
Florence & Hutchenson.
Inc 2250 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah, KY 42003
Phone(270 444-9691
090
Position
Wanted
POSITION Wanted
Part Time Position
Wanted. Former Bank
Vice President & District
Manager of a major Real
Estate Corporation.
Extensive Property
Management experience
Respond to P.O. Box
1040-S Murray, KY 42071

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Homes For Sete

Apsrtments For Rent
11121
[

400

54###••

DOG obedience classes or
MOBILE 2BH duplex, central h/a PLUSH 2br, 2 bath
PURPLE MARTIN BIRD 1973 12x50
pnvate Serving Murray 17
furnished Garage, all appliances
appliances
Home,
very
good
shape.
HOUSES12
family:
436-2858
Coleman
years
now
Available
20th.
753
902B.
North
$29.95 & S/H Telescopic clean 474-2708
RE 759-4118.
5344.
poles/ accessories avail- 1904
FLEETWOOV
400
2BR Duplex In
able, martins eat 2000 fly- 28x64 21 acres 30x40
Yard Sale
Northwood $375/ month
ing insects per day! Free barn All fenced with 3 sep759-4406
catalog Order today! Call: arate pastures approx 1
800-764-8688 www.pur- acre, pond Located in the 2BR, 1 bath. Gas heat, BEDROOM in pleasant
Shiloh area Call
plemartin net.
stove & refrigerator fur- home. Share large living
nished. In town. $300/ room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
STEEL BUILDING SALE - 759-9954
201 Center,
CLAYTON month. 753-6855.
5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14. 1997
cable tv. Walk to Hospital
$9,094.
50x 75x 14 , Doublewide 28x60, 3br, 3 2BR, central gas h/a, appli- or down town industry
Hazel, follow
50x100x16, bath Gas fireplace Must ances furnished $300/mo $165. utilities included
$12,275,
signs
60x100x16, be moved 759-4293 after Coleman RE,
$16,879,
753-9211 or 759-6000
$18,261
Mini-storage 5pm
753-9898
Sept. 9, 10, & 11
buildings, 40x160, 32 units, MOBILE HOME LOANS - 2BR. water, sewer, gas,
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
$16,914 Free brochures 5% down, Refinancing/ garbage. $275/mo. 753www sentinelbuildings com Equity Loans. Free sellers 8355
Men & womens
1BR unfurnished farm
Sentinel Buildings, 800,- kit. Land or home loans
plus size clothing,
4BFi, 2 bath on Diuguid house. 6 miles East o
2274)790. extension 79.
Repo_ ..and.. assumable
Available now Coleman Murray. MD hook up
baby items & more.
Green
Tree
STRAWfor sale. $2 00/ loans
Electric heat. Available
RE. 759-4118
bale. Call 489-2436 if no Financial, 800-221-8204, 5
ROOM
1
bath. now, no inside pets. Rent
800-554-8717.
answer leave message
Refrigerator & stove fur- $200. Reference & deposit
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- MOBILE home 16x80 38r
nished 1yr. lease. $300./ required. Call 753-8349.
Tan at home. Buy direct 2 path _Assumable _loan
94 E. left on 865
security After 5 or leave message.
month. . $300
and save! Commercial/ 436-5066
deposit. Located at 703 S. 2 BR 1 bath w/ gas heat
Vancleve Rd.
home units from $199. Low
$325/mo 753-9826
4th St. Call
9/10, 9/11,
9/9,
monthly payments. Free
436-2935 or 753-0839.
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease &
today
color catalog. Call
9/13 & 9/14
DUPLEX, 2BR, 1 bath. deposit required
800-842-1310
2BR. 2 bath $275/mo. 753
753-4109
C/H/A, carport. 1 year
BIG SALE
6012.
lease, no pets. 18021/2 B
87
Ford
truck, glass2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
Monroe Ave $375 plus
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
1131 Appliances
ware, antiques, heatfor $450/ month. Has all
deposit. 753-8002.
No pets 753-9866
ing wood stove, cook
appliances plus full size
USED G.E. dishwasher
NICE Wide Mobile Home EFFICIENCY Apt. $325./ washer & dryer. Freshly
wood
stove, tea kettle
when for rent Suitable for cou- month. Includes utilities.
working
good
painted, carpet cleaned
& muffin pans, toys.
removed. $50.00. 753- ple, no pets Call 492-8348 Pasture & barn space
and fully spring cleaned
3932.
available. 435-4236.
evenings
Good parking. Call Lynda
EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath, at Grey's Properties,
appliances furnished, with 759-2001.
Mobile Rome Lots FOr Rent
w/d, central gas h/a. 1yr 3BR, 2 bath Brick. 8 miles
Jonathan Creek COUCH, Love Seat, coffee
lease, 1 month deposit. North of town_ $550 plus
LOT For Rent 753-9866
communiAurora
table for $285 Serta queen
753-2905.
deposit. 753-8582.
mattress, box spring, 3
ty wide yard sale
FOR Rent or For Sale.
3BR, 2 bath great room
months old $310 All for
on Hwy. 68 from
TWO, 2br. 1 bath apartBusiness Rentals
1503 Oxford Drive .$650
$550
ments. 1 ground floor & 1
Jonathan Creek
month 753-9262
753-9302
upstairs. Property zoned BAurora.
through
Refrigerator.
DARK Green couch and
2. This zoning allows for a 3BR, Stove &
Space
Office
love seat. Camel back,
Sat. Sept. 11
variety of commercial, pro- W/D hook up. C/H/A. $650/
Various size units
nice $350. Lazy Boy, green
fessional or continued resi- month. 12 month Lease. 1
Walnut Plaza
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
& brick check new upholdential usage. Located at month deposit. In town. No
527pets.
753-2259
or
stery. $125. G.E. gas
I
1
et
104 N. 5th
Free spaces for setup
8174.
range. Black glass door.
753-8302 or
Clean, $100. 436-2105
4BR. 2 bath near universi753-9621
Dining room suit, 5 side
LUXURIOUS 2BR units ty. Available immediately.
chairs, one arm chair with
Available now $550-$695 1704 Farmer. 753-8413
BUILDING#1 120ft.X50ft.
padded seats. Table with
Also 1BR w/ loft office evenings
concrete block building.
leaf and pad. Nice China
parking EXTRA Nice, Clean 3br, 2
Under cover
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
w/d. 55 Gibbs Store
bath,
C/H/A,
cabinet. $600. See to
Coleman RE 753-9898
3500 sq ft in storage. Gas
Microwave. 14x76 Mobile
appreciate. 753-5881
Rd.
NEW
1Br.,
appliances
fur_
heat and large parking lot.
nished including W/D. home. $395./ month plus
MOVING Sale- 4pc. Cherry Building#2 41ftX26ft. conSat. 9/11
$325/mo. 1 month deposit. deposit. 270-674-5912,
BR Suit. $600. 7ft Lawson_
-. crete
a.m.-3
p.m.
-S4
-1-0403.
sofa, pastels. $300. Singer Building#3 16ftX36ft. wood 436-5725.
FOR
Rent:
Location,
locaSewing Machine. $50.
NICE
1-2
&
3br
apts
or 3Picnic table, clothes,
building.
Wells
location.
Maple Rocker. $75. Free
4br house w/washer & tion,
lamps;computer
All buildings located at
standing natural gas ventdryer, furnished, near Purdom Rd. Just minutes
table, lawn seeder, 4
701 S. 4th St. Call 753less log fireplace. $500. All
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main from Murray. 3Br. 2 bath. A
H.P. Briggs & Stratton
0839 or 436-2935 for
excellent condition. Many
St 753-1252 before 5pm, touch of country w/ a deck
more information.
engine.
& screened porch for relaxother items. See at 911 N.
753-0606 after 5pm
ation. Large lot & large
18th St. Fri, 9am- 2pm. Or
Retail/Office NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2 garage.
Call 753-4444
call
Fully
equipped
space - store front bath.
436-2130
kitchen
including SMALL Home for rent. Call
NAVY/ Burgundy/ Tan plaid
- downtown, next microwave. Washer and Unzy Beane at 436-2582.

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa" Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Installs
Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556

YARD SALE

CANCELLED

140
Went* Buy
ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970 Cash paid
Call 759-3456

SOFTWARE Programmer
Experienced in "C" programming language for CASH paid for good, used
micro-con- rifles, shotguns. and pisembedded
trollers Additional respon- tols. Benson Sporting
sibilities include installation Goods. 519 S. 12th,
of company workstations, Murray.
software and network oper- FURNITURE (Antique or
ations_ Rapidly growing Primitive), Collectables.
electronics manufacturing and other antiques, 1 piece
company with excellent or all Call 753-3633
benefits Send resume with WANT To Buy Trailer for
to:
salary
history
24ft Pontoon Boat
Programmer, P.O. Box
753 4385 or 753-5960
1480, Murray. KY 42071
SOLOS & Teams. 1200
miles average length of
haul, 95% no touch,
assigned freight liners,
medical benefits in 30
days. safety bonuses
excellent pay and great
800-729-9770
miles
Celedon Trucking. Inc.
wwwceladontrucking corn

1999

400

070

RESIDENTIAL Manager
needed for community
based residential program
to provide care for mentally retarded/ developmentally disabled adults Live
in and staffed residence
positions available Minimum requirements High
school diploma/ GED (experience may be substituted). reliable transportation.
valid drivers license Supervisory experience and
previous work with the
mentally retarded; developmentally disabled population preferred Competitive starting wages and excellent full time benefits.
including college* tuition
assistance, stock purchaei.plan,40_141., snadical,
dental, life, short term disability, paid training, holidays, annual- and sick
leave
Contact Heidi Peller. Personnel Director, Community Alternatives, Kentucky,
6145 Synisonia HWY ,
Symsonia, KY 42082
Phone 270-527-2255.
EOE M/F,D/V.
PARCEL Delivery driver
needed. Class B CDL
required. Full time salaried,
health
layoffs,
no
Insurance. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 528. Murray,
KY 42071

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9,

150
Articles
For Sa4a
ANTIQUE Coke machine
$500 759-9302

GARAGE
SALE

YARD SALE I

sofa & chair. 4 months old
Pd $600 Moving, will take
$350 753-6280

BUILDING SALENo
salesman. Go direct and
save. 25x30 $1,999. 30x40 FARMALL Super C with
$2,900. 35x50 $4,300. cultivators Excellent con40x60 $5,300
40x90 dition $1800 Days$7,300. 47x100 $11,000. 901 -247-5231,
Others. Final clearance
Nights- 901-641-0510
Pioneer. 800-286-3196.
E-Z Credit Computer free
Musk*
Internet, new complete
system, no money down.
PIANO 753-6965
free lifetime technical supUSED Clarinet, 2 years
port $1500 in software,
condition.
old,
good
apply toll free
AMS
Cleaning kit and stand
Computer Brokerage.
included. $175. Call 753800-856-5611
-0235 after 6:30 p.m.
EXCELLENT TOP SOIL
Call 492-6141 or 753-1537
"KISS
YOUR
CABLE
GOODBYE!"- Only $69
Includes 18" Little Dish
System. 40 channels for
$1999 a month. Toll free
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
credit card. FED, EX
Delivery!
NEW Wider workout bench
w/170Ibs. of weight. $150.
2 new car stereo w/speakers in boxes w/ amplifiers
and wiring included. 580.
Steps to success videos,
books and cassettes. $20.
489-2699
NEW,
Factory
direct
Gateway Computers. Zero
money down, some credit
problems OK! Pentium III
500. low monthly payment.
To waive first payment call
OMC 800-478-2873

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

1 Light Golden Female Retriever
S200.00. Call 474-8340
please lea‘e message.

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlookSmoky
ing
river,
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
Jacuzzi. ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.h e a rt la ndwedding.corn.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
arrangements.
honeycabins,
moon/ family
breathtaking
views.
arrangements
Wedding
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-581,4.
PANAMA CITY BEACH
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (Some
restrictions apply.).Pools
river ride hot tub suites
filo bar 800-488-8828
www sandpiperbeacon
com

to Microage. Six
hundred square
feet, electricity,
heating and air
furnished. $500
per month. Call
753-7733
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109
11/2 blocks from campus
Low utilities. Nice large 1
Br. wistudy. Has W/D. Rent
reduced to $275/mo $275
deposit. Terms negotiable
Some pets ok 753-4249
leave message.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444
1BR DUPLEX Apartment.
Very clean. Downtown
Location. Off the street
parking. Appliances, air
conditioner
furnished.
Available now. Call 7538588.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
now.
w/d,
available
Coleman RE 759-4118

dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
maintenance
included.
Security deposit and lease.
No pets.
753-9240.
NICE Duplex. Close to
University. Stove, air conditioner & refrigerator. W/D
hookup. $325+ deposit.
435-4114.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SECOND Floor Apartment.
Very large bedroom & living
room
Utilities
Furnished Alot of closet
space. Walking distance to
hospital and downtown
industry. $295. a month.
First & deposit. 753-9211
or 759-6000.

SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
for 1br & 2Br. apartments.
1BR, close to university & Apply at 906 Broad St. Ext.
hospital Some utilities EHO.
paid Call 753-8756
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
2BR APT. For Rent. 202 Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
South 11th. 753-8101.
gas h/a, $500, 1month
2BR Apt In Northwood
deposit, 1yr lease No pets
$325/ month
753-2905
759-4406

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.

Moms For Sale

CHALLENGER
1994
14x52 includes shed, car
porl all appliances
759-0870

STORAGE

NOW taking applications
119 Main • 753-6266
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
C-STORAGE
Apartments.
902 10x15 storage units, 4th St
Equal & Sycamore E. Next to
Northwood
Dr.
Housing Opportunity. 759- Cunningham Auto Repair.
4984. TDDS 1-800-247753-3571.
2510.

Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

1974 Mobile Home. 12x64
2br, 11/2 baths. C/H/A. 8x8
wood deck. $5000. firm
Call 753-1921.
1990 14x70 Clayton. 2br, 2
bath Located in Coach
Estates Call 753-8173
after 5p.m.
1992 16x80 Atlantic 2
large decks, extra cabi
nets 5yr old carpet, roof
newly sealed Must be
moved $16,900 753-6840

EASTSIDE

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
COMMERCIAL 3 bay
building located at five
points Back of B&L Auto
Repair. Also 13x27 storage. For more information
call Rogers Enterprises.
753-5140.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

641 N. to 1824
(Radio Rd.) 1
mile past Almo
Store on left.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon
Ladies clothes,
shoes, washer &
dryer, radio & record
player combo

YARD SALE
1605
Belmont Dr.
Turn right off
5th 16th
Fri. 9/10 & Sat.
9/11
7 a.m.-Noon
VCR tapes, kitchen
items & misc.

Yard Sabo

Yard Sale

YARD SALE
641 S. next to
Wisehart's Groc.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
(No Sales before
8 a.m.)
Antiques, rocker &
mirrors, mattress &
springs, house plants.
Coke Cola items,
clothes, many misc

GARAGE
SALE
4397 Radio Rd.
- Dexter
Fri. Sept. 10th
7 a.m.-?
•4 FAMILY
1997 Buick LeSabre,
Beanie Babies, tools,
dishes, pots & pans,
adults & children
clothes, lots of misc.

YARD SALE
336 Gibbs Store
Rd.
Off of Wiswell
Friday
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Children & women's
clothes, household
items, toys, child
easel & chalkboard
& full size canopy
bed.

YARD
SALE
Good Shepard
Methodist
Church
Located
Southeast 5
miles 121 South
Sept. 11
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Also Bake Sale

GARAGE
SALE
West of Stella
on Stella Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.

3 l2
tank
ing
neei
mile
docl
Sho
658

DUI
$87

3 Party Sale
New shoes dealer
closeout, house
items.

YARD SALE
1635
Catalina Dr.
Fri. Sept. 10
7:30 a.m.-?
Furp,ityre, clothes,
Misc. household

Huge Sale
Multi-Family

YARD
SALE
1608 N. 16th St.
Northwind M.H.
Park
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Clothes most size
boy's 9 mo.-5 yr.,
lots of misc. stuff.

MOVING
SALE
C-10
Neon Beach
Thursday,
Sept. 9
6-8 p.m.
Some antiques.

GARAGE SALE
94 East to Ragsdale Rd.
(look for balloons).

Thur., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-6 p.m. Each Day
Fishing equipment, tools, computer printer, books,
bedspreads, antiques, lamps, bookcases, cookbooks,
jewelry, purses, baskets, old trunks, luggage, glassware, golf clubs, dressers, pots and pans, toddler
bed, chest of drawers, lots of knick knacks. (Extra
Nice Clean Sale). Rain or shine

HUGE GARAGE SALE
94 E to 280 4 1/2 miles Wright
Rd. turn right 1 mile on left.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
AC., full bed w/mattress, entertainment
center, table & chairs, dresser, end & coffee
tables, PlayStation w/games, odd tables,
lamps, comforters & bedspreads (full,
queen & king), pots & pans, silverware,
dishes, chest of drawers, guitar.

GEIIIISOLD

GARAGE
SALE
1235 Neale Trl.
(121 S. to Neale
Trl. turn right)

9/9 & 9/10
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Furniture, bedding,
rugs, antiques, frames,
clothes, pictures, mirrors, lamps & jewelry

759-1605

HELLO TO OOD BUYS !Iiiile:CliOiedsi
YARD SALE
311 W. 7th St.• Mayfield
Fri., & Sat.•7 a.m.-?
MULTI-FAMILY & OLD ESTATE SALE
40 state plates, over 400 old records, old
hand & yard tools, cigar boxes, supplies
from closing out craft store, clothes from
kids - adult, very old items, too numerous
to list.

YARD SALE SEASON

a

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad 25 word max.

$7.50

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
2x2 ad 70 word max.
$14.00
1 insertion
$19.00
2 insertions
$23.00
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance
$12.50
$15.00

•

DEADLINES I= 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Monday Edition
Friday 11 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Ti

Vi
Ci

CI
PI

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 11 • 10:00 a.m.
Henry Auction House in Henry, TN.
Selling antiques and collectables. We will

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

have over 100 pcs. of furniture, lots of
glass, ironware, pottery - old primitive and
more. Also Cube Farmall tractor.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Beecham's Auction Service

tr.n.r•I!

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Henry, TN.• Lic. #471-1561
Gary S. Beecham & Son Auctioneers
Ph. 901-243-4882 or 901-243-4811

HOW TO REACH OS...
BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
,
7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m,
Monday to Friday

270-753-1916

IE-j
111
General Information & Comments. C
MIN
Classified Advertising
.
•1111111
IBMS
NUS
Business Advertising Info
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3 LOTS with well, septic
tank, 10x2Oft frame building. Old Mobile Home in
need of repair Located 1
mile from Blood River boat
dock
near
Panorama
Shores. $11,000. firm. 270658-3090. Hickory, KY.
DUPLEX in Northwood
$87,000 759-4406

Rena
Dr.
;at.

P.M.

5ale
dealer
louse

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ALE

Or..
t. 10

TN Waterfront PropertiesFree literature $19,900 &
up. Free literature on Tenn
waterfront properties. No
trailers Great financing.
Call now 800-814-9965,
ext 4706. TN Timberline
Corp.
TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW
BARGAIN- 3 acres with
boat
dock
$19,900.
Beautifully wooded spectacular views, located at
crystal clear mountain lake,
next to 18 hole golf course!
Paved roads, utilities, soils
tested. Low, low financing.
Call Lone Mountain Shores
now 800-704-3154 ext.
1750.

VOING=GOING=GON&
t ABSOLUTE AUCTION1
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
- TUESDAY, SEPTEPABEft 14TH, AT *Ica° P.M.
EAGLE'S COVE SUBDIVISION
HOP'K 1M SV1L.L.E, K ENIVILBICIC V
ON THE NEW EAGLE'S WAY BY-PASS
la igaff. Cs IFsum eiauras fizaifir mecow an • re'rer
61 RESIIOIENTIAIL LOTS
PLUS..FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
1 a-AZ galCR E lrFt ACT
Aft..5 ACRE TRACT

lothes,
ehold.

ale
mily

Attention Builders - Developers
SOME OF HOPKINSVILLE'S FINEST
LOCATION - LOCATION - LOCATION
V Eagle's Cove Is Strategically Located Oct The New By Pass
V Property Located Along The By Pass Is An Excellent Location!!
V Hookinsville Is Full 01 Enthusiasm, Alive And On The Move!!
With A Shortage DI Residential Building Lots In Hopkinsville
This Is A Great Or • ortunit !!!
Buy Any individual Lot, Combination
Of Lots Or The Entire Pro.ert I
15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
S2,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
The Auction Will Be Held At
Time, Milestairecarlaal Etsailelle-scs
1202 Scesatils Virsairelse Street
1111011"KIIMS1151-1-1E K EIMVUICK V

;at.
-?
St Size
1.-5 yr.,
stuff.

JAMES R. CASH
-- -..-.E AUCTIONEER d REAL ESTATE BROKER
J

NG

C

R tr

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

-THE SELLING MACHINE"

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

•3ach
lay,
9
m.
iqueS.

'.011114-GOMIG:=G01.11r
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
SAT., SEPT. 10TH AT 12:00 NOON
;e__._
a..anm soot Ammanx
Cumberland Shores On Lake Barkley
From Hwy 68-80 Midway Between Aurora &
Cadiz, At Canton, Take Hwy 164 SE 1.2 Mules
To Hwy 1891, Proceed S 2.5 Miles To Ross
School Rd, Proceed SW .2 Mile To Beechwood
Dr, Proceed S .2 Mile Cross Over Lake Shore
Drive, Proceed On South .7 Mile To Property!
Signs Posted!

..E
d.

ty

120' OF WATER FRONT

,-books,
*books,
?, glasstoddler
3. (Extra

2 Very Nice Waterfront Lots
Large Trees - Rural Water
Each Lot Is 60'x 310'
Older Mobile Home w/Room
Trigg Co. DB 178, P 542 - 544
PURCHASE TERMS
15%0OWN, WITH A MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF
5,000.00 WITH BALANCE DUE IN 30 DAYS!

kLE

ight
eft.

440
Lots For Bele
3/4 ACRE lot with beautifu
mature trees. Located on
Carol Drive, just off Johnny
Robertson Road. All underground
city
utilities.
$16,900. 435-4602.

2 or 3BR 2 bath 2 miles
North of Hazel on
Hwy. 641. Come and See!
492-8120.
2210 GATESBOROUGH
2400sq, ft. under roof, 3br,
2 bath, living, dining, &
family room with fireplace
insert. Large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed_ New furnace, roof, kitchen and
bathroom counters, new
stove and dishwasher Lot
offers privacy and shade
trees. Ready to move in
Asking $108,500. Shown
by appointment. Please
phone 753-0323.
3BR, 2 bath Brick. Central
gas N/A, fenced backyard.
Immediate
possession.
Low 60's. 206 Woodlawn,
759-9246.
3BR, Living room, kitchen
with dining area, 1 bath.
Carport, detached garage,
11 TRACTS OF LAND
large lot. New roof, new
7-12 Acres per tract. gas C/H/A unit. Older
Property located off of Hwy home on quiet street. 1301
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old Wells Blvd. Call 753-2480.
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
5BR. 2 bath. Large eat-in
proposed new Hwy 80. For
kitchen. Livingroom & den
more information please
separated by double fireview properly, review postplace. Detached 2 car
ed data, then please call:
garage.
11/2
acres.
502-441-2253.
$79,850. 502-642-2289.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 11th, 1999• 10 a.m.
Selling the estate of Mr. Earl Shupe. From
Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 80 East approx. 1 mile off
the bypass.
A collectors nightmare. You will want to buy it all. Shawnee pieces - blue dishes - stone buttermilk pitchers - stone jugs, jars & churns - egg shell pieces Gibson china pieces - Fireking items Norman Rockwell painted plates milk glass items - Coca Cola glasses - cranberry items - pink & green depression
glass - Carnival glass - Castle china pieces - old marbles - stone mixing bowls
- amber pieces - hen on nest - McCoy frog - animal powder dish - Dr. Pepper
ice chest - old egg crate - Christmas items - old rockers - crochet set - wood high
chair - small old wood lamp tables - telephone bench - iron bed - kerosene
heaters - old flat irons - old wood butter molds - porcelain pieces - wild turkey
decanters.- piggy banks - silver plate items - Truly Pure milk bottles - old glass
water pitcher - old glass canister set - Royal Copley vase - other mantel vases kerosene lamps - red wagon - B.B. guns - zinc lids - old records - old portable
sewing machine case - small glass door cabinet - nail kegs - horse collar - old
flat top trunk - small office safe - saddle stirrups - cookbooks - pots & pans hand & yard tools- wrenches &-toolsThis-is-ortly -a pan-ial listing. -Come mid
plan to stay a while. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

-My Service Doesn't Cost

It

Pays"

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, September 18, 1999•3 p.m.
From Murray, KY take 121 So. to New Concord. Take Hwy.
444 to Pine Bluff Shores, turn left onto Blue Pine Dr., follow
to Primrose Dr. Watch for auction signs.

"THE SELLING MACHINE"
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(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY,SEPTEPABER 18TH AT MOO A. M.
&fink & Mack Sports-A-Rama
AUIROIFIA, KENTUCKY
NEAR KEN LAKE STATE PARK
AT THE JCT OF HWY 68-80 8 HWY 94

ON
SAVE

sertion
iertions
iertions

.sertion
iertions
iertions

Great Commercial Pro.erties
3.61 Acres w/Sales Pavillion
Retail Sales & Show Room • Offices
Garages • Work Shops • Parts Department
Covered Storage • Asphalt Payment & More!!
.76 Acre Commercial Lot
Fronting Hwy 68-80
Directly In Front Of The Sales Pavillion
To Be Offered Separate From The Real Estate

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Real Estate Terms:15% Down, With A
Minimum Down Payment Of S3,000.00
On Each Property, Balance In 30 Days!

11 am.
r 3 p.m.
r 3 p.m.
r 3 p.m.
r 3 p.m
r 3 p.m.
nme by

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn 41281 Firm 2333

Real Estate Sells At 12:00 Noon!

MICR.

This nice lake cottage - 2 bedroom - 1 bath - eat-in kitchen - living room - deck
across back - storm doors & windows - t.v. tower - metal siding - community
water. Will offer this house with electric stove, frost free ref. - auto. washer - set
of twin beds & regular size bed - chest & vanity - color t.v. - couch & loveseat
- table lamps - dishes - bookcase. All will be sold together - one money buys it
all.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Kirk - Owners
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days and passing of deed.
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to sale day. You will be asked to give
up your post ip day inspection.

COMPLETE LIQUIDATION

16'x 20' Portable Office • 200' Radio Tower • 54' Rae Pole

PUBLIC AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Pro iert
Saturday, September 25, 1999• 10 a.m.
At 1704

West Olive, Murray, KY. Mrs. Eulala Boyd homeplace.
Real Estate Sells At 11 A.M.
OPEN HOUSE TUES., SEPT. 14
From 4 to 6 p.m.

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
'93 Harley "Fat Boy' Motorcycle • Several Yamaha
Wave Runners - Wave Blasters - Wave Raiders Wave Ventures • Sea Doo's • Wave Runner
Trailers •'94 Regal Boat •'92 Astro Boat • Sylvan
Deck Boat • 91 Nitro Boat • '94 Lowe Boat •
Viking Deck Boat • Viking Boat • Glastro Boat • Met
Craft Boat • Fabuglas Boat Chris Craft Boat •
Craft Master Boat • Small Sail Boat • Monarch
Pontoon Boat • Pontoon Trailers • Hyster Forklift •
3-Large Shop Air Compressors • Shop Tool Items
Complete Parts Department - 1000's Of Parts •
Retail Store New Inventory- Office Desks • File
Cabinets • Office Supplies
COMPLETE CASH SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
ALL CHECKS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A
CURRENT BANK LETTER OF GUARANTEE!
MANY ITEMS...TWO AUCTIONEERS WILL BE SELLING!!

es
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AUCTIONS I REAL ESTATE
FANCY FARM. KY • 270-623-8466
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'rtfI .F 1 IN, i f‘f4'-'4INIE.

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

closets, 2 fireplaces, large
tv/ entertainment room,
recreation room, den
wood deck, gazebo w/hot
tub, on 3 lots (approx. 1
acre) call 753-4882 to see.

1988 Z24 Cavalier Silver.
good condition. $1700
After 59.M. 436-6041.
1994 Grand Prix SE.
Loaded, Low mileage.
Excellent condition $9500.
753-8858 or 759-1965
1996 Ford T-Bird 3 8L V-6,
loaded have all maint
records 70,000 miles,
must sell $10,000 (270)753-4519 or (801)-5546330.
1991 LUMINA Euro. White,
2dr, 6cyl. Auto, air, 105,xxx
miles. $4000. Call 7531884 after 6p.m
1993
PONTIAC
Bonneville 70,xxx miles
$7,100 759-4406
1994 CUTLASS Ciera.
Excellent
condition
$4,000. obo. 759-5144
1997 Buick Park Avenue.
Leather seats, Med. Blue,
34,xxx miles, still under
warranty. $16,900
753-5949
CLASSIC 1959 MGA
Almost Concours condttion Race Coupe model
$6500 Call 759-4407

REDUCED 1993 DODGE
Caravan. White, blue interior. Tilt cruise, new tires.
99,xxx miles. Good condition. 55700 759-5958.

Utility Vehicles
1995 JEEP Wrangler
20,xxx miles. Excellen
condition. $11,500. Cal
753-3200.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 18, 1999•10 a.m.
Puryear, TN - Auction will be held on the
corner of Hwys. 140 E. and 641 N. at
Anderson's Cafe.
Doug and Diane Anderson have commissioned Doug Taylor Auction Service to sell
their restaurant equipment, at public auction, to
the highest bidder.
PARTIAL LISTING
American 60" combination oven w/4 burner cooktop & 24" gas grill + Star 24" charbroiler w/2 position grates, duel control gas + Imperial 45 deep
fryer w/twln baskets, gas + Magic Chef 17 foot
frost free refrigerator + True sandwich cooler 24"
w/8 compartments + Panasonic microwave oven
+ 4 slice toaster + 4" steel shelving unit + (2) 48"
cabinets + 3 compartment stainless steel dish
sink w/drain board + mop sink + assorted pots &
pans, utensils, cooking tins + 5 ceiling fans w/light
kits + 8 foot vent hood w/filters + 2800 CFM vent
fan 110 v.. 3/4 h.p. + Ansul dry powder fire suppression system, complete + 60" stainless steel
table + wall mounted pan rack + assorted wooden shelves & brackets + GE side by side, frost
free refrigerator + (2) GE standard refrigerators
18 cu. ft. + Kelvinator 17 cu. ft. chest freezer +
Kenmore 15 cu. ft. chest freezer + assorted paper
good & To Go containers + assorted can goods
(restaurant pack) + 6 round tables + 29 chairs +
high chairs + booster chair + assorted plates,
cups + outside advertisement sign w/letters + SIP
sets + assorted stainless ware + much more.
--AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Most of this equipment is less than two years old and in excellent
condition.

90g cram,

JAMES R. CASH
71.E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

1520 Canterbury Dr. 4 MOUNTAIN Style 3br. 2
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath. Tiled, bath 1851sq ft home on
two-story entry foyer; fami- 1 3 acre wooded lot has
ly room with hardwood spacious open floor plan
floor and gas log in fire- with cathedral ceilings,
place; custom cabinets in large windows in sun room,
kitchen; large, formal din- freshly painted interior and
ing room, study with built-in deck. New 2 car garage,
bookcases. Economical ceramic tile in kit, baths
gas heat/heat pump central and utility Owner is KY
systems with high efficien- licensed real estate agent
cy filters Tree-shades lot, Open to otters $96,000.
privacy fence, deck with Call Kopperud Realty 753hot tub $179,900 Call 1222 #3001742.
NEW Hornes-To
r sale. it:W?
(270)753-9520 after 5:00
3br and one 4br. Both
p.m.
deluxe home with all
BEST Buy in Canterbury. amenities Call 753-3903
3br, 2 bath with outside after 4 00p m for additionstorage/ shop $89,000. al
Call 753-1150.
information
BRAND New 4br, 2 balh NEW House & 33 acres.
home. Approx. 2110 sq. ft. Fenced, 3 barns, round
with vaulted ceiling, sky- pin, large pond. 11/2 miles
lights, whirlpool bath. from Lake Call 436-2779
$132,500. 753-1245.
REDUCED
$20,000.
COUNTRY Living 'at it's Wonderful 3/2/2 split bedbest. 3br, 2, bath. 2,300sq. rooms. Hardwood floors,
ft. Large rooms. Natural sun porch with bonus room
gas. Great place for kids. upstairs. Extra detached
489-2598- Coldwater,
garage with workshop &
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
living quarters. 753-1150.
2 bath, bnck. Double lot,
$169,000.
town's edge. Consider
lease with option to buy/
&ATV't
limited owner financing.
753-4109/ 759-8093.
1991 Yamaha YZ-250.
FOR sale by owner: First
Very good condition. Lots
offer over $187,500 will
of extras. $1300. OBO.
buy this 4000sf, 4Br, 3 1/2
345-6707 after 4PM
bath home. 10 rooms, 11

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Call For Color Brochure
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KENTUCKY Lakefront- 19 BEAUTIFUL Wooded hill
acres, $49,900. Lake prop- side. 2 up to 17 acre
erty on beautiful undiscov- tracks Restricted. 5 minered lake. Small town, utes North of town. 1 track
country living. Meadows, with stocked pond, well 8.
woods, views and sunset. septic Call for your private
4 seasons, year round showing today 753-2905.
boating & fishing 800-816FOR sale by owner 11/3
5253.
acre located in Wood grove
TENN MTN Lakefront- Subdivision
in
$32,9001 $3,290 down. Palma/Dratfenville area
Selling fast! Beautifully $15,000.00 firm 474-8340
wooded homesite fronting leave message
on pristine lake in East TN.
Houses,
LOTS
For
Near town. Easy access,
Manufactured homes &
paved roads, P&T. Bank
single wides. All different
appraised. Only $283 per
locations. Water & septic
month, 8% fixed, 15 years.
systems on each lot, some
First come, first served!
with gas and cable.
Call Chelaque 800-861- 270-437-4838.
5253 ext. 3397.
WEEKENDS
Retreat
Waterfront Log cabin 3 AC$49,900. Dockable, boatable! Very heavily wooded
8..private. Minutes to 3
State Parks. Great financing. Call now 800-8149965. ext 6001

[
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Homes For Sale

Lots For Saki

Auction To Be Held At
Mack 8, Mack Sports-A- Rama
Hwy 68-80 In Aurora, KY
-SaytairAr-cfair, -Sept_ 1Stis
At -12:011D n1t304:10,11

InMent
, coffee
tables,
s (full,
?.rware,
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Real Estate

AUCTION SERVICE
Puryear, Tennessee
(9011 247-3784
Lic. KY & TN #2027

Used Trucks
1973 FORD F100 Pick-up
753-1973
1991 FORD. White with
nice
topper,
loaded.
Everything works. $5250.
753-5344.

95 Ranger Super Cab XLT.
37,000 miles. Like new. Air,
cruise, 5sp., bed liner.
$7500 OBO. 753-4191.
REDUCED 1992 CHEVY
S-10 P.U. with 4.3 engine.
.Auto, all power, extended
cab with topper. 25K miles
Call
753-3336.

Boats &Motors

Merc/
17FT 86 Etaretta
• Cruiser. 140hp. Good condition plus nice interior.
$3800 obo. 436-5480.
1988 Procraft fish & ski.
200 Yamaha. Low hours.
Good fishing boat. Smooth
rider. 502-642-2289.
2- TIGER Sharks. $5,000.
with trailer. 759-1781.
28 ft. Pontoon. Excellent
condition. I/O motor. Will
sell with or without trailer.
After 5:pm 759-2174.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays-

REAL ESTATE ANTIQUES. HARDWARE
Saturday, Sept. 18 • 10:00 a.m.
Off U.S. 11w)t 641 South, Thrn East Between the
Funeral Home and Dees Bank onto Barnett Street.
Proceed 1-1/2 Blocks to Sale.
This comfortable three bedroom brick is located in a quiet neighborhood a short walk from the City Park and the Antique Capital
of West Kentucky! Exit double glass sliding doors onto a patio
Also in the back lawn is a building designed for a child's playhouse. The home has city water, sewer and gas available along
with all the comforts of central eatlair.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% Down Day of Sale. Balance
within 30 days upon delivery ofdeed.
Personal Property includes Antiques and Collectibles.
Many fine linens, grandfather clock, Davis cabinet, Drexel furniture pieces, fine china, hand-painted Italian, German, English
and Bavarian china and figurines, costume jewelry, full size and
half beds, dressers, night stands, walnut marble top night stand,
stack tables, dining table, silver and silver-plated items, room
size oriental rug, old books (some autographed), English and
French cooking utensils, stemware and old glassware. Rose back
chair, wing back chairs, lots of needlepoint.
lbglE Electric band saw, scroll saw, Craftsman table saw, router
table, Emerson ceiling fan. All this plus many new and used electrical and hardware supply items.
Beanie fiabie& Adding to the over one million 'dollars already
donated by members of the National Auctioneer Association,
Farris Auction and Action Realty is pleased to once again offer ry
Drank Rabic' to help the kids of
buil Children's
HateaLch Hospital. All plareeds from the auctioned Beanie
Babies will go to St. Jude. A wide selection of over 50 to choose
from, some new releases, some retired and remember - it's all for
the cause of saving a child. Beanie Babies donated by Miss
Bradies of Hazel.
Amu on Personal Property: Payment in Full on Day ofSale.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Roger Stubbleneld - Apprentice
Max IL Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box

PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
RANDY'S Construction
New homes, Garages.
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling
Pole Barns,
Decks & Additions, Etc
Call 270-436-5370
Free Estimates
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
CUSTOM
CLOSETS.
Epoxy covered wire shelving. Free estimates.
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery_
270-753-4499
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

"The Sound ofSelling"
149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796

Not reaponalble for accidents Annouceaments day of sale take precedence over all
panted m•ter-val

753-4761 after 5p m. or
leave message on answer
machine.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed &
Insured: Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GUTTERS
Highest
Quality Aluminum Gutters,
gutter supplies, shutters
Variety of colors. Licensed.
West
Ky
Seamless
Gutters, 753-0278
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing,
yard
work.
proches & decks Any job
Call Danny Paschall
492-8500
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted. No job too small.
Yes, we paint houses. Ph.
753-2388 or 436-5759.
IF you are moving to
a new location & need
professional, reliable
movers. Free estimates
Call Brian Driscoll at
270-623-6092 or
210-6987.
Free Estimates.

a

This nice 3 bedroom brick - I bath - large living room w/fireplace - eat-in
kitchen - laundry room - lot of cabinets and closets - attached garage - central
heat & air - storm doors - new windows - close to Murray State University - outside storage - newly decorated.
Dan & Jean Miller - Owners
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to sale day.
For more information phone 435-4144

753-5827
LONG Distance 6.9c min
1-800 Numbers 6.9c min
6 Sec billing Major
carrier, 1+ dialing
Anytime, any day
1-800-420-7250

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning' vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
1995 DODGE Ram, LWB, available. David Borders,
XLT, 4x4. Alum. wheels, Insured,
Completely
red/ silver, 81,xxx miles. Mobile. Phone 502-759$14,500. Call 436-5121
4734. Cellular 502-853after 5p.m.
1108.
'80 F25 PK. Auto/air. DRYWALL
Finishing.
$2000. Antique A..fetch
Experience. New
bench and hand tools. 270- homes, additions. Texture
354-8430
ceilings or walls. Call

In Hazel, Kentucky

C

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

1993 NISSAN Pick up.
114,xxx miles. Runs great!
Bed liner, bed rails. Clean
inside. $2750. obo.
489-6107. Nights.

"TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE SETTER"

A

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying.
Serving
Murray.
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing.
garages, pole barns, carports. Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs. Quality workmanship. Licensed. 753-7860,
753-9308.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc. No job too small.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, Titter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & Junk clean-up.
436-2867
WILL Do Septic Systems
driveways, foundations &
any type of back hoe Of
track hoe work Real reasonable rates
270-437-4838

Classifieds
Office Open

'

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Mood Saturday
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

All
Carpentry,
ALL
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Electrical Home building,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
remodeling,
additions,
porches. decks, Rotten
All Types of
floors, sagging roofs
Woodworking
Custom
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding. References.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Lioensed & insured Call
Drop by and see our showroom
Larry Nimmo Day- 753409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
9372 Night- 753-0353.
753-594a
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
Satellite Systems, Sales,
if you have been turned
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
down before. Loans avail& Satellite,
able for 1st time buyers,
500 N. 4th St, Murray,--KYbad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
502-759-0901.
Call Kenny at
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
247.9309
Mayfield
..a•
High,
Kentuck)
All brands, Kenmore 30+
I-800.874-0256
45 South
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT
Tree Service
SEAL-COATING
Residential, Commercial
Free Estimates Cali
Tony Travis
270-753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, founFree Esthut,t s
dations. etc. 436-2113
• Luvaseil & insured •'Dv,
BUSH HOGGING Lot
Thruining • Full Line Equipment
mowing All Terrain Leave
StWiti) llentett (1/
• b,
message 753-2092
• Quality Semite
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks.
remodeling, vinyl siding
Garages. Room Editions. Roofing
20Yrs experience
Siding, Wood Decks & More
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing
Uls‘lted DAVID HOWARD
Sidewalks, patios, driveways Free Estimates
435-4619
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding. additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience. Call Walters
753-0530
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
FREE to PRIMESTAR
backhoe work, septic sysCustomers!!
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Dish Network
Horace Sholar
OR
ROOF LEAKING'?
DirecTV
k
F I t,
DIRECTV
professional.
a
Call
Residential. Commercial or
I N.,
111.4
kg,
wv4.woodsatellite.eom
Industrial. 270-435-4645.
SMALL Engine Repair.
Craftsman toolbox
for sale 753-0260
SUPERIOR Construction
Residential or Commercial
& Walls by Sandy.
Interior, exterior, remodelCarpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
ing, roofing, painting, and
floors
& hardwood floors installed.
wallpapering. Hauling and
extras No iob we can't do
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
436-2102 ask for Ben or
436-5918 ask for Sandy
(270)
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free 759-1591
Nawitiffs
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TRIPP'S Backhoe
Service. 4x4 $351 hr
436-2778.
Specializing in
TRIPPS Boat Docks
Roofing,
Custom built. Portable
Welding, etc.
Re-Roofing
436-2778.
Roof Repairs
&
VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing,
room additions, Fully
insured labor & matenal.
Guaranteed! 247-1208,
759-9414.

Lyon County
Homecoming set
Former residents of the Lyon County.
Participants should bring picCounty portion of Land Between
The Lakes, friends and relatives will nic lunches, beverages and chairs.
hold their annual homecoming Sept. Picnic tables, benches, water and
restrooms will be available on the
18, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The annual event will be at the site.
Bill Beck is the coordinator of
Star Camp Picnic Area in the Lyon
County portion of Land Between this year's event. To find out more
The Lakes National Recreation about the Lyon County Homecoming, contact Land Between The
Area.
The homecoming will reunite Lakes at 924-2000, Bill Beck at
former residents of Land Between (270) 527-8667 or Norma Ladd
the Rivers communities in Lyon at (270) 527-9261,

•

Auto Loans

Murray man named 1999
Kentucky Worker of Year.

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

To honor Labor Day, Dickies
Workwear honored its 1999 state
and national winners in the 8th
annual American Worker of the Year
Awards.
Gaery Farris of Murray, 56, a
trailer tractor rig serviceman, is
the 1999 Kentucky Worker of the
Year.
Farris was nominated by his
nephew, Ray Coursey, who said,
"He's an unsung hero of everyone who comes in contact with
him."
Fifty state and two national
winners were selected from over

Advance

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

Wood
Electronics,Inc.
-

d'sii 1110,2

---Capetinstallation Inc.

ft Ago%

M.S. Construction

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

I

AUTO CREDIT EASY
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

1
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Hazel Celebration
scheduled for Oct. 2
Plans are being finalized for
the 10th Annual Hazel Celebration in Hazel. Held annually on
the first Saturday in October, this
year's celebration is Oct. 2.
Vendor booths for food, arts
and crafts and flea market item,
are still available. Booth sizes are
15 feet by 15 feet.
Registration fees are $25 for
booths with electricity and $20 for
booths without electricity.
For more information on vendor booths, please contact Faye
Billington at (270) 492-8121 or
stop by Discount Tobacco Pocket
on Main Street in Hazel.
Hazel, located on U.S. Highway 641 on the Kentucky-Tennessee state line, eight miles south
of Murray, is a community of
approximately 500 people and has
15 antique stores with over 300
dealers.

•

FREE!
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If you smoke,
a door is a
very simple
way to keep
your kids
healthier.

By I

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22,
**** You often avoid taking nsks;
today is no exception. Listen to an older
advisor who presents a different point of
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. view. Stay clear of office gossip. Make it
10, 1999
OK to change directions - and your
You'll find this a momentous year, even mind as well. Loosen up about finances.
though progress is made slowly. Your Buy that special card or gift. Tonight:
endurance is tested: as a result, you'll Kicking up your heels.
come out a winner Take your time. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Don't engage in gossip. Bone up on your **** Use your instincts to direct
professional specialty. Relationships joint dealings in money or love. You
with partners can be difficult, but lighten up later as Venus, your ruler, goes
progress is possible. Be open with others. direct. What has been a troublesome
If you are single, you might meet a issue now becomes workable. You surge
potential love interest through volunteer with energy and vitality. Tonight: Share
work or doing something close to your your new outlook with others!
heart. If attached, your relationship ben- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
efits from one-on-one relating. Sharing a **** Be precise. Zero in on what you
diet or exercise program draws the two want. Others work with you. even if you

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

of.yzu together. Na mailer what your sta- have to coax them. Don't take it persontus, your personality breaks barriers. ally; understand that another isn't a nskLIBRA helps you make money.
taker, and he tends toward negativity.
Allow more joy into your life. Others
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll loosen up as well. Tonight: Take time for
Have: •.54Dynamdc; . 4-Positive. yOu.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Take greater responsibility. Be
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
careful how much you put on your plate.
**** Your patience clearly pays off. You have your hands full. Make time for
You will finally see a change in attitude. exercise or a walk. Remember, a sound
Reach out, but give others time to mind needs a sound body. A friend
respond. A close tie changes his position pitches in; complications appear to
of the last few weeks. Let creativity and lessen. Tonight: TGIF with fnends.
happiness merge. Make a must meeting. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Tonight: Leave work early.
**** Take an overview, especially
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
with a relationship or child. Make calls.
***** Sometimes you're overly Others look to you for advice. Bring cocautious. Go with the flow, and let others
workers together for a fun event or a
do the same. You'll feel better as the day
get-together. Building camabusiness
progresses. Patience pays off. You see a
raderie makes work more palatable.
clearing where before you thought there
Consider an investment carefully.
was none. A relationship is important.
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
Do
Tonight:
agrees.
finally
Another
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
something you have always wanted to
**** Explain what has been ailing
do.
you and what you need from a partner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
because of this conver*** Avoid viewing issues negatively. You gain clarity
sation. Others reveal more of themselves.
You could be brooding without realizing
Look at the big picture. Review recent
it. Take action later in the day to clear out
Make plans for a getaway,
developments.
problems, especially with a child or
seminar or change from the normal pace.
loved one. Financial matters finally
Tonight: Be spontaneous.
move forward. Allow your imagination
(Feb. 19-March 20)
to venture into new horizons. Tonight: PISCES
Others clearly can be uptight,
****
Making a splash wherever you are!
but listen to their impressions. Moods
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Stay on a steady track. Others lighten as the day progresses. What has
been a testy partnership matter will be
are clearly responsive, and they admire cleared up soon. Follow your intuition
your persistence. Make a call to an old with a loved one. Tonight: Up close and
friend. Don't give up on a prized desire. personal.

Screen calls. Be gentle with others.
Moods swing, but eventually others find BORN TODAY
their rose-colored glasses. Tonight: A
low-key night at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
as frivolity takes over. Attend to work. If
you are unhappy, consider making that
long-overdue change. You feel much
clearer by the end of the day. Initiate conversations. Talk with a trusted advisor.

„,
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NOW!

AID ••

$1

•Indoor Arena
•Round Pen
•Wash Rack

•Outdoor Arena
*Walker
•Privatelack Rooms

Call Kenny at

,759-8 1 26
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Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM,INSTALLED*
PLUS

6 FREE MONTHS
(After full payment oi your fire bill)

I.'
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000
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Requires a 1-yeee Iregrammis ceereibmat
'Bede PryerWined leebietlee.

SAVE EVERY YEAR

YOU'LL ENJOY:

WM4 AMIRICA'S
BEST EEITERTAINEAIWTVALLIII

• No more lease payments-YOU OWN
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DEAR PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

570

Wanillid
I
LATE Model vented gas
space heater 436-2755

"Each year this event just gets
bigger and bigger," said Susan "Ski"
Witzofsky. Piney Campground
Manager. "It's almost like a homecoming reunion - people visit with
friends they haven't seen in the
past year. enjoy music and refreshments and just have a good time.
"trs^atsmontferful (Trompdisplays.
While Piney Campground is nay to check out our campground
normally only open to campground facilities, see the latest in RV
users, Camper's Fair is a week-• equipment and find some unique
end open house in which the pub- items in our flea market."
lic is • invited to drop by and visit
For more information, contact
free of charge. Hours are 10 a.m. the LBL Operations Department
to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.
at (270) 924-2040, or visit the
Events planned during the open 1.BL website at wwv.itil.org.
lude
hettse
- RV- and --camping equipment trade show, flea
market featuring crafts, refreshments, recreation events and more.

Piney Campground, the family
campground located in the south
end of TVA's Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area,
presents its • 26th annual Camper's
Fair Sept. 18-19.
Camper's Fair features a variety of entertainment, games and

18" Satellite
Systems

12
BORDER
Collie
Puppies All black and
white Call 759-9649
FREE To a good home.
-.Luna" Sweet Beautiful
black cat. Spayed &
declawed All shots and
indoor only. Call 762-0244,
TO Good Home- Bird dog
puppy Dipped wormed
Female 753-1214

10,000 entries from across the
nation. Entrants were asked to
write 75 words or less about why
their nominee represents "an honest day's work."
"Mr. Farris re-affirms what
we've always believed about American workers," said Jon Ragsdale,
for
marketing
of
director
Williamson-Dickie Mfg. Company, founded in 1922. "He epitomizes the can-do spirit that makes
our country strong and competitive."
State winners will receive over
$500 in cash and prizes.

Camper's Fair comes
to Piney Campground

(270) 251-3128

s49.95

1999

General,
Bridgestone.
Firestone &
Summit

L

i

.

BEASLEY ANTENNA &
SATELLITE
500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY • 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1801 Bell Ave.
Paris, TN • 642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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More Channels-More Choices.-
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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LOOKING BACK
\

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 73-year-old
grandmother who fell and broke her
hip last year. Subsequently. my doctor
ordered a bone density exam that
showed osteoporosis, much to my surprise. I've taken calcium supplements
for years. Why wasn't I protected
against osteoporosis?
DEAR READER: Because osteoporosis is a complex disease, and calcium supplements are only a piece of
the puzzle. Let me back up a moment
and give you some background.
Osteoporosis is a pervasive problem
in the elderly. The National
Osteoporosis Foundation estimates
that more than 10 million people in
the United States, most of them
women, have osteoporosis: another 19
million have low bone density
(osteoperria, a precursor to osteoporosis). Here is another astonishing bit of
datum: More than half of Caucasian
women will suffer osteoporosis-related bone fractures during their lives,
according.to Dr.zitichard Wasnich.
Professor of Medicine, University of
Hawaii, writing in the medical journal
"Patient Care."
Many women do not realize that taking extra calcium after menopause
will not prevent osteoporosis. For one
reason, the bone disorder may already
be present. For another, genetic influences and hormone deficiencies play a
role. The key fact is that women who
enter menopause with maximal peak
skeletal mass are far less likely to
have clinically significant osteoporosis. Thus, it is vital that all young
women maintain a high dietary-calcium intake during their childbearing
years. In this way, they are exercising
true preventive medicine. Pregnant
women have special needs for calcium
supplements because, before birth,
fetuses will draw their own calcium
supplies from the mother-to-be, thereby potentially depleting her. Moreover,
regular exercise may help build strong
bones even more efficiently than will
extra calcium in the diet. Finally,
female hormones and a nutritious diet
also serve to strengthen bones.
Therefore, while calcium supplements
are a necessary component in healthy
bones, increasing the consumption of
the mineral will not completely solve
the problem if the calcium is taken too
late in life. Put another way, studies
have shown that extra calcium may
retard (by up to 40 percent) the rate of
post-menopausal bone loss, but that 40

BLONDIE

CATHY
MN DO
YOU NEED,
"TECH
SUPPORT,"
MOM?
YOU DON'T
HAVE A
GomPuTER!

YES WE
<DO. WE
PICKED
7 ONE UP
THIS
t,

percent is usually not enough to
reduce the possibility of fractures in
women currently at high risk. I should
mention, too, that elderly men may
have significant osteoporosis, but the
incidence is much lower than it is for
women.
What is the answer to this epidemic
disease? To begin with, many authorities urge all post-menopausal women
to undergo bone density examinations, which are a form of simple,
painless and inexpensive X-ray testing. Many women have no idea that
they are affected. They need to know
before they actually experience compression fractures to the spine or
traumatic fractures of the hip, which
is a more serious condition for most
people. Once osteoporosis has been
diagnosed, patients need further testing to rule out treatable causes of secondary osteoporosis, ranging from
liver/bowel disease and rheumatoid
arthritis to diabetes and the effects of
certain drugs and medicines (such as
alcohol, lithium and Tamoxifen). Then
the womawmust consider specific
anti-osteoporosis therapy, which
includes hormones, Evista, calcitonin,
Didronel or Fosamax. The choice of
which treatment to use should be
decided between a patient and her
physician. Of course, even with such
therapy, calcium/vitamin D supplements should be administered concurrently. And, as I mentioned, regular exercise is a must. For further
information, contact the National
Osteoporosis Foundation, 1150 17th
St. NW, Washington, DC 20036 con the
Web at www.nof.orgi.
isss NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DEAR ABBY: I have a dear mend earplugs for you until
Ten years ago
friend I look up to like an older Tony leaves for college.
Published is a picture of the
sister. We enjoy visiting with her
construction site at the railroad
and her family, as well as vacationcrossing on Kentucky 121 South
DEAR ABBY: You missed the
ing with them. We sometimes camp
out of Murray. New lights are
just
boat in your response to "Furious in
out together, too.
put up and some road work
being
Ala.,"
husband
Port,
whose
Spanish
husher
and
She
The problem:
is being done. The photo was by
band discipline our children right in expected her to entertain his longfront of us! I refuse to see our chil- estranged father while he attended
Staff Photographer Dan Loudy.
dren humiliated, and when I try to a social event.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bazzell
You said, "It is important to your
defend them, it starts an argument
were married 50 years Aug. 10.
among all of us. Now our children husband, so try to be gracious."
Births reported include a boy
Abby, if Dad were so important
hesitate to do anything around
Larry G. and Connie Evans,
to
you
hubby,
wouldn't
"Furious'"
to
them for fear of being disciplined.
Aug. 25.
Abby, my husband and I would think hubby would decline the
In boys' soccer games, Calnever dream of disciplining social event and tend to Dad himanother's child. We believe that par- self? Even an important businessloway County High School beat
ents should discipline their own related social event can be declined
Hopkinsville and Murray High
children. How do we resolve this or cut short due to a visit from a
beat Caldwell County.
School
times
three
seen
only
has
one
problem without alienating our father
years ago
Twenty
friends? We don't want to sacrifice in the past 45 years.
of Murray's new
building
The
CALIF.
PIEDMONT,
IN
ALISON
the friendship.
sewer treat ment_plao.t.-Lits
MOTHER ON THEDNFENSIVEr---DEAR ALISON: I was not
moved a step closer with the alloDEAR MOTHER: Make it prepared for the amount of critcation of $268,000 by the Enviplain to your friends that icism I received for my reronmental Protection Agency for the
should your children need dis- sponse to "Furious," so I will try
stage, Phase Two, of the
designing
cipline, you and your husband to explain it. Many couples have.,
project.
will administer it. If that emotional "issues" regarding
the
from
pictures
are
doesn't solve the problem, then their parents because of the • Published
Alpha
Chi
Lambda
annual
seveinh
(or
were
weren't)
they
way
the only alternative is to curtail
Watermelon Bust held Sept. 7
your visits with these friends. raised, and if possible it's better
behind Winslow Cafeteria on the
It's unfortunate, but your chil- to resolve them while the pardren's welfare must take first ents are still living. Her thusMurray State University campus.
band asked her to suspend her
priority.
The photos were by Rick Orr.
anger and judgmental attitude
Births reported include a girl
and help him out. As a loving
Art and Sharon Mulwitz, Aug.
to
DEAR ABBY: My husband, wife and helpmate, if it's possi28.
she
think
I
so,
do
to
her
for
ble
our
why
understand
"Nick," can't
Thirty years ago
10-year-old son, -Tony," is "hard of should.
I am not saying the longCalloway County Circuit Court
hearing" when he talks to him.
Maybe it's because Nick talks so absent father should be allowed
opened yesterday with Judge James
to move in or take liberties. I'm
loud that our son tunes him out.
M. Lassiter presiding. Aude McKee,
I suggested that Nick ask Tony saying only that she should be
minister of West Murray Church
why he doesn't listen to him, but as charming as possible and
DR. GOTT
Christ. led the opening prayer.
of
Nick gets mad at me and insists give the man a fair hearing
William Brent Flood, 64,
that he must talk loud to get until her husband arrives.
Puryear, Tenn., died Sept. 6 from
through to Tony.
PETER
injuries sustained in a gravel truck
Abby, our son is not hard of
hearing, and I think Tony doesn't
GOTT, M.D.
follow instructions because of the
CONTRACT BRIDGE
way his father talks to him. I also
"lisisn't
really
who
one
think the
tening" is my husband.
Any advice?
high-card strength when hejumpNorth dealer.
TONY'S MOM
shifted in diamonds and then leaped
Neither side vulnerable.
to five spades over three hearts.
NORTH
DEAR TONY'S MOM: There's
After this,South certainly could do
76
9
J
Q
•
and
on,
a power struggle going
no less than cuebid his ace ofclubs
9872
VAK
your husband thinks he can
•K 10
in an attempt to get to a grand
win it by shouting. Family
slam.
*—
counseling could help him gain
Ofcourse,the slam should have
EAST
WEST
some insight and communicate
down one since the defenders
gone
A
•
2
5
•
more effectively with Tony. If
held two cashing aces. But it did
,J103
V64
your husband refuses, I recomnot occur to West that his partner
•J943
•A762
hthKJ872 held the ace of trumps, and he
4hQ10953
DAILY COMICS
----decided that desperate measures
SOUTH
would be needed to defeat the slam
4K 10843
that North-South had bid so confiV Q5
dently.
•Q 8 5
Accordingly, he led the deuce
4A 6 4
of diamonds! West was hoping to
The bidding.
West find dummy with the K-J and East
South
East
North
with the queen, in which case dePass
14
1
Pass
clarer would almost surely play
Pass
3•
Pass
3•
Pass the jack from dummy. However,
Pass
64
54
this proved not to be the right time
64
or place to underlead an ace against
Opening lead — two of diamonds.
a slam. South won the diamond
Some deals you hear about lead with the queen, cashed the
sound much more like fiction than ace ofclubs(discarding the king of
fact. For example, here's one that diamonds from dummy) and then
may strain your credulity. It oc- conceded a trump to East's ace to
curred, believe it or not, in a head- make the slam.
At the second table, the bidon match between two of the conLife ding went differently, but the final
national
a
in
teams
tending
ffT THE
rWE 130LIGHT 72 ROLLS Oc
DON'T BE SILLY.-19
exactly the same!
DISCOUNT
' TOILET PAPER A CASE Of
WE SPENT 41 Masters team-of-four champion- contract was
Again South got to six spades,
SUPERSTORE.
KETCHUP, AND A 500 /MEGATHE WHOLE DOG- ship.
At the first table, the bidding again West underled the ace of
HERTz. PENTRuYI PROCESFOOD AISLE 4
SOR WITH A 56K 1:,OS
STUDYING THE 4 went as shown. North clearly over- diamonds, and again South made
estimated the value of his hand. the slam — so the deal was a washMODEM AND A IZOOdpi
ADVERTISING
Granting that South's one-spade out!
SUPPLEMENT,
COLOR INK-JET PRINTER!
Now wouldn't you agree that
response was music to North's
ears, North surely overstated his truth is stranger than fiction?
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
*

*4*

A Singular Double Tragedy

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

,(4

CROSSWORDS
37 Deeply
engrossed
38 Behold,
39 Stretch out
ungracefully
42 Eating
46 Tehran's
country
47 Piece out
49 Judith —
50 — down
(soften)
51 Break a
moral
principle
52 Fervor
53 Concordes
54 Explosive
(abbr.)
55 Princely
Italian family

ACROSS

FOR BE'TTER or FOR WORSE
CANDACE? WI-ty DID y01.1
CHOOSE NIPISSING ONIVERSIly?
Psy MOM'S
SISTER LIVES IN
TOWN. SHE'S NoTS
8uT OK...

YEAH my morn WANTED ME
To Go MERE li-lERE WAS
,^•\, FAMILy.- LIKE I'M
UH ,
NoT AS ONG:4\
7N GONNA GO LooKING•
FoR TRoUBLE
GL1E-Gj AS I'M iN my
OR SoMETHi NGCELL,
RIGHT?
a
MIND IF I SMOKE,LIZ?

NIOPE! • ,• BUT,SOME TIMES, IT FINDS ME

GARFIELD
FOR SANITY REASONS, I'VE
DECIDED TO GIVE UP
•
GIVING UP

FOR HEALTH REASONS, I'VE
DECIDED To GIVE UP COFFEE

etA

1 Antlered
animals
5 Roman 502
8 Antitoxin
12 Profound
13 Sea bird
14 Yesterday
(Sp.)
15 An Evans
16 Ms. Gardner
17 Solitary
18 Make an
earnest
request
20 Vertical
passages
22 C-F linkup
23 ER word
24 Clark Kent's
friend
27 Malicious
31 Hostelry
32 Farm
buildings
33 Dined
34 1971 Best
Supporting
Actress
36 Arrow poison
1
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DOWN
1 Heroic song
2 — Year
3 Seaweed
4 Moves
rapidly
5 Monty Hall's
specialty
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 9. the
252nd day of 1999. There are 113
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 9, 1776, the Second
Continental Congress made the term
"United States" official. replacing
"United Colonies."
On this date:
In 1850, California became the
31st state of the union.
In 1919, most of Boston's 1,500member police force went on strike.
In 1926, the National Broadcasting Company (NBC) was created by the Radio Corporation of
America.
In 1943, Allied forces landed
at Salerno and Taranto during
World War 112
In 1948, the People's Democratic Republic of Korea (North
Korea) was created.
In 1956, 'Elvis Presley made
the first of three appearances on
"The Ed Sullivan Show."
In 1957, President Eisenhower
signed the first civil rights bill to
pass Congress since Reconstruction.In 1971, prisoners seized Control of the maximum-security Attica Correctional Facility near Buffalo, N.Y., beginning a siege that
would kill 43 people.
In 1976, Communist Chinese
leader Mao Tse-tung died in Beijing at age 82.
Five years ago: The United States
agreed to accept at least 20,000
Cuban immigrants a year in return
for Cuba's promise to halt the
flight of refugees. Prosecutors in
Los Angeles said they would not

Answer to Previous Puzzle

17

19

accident.
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, Mrs. Ken
Adams. Mrs. Lee Tinsley and Mrs.
John Nance are serving as officers of the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a girt
to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Barnett, Sept.
3.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. Homer L. Hall completed eight weeks of military police
training at Fort Gordon. Ga.
Shirley Joyce Chiles and Robert
Gerald Humphreys were married
Aug. 21 at First Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams were
married 50 years Aug. 29.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Halls,__Teun.,_ 22 to_ _6_ in.. a. football game played at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Fifty years ago
The city of Murray is having_
apiiroXimately 10 acres of the City
Park fertilized, limed and seeded
this week, according to the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams, Aug.
30; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Hayes, Aug. 31; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Raspberry, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Hearon Parker
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lendon
Nance, Sept. 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Walker and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Dickerson,
Sept. 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Lee Overcast, Sept. 6: a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Starks and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Grooms. Sept. 7

Mil

Russo
11 War god
19 Diphthong
21 Chapeaus
23 Chair back
part
24,"Diamond 25 Individual
26 — — pinch
27 Easiest
28 — out
(spread)
29 Southwestern
Indian
30 Jamie —
Curtis
32 "Jaws actor
35 Large wading
birds
36 Become
electrically
charged
38 Roman 51
39 Takes a chair
40 Athletes, for
short
41 — and rage
42 Baseball's
Bucky —
43 Curner and
44 Undiluted
45 Fermenting
agent
48 One's
relatives
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Native American Dance Weekend set
:- :Wickliffe Mounds Research Cen- Mounds for this special event," $3.75 for senior citizens. $3 for
: will host Native American Dance said Carla Hildebrand, assistant children ages 6-11, $2 for those
affiliated with Murray State Unidirector.
:Weekend Sept. 18-19.
"Native American Dance Week- versity and free for children under
The First Nation Dancers will
- be featured in performances sched- end has always been a popular age 6. Group discounts are availuled at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. event," she said. "We also recog- able by prior arrangement.
Wickliffe Mounds is a program
each day. Joining the dancers will nize the importance of providing
be Bill Branson, lead singer, and a quality educational program pro- of Murray State University and is
moting Native American culture operated through the College of
Dancing Horse Drum.
Humanistic Studies.
Native American cultural ele- for our audience."
Hildebrand also said volunteers
The Native American Dance
ments to be included are dance,
are
needed
to
help
with
the
event.
Weekend
is funded in part by a
storytelling.
and
regalia, mqsic
"None of the jobs are hard and grant from the Kentucky HumanThe First Nation Dancers and
Dancing Horse Drum represent we don't expect anyone to give ities Council and the National
several tribes, reflecting the cul- up their entire weekend," she said. Endowment for the Humanities.
Volunteers will receive free
Other sponsors include Seaboard
tural diversity of Native Amer-Cree. Cherokee. Cum admission to the Rerformanees. For faribs okKentukyc„Westvaco, Kenaryl Shawnee are among the fea- more yolunteer information, cap tucky-Tennessee Clay Company and
Wickliffe Mounds at (270) 335- Friends of Wickliffe Mounds.
Inted tribes this year.
The museum is ope.n daily from
We are pleased to welcome 3681 or e-mail: wmounds@brtc.net.
Regular admission will be 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., March through
the First Nation Dancers and Danc;
.
T-November.
ing, Horse Drum to Wickliffe charged:for-The-event!44 for.adults-

Get
Into
Gear
And Beat The Price Increase
Subscribe or Renew NOW!

411

Bike-A-Thon for Diabetes Sept. 11
The 19th annual Bike-a-Thou
for Diabetes will be Sept. 11 from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the track area
of Murray High School, off of
Johnson Boulevard.
All participants must wear a
helmet, and children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult.
The Bike-a-Thon is sponsored
by.the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Diabetes Support Group.
This event promotes early detection of diabetes and supports treatment and education of people with

diabetes.
Participants may enter_by paying a $15 entry fee or by having
sponsors commit to a per-mile
pledge for the bicycling participant.
Sponsor forms can be pick up
at the MCCH Nutrition office,
MCCH Public Relations office and
Calloway County and Murray City
schools.
Riders can ride as many miles
as they wish. Routes available will
be the outdoor track at MHS and
an off-campus road route that will

be marked off. Route maps will
be available at the check-in tent
that day.
Cash prizes of $50, $25 and $15
will be awarded to the bicyclists
who collect the three largest contributions through sponsorships.
All participants who pay the
$15 entry fee or turn in pledged
money will receive a free Bike-aThon shirt.
For more information, call (2701
762-1533,(270)762-1109 or 1-800342-6224.

As of October L. 1999, there will be
a subscription rate change from
$6.00 to $6.50 a month on the

LEDGER &TIMES
SAVE AIVIIWI
AND BECOlVLE A PAY IN ADVANCE CUSTOMER.
3 Months
6 Months
1Year

Before Oct. 1
$18.00
$36.00
$72.00

National Trail Ride at LBL Sept. 17-23
The National Trail Ride and
Wagon Train Association will hold
its National Homecoming Ride at
Wranglers Campground at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes in September.
The annual event attracts more
- than 1.000 riders and hundreds of
horses, mules and wagons to the
Western Kentucky and Tennessee
national recreation area. This year's
event will be held Sept. 17-23.
"This is the one time of year
that all of our members get together for a real homecoming celebration," said Art Howell, event
organizer. -Throughout the week we
have trail rides, competitions.
evening dances, awards ceremonies
and lots of fun. We're expecting

members from 40 states and Cana- , More than 70 miles of horse
and wagon trails depart from Wranda to attend."
Wranglers Campground, a horse glers. Day-use visitors may bring
camp serving the entire region, their own horses and explore the
features camp sites, camping shel- trails, and those without horses
ters, an outpost supply center and may join a guided trail ride or
pony ride.
other services for campers.
For more information on the
It is one of seven facilities in
the region that has stall rentals, Homecoming Trail Ride, contact
tack and farrier service and sim- LBL at (270) 924-2000 or Art
Howell at (205) 442-0230.
ilar amenities for horses

Always look both
ways before
crossing the street.•

tLb

After Oct. 1
$18.75
$37.50
$75.00

SAVE 750
SAVE $1.50
SAVE $3.00

COUPON
I Name:
Zip:

I Address:
I Phone:
Check Appropriate Boxes:

0Current Subscriber

Li New Subscriber

0 1 Month 03 Months

lj6 Months Li 1 Year
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 1, 1999

S.

Beat the price increase and call 753-1916
(to use VISA or MC), stop by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. or
clip and mail the above form with your check.

SUBSCRIBE

Call 753-1916 today with your society news!
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OUR NEW SHOWROOM IS OPEN!

We have completely remodeled
our Shower & Bath Showrooms
to better serve our customers.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
"Personal & Professional Service To Every Customer"
• Murray •

"SERVING MURRAY & WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR OVER

45 YEARS.'
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Fox, WB top Big three in season pilots
By John Crook
If the strength of their new series is any
indicator — and once in a blue moon or
so, it is this may be the season that Fox
and the WB Network finally emerge as
major players in the network stakes.
Certainly you'll find more creativity on
either channel than on any of the Big
Three this season.
For starters, Fox has Action, the best
new comedy, albeit one that is marked for
controversy. Created by Chris Thompson
(Bosom Buddies, The Naked Truth),
Action is an authentic, intelligent adult
satire set in the movie industry.
Jay Mohr and Illeana Douglas star as,
respectively, a baby mogul and a child
star turned-hooker. The frequently
bleeped profanity is sure to draw fire from
the boobs looking for an easy target. For
grown-ups, however, it's one of the most
bracing half-hours of TV in many a season.
The WB,in turn, has what may be the
season's most original and compelling
drama in Roswell, an inspired take on the
ultimate outsiders — extraterrestrial
descendants of the aliens from the alleged
UFO crash in Roswell, N.M. — trying to
fit into high school. When one of the
group (Jason Behr) risks blowing their
cover to save the life of a classmate (Shin
Appleby), the story turns into a gripping
spin on Romeo and Juliet.
Fox also boasts Time of Your Life, a
Party ofFive spinoff for Jennifer Love
Hewitt; Get Real, a family drama starring
Debrah Farentino and Jon Tenney;
Malcolm in the Middle, a smart family
sitcom about a child genius, and Harsh
Realm, a complex virtual-reality drama
ma from Chris Carter(The X-Files).
Other WB strengths include Safe
Harbor, Angel, a Buffy the Vampire Slayer
spinoff; and Popular, a teen comedydrama that blows NBC's similarly themed

Best donuts
this side of the
Mississippi

River!

Freaks and Geeks right out of the
water.
Still, CBS is likely to keep the
Nielsen ratings crown this season, if
only by following a conservative
course of programming that ranges
from the very good to the merely
mundane.
In the former class is Judging
Amy, with Amy Brenneman in a
charming dramelly that co-stars
Tyne Daly.
More problematic CBS offerings
include the sitcom Ladies Man,
which stars Brit stage legend Alfred
Molina, Sharon Lawrence, Betty
White, Park Overall and — in a
recurring role — Dixie Carter;
Family Law, a legal drama from
Paul Haggis(Due South) in which
Carter co-stars with Kathleen
Quinlan, Julie Warner and
Christopher McDonakl; and two
other humdrum sitcoms, Work With
Me starring Nancy Travis and Kevin
Pollak and Love & Money with
Swoosie Kurtz.
NBC and ABC each have examples
of the best and worst new offerings.
In the former category; The West
Katherine Heigl, Jason Behr, Shinl Appleby and BrOrldan Fehr star in Roswell, one of the best new dramas.
Wing(NBC)finds writer Aaron
Sorkin returning to the turf he found
has the strange Stark Raving Mad from
so friendly in The American President.
Steve Levitan (Just Shoot Me), starring
The superior ensemble cast includes
Ibny Shalhoub and Neil Patrick Harris.
Martin Sheen, Rob Lowe, Brad Whitford, NBC also offers the terribly over-hyped
John Spencef and Allison Janney.
Third Watch from John Wells(ER)and
ABC's best is Once and Again, an exqui- the sex crimes drama Law & Order:
site romantic dramedy about second
Special Victims Unit, which has decutive
chances, starring Sela Ward and Bill
producer Dick Wolf in a battle with NBC
Campbell, from the Thirtysornething team over the show's inappropriately early time
of Ed Zwick and Marshall Herskovitz.
slot.
Both networks have mord-than their
Other than Once and Again and Kevin
share of clunkers, however.
Williamson's new dramedy, Wasteland,
NBC'S The Mike O'Malley Show and
ABC's slate find the alphabet net in a desABC's appalling Odd Man Out duke it out perate battle for third place with Fox.
for worst new sitcom dishonors. NBC also
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Alfred Molina

Gina Gershon

ABC
Once and Again (Tuesdays)
Bill Campbell, Sela Ward
Oh Grow Up (Wednesdays)
Stephen Dunham, David Alan
Basche, John Ducey, Rena
Sofer
Then Came You (Thursday)
Susan Floyd, Miriam Shor,
Thomas Newton
Wasteland (Thursdays)
Marisa Coughlan, Brad Rowe,
FOX
Rebecca Gayheart
Time of Your Life (Mondays) Odd Man Out(Fridays)Erik
Jennifer Love Hewitt
von Detten, Markle Post
Ally (Tuesdays)
Snoops(Sundays) Gina
Calista Flockhart
Gershon, Danny Nucci, Paula
Marshall
Get Real(Wednesdays)
WB
Debrah Farentino, Jon Tenney
Safe Harbor(Mondays)
Action (Thursdays)
Gregory Harrison, Rue
Jay Mohr, Illeana Douglas,
McClanahn
Buddy Hackett
Angel(Tuesdays)David
Manchester Prep
Boreanaz, Charisma Carpenter
(Thursdays)
Roswell(Wednesdays)Shin
Robin Dunne, Amy Adams
Appleby, Jason Behr
Harsh Realm (Fridays)
Popular(Thursdays) Carly
Scott Bairstow, D.B. Sweeney
Pope, Leslie Bibb, Christopher
Gorham
The Badland (Fridays)
Sean Maher, Mary McDonald
Mission Hill(Fridays) Voiced
by Wallace Langham, Scott
Malcom in the Middle
Menville, Vickie Lewis
Sundays)
Jack & Jill (Sundays)
Frankie Muinz
Amanda Peet, Jamie Pressly,
Ivan Sergi

J611._

CBS

NBC

Family Law (Mondays)Dixie
Carter, Kathleen Quinlan,
Julie Warner
Ladies Man (Mondays)Alfred
Molina,Sharon Lawrence,
Park Overall, Betty White
Work With Me(Wednesdays)
Nancy Travis, Kevin Pollak
Judging Amy (Tuesdays)
Amy Brenneman, Tyne Daly,
Dan Futterman
Now and Again (Fridays)
Eric Close, Dennis Haysbert,
Margaret Cohn
Love & Money(Fridays)
Swoosie Kurtz, David Ogden
Stiers, Paget Brewster

Law & Order(Mondays)
Special Victims Unit
Mariska Hargity, Dann Florek
The Mike O'Malley Show
)Tuesdays Mike O'Malley
The West Wing (Wednesdays)
Martin Sheen, Rob Lowe
Third Watch (Thurdays)
Michael Beach, Kim Raver
Stark Raving Mad
(Thursdays) Tony Shalhoub,
Neil Patrick Harris
Cold Feet(Fridays) David
Sutcliffe, Jean Louisa Kelly
Freaks and Geeks
(Saturdays) John Daley, Linda
Cardellini

UPN

EXPRESS
YOURSELF

The Parkers (Mondays)
Mo'Nique, Countess Vaughn
The Grown Ups(Mondays )
Jaleel White
Shasta McNasty (Tuesdays)
Carmine Giovinazzo, Jake
Busey
The Strip (Tuesdays)Sean
Patrick Flannery, Guy Torry
WWF Smackdown
(Thursdays)

Send your opinion of any new or current network shows to the Department
of Viewer Services at:

ABC Television Network 2040
Avenue of the Stars, Century City,
CA 90067
CBS Inc., 7800 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA. 90036
Fox Broadcasting Co., P.O.
Box 900, Beverly Hills CA 902130900
NBC Television Network 3000
W. Alameda Ave., Burbank CA
91523
United Paramount Network,
5555 Melrose Ave. Marathon
1200, Los Angeles CA 90038

cutive
NBC
y time

:evin

a desix.

Jean Louisa Kelly

Jennifer Love Hewitt

Carly Pope

Mo'Nique

WB Television Network, 4000
Warner Blvd., Building 34R,
Burbank, CA 91522.
Remember, it's far easier to keep a
favorite show on the air than to bring it
back once it's been canceled!
These addresses will also get your letters to a favorite star (don't forget to
include the series), so clip and save this
list for future reference.

Patrick Stewart

Halmi's Animal
Farm, Carol rule
cable movie lineup
By John Crook
Producer Robert Halmi Sr. has
brought to life such literary classics as Gulliver's Travels, but his
dearest dream might not be realized until Sunday, Oct. 3.
On that evening, TNT unveils
Halmi's movie adaptation of
Animal Farm, the George Orwell
novel the young Halmi cherished
while growing up in communist
Hungary. On a lavish (for TV)
budget, a blend of live and animatronic critters, a la Babe, populates Orwell's biting political
satire, assisted by a voice cast
that includes Patrick Stewart,
Kelsey Grammer and Julia LouisDreyfus.
Stewart returns to TNT on
Sunday, Dec. 5, as Ebenezer
Scrooge in a Halmi adaptation of
A Christmas Carol, with Richard
E. Grant as Bob Cratchit. Earlier,
Tony winner Brent Carver stars
as Ichabod Crane in Halmi's The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow in
October for Odyssey.
The cable season's non-Halmi
projects include: Beau Bridges as
PT Barnum (A&E, Sept. 12-13):
Treat Williams in Journey to the
Center of the Earth (USA, Sept.
'14-15); RK0 281, which revisits
William
Randolph
Hearst's
attempts to shut down production
on Citizen Kane (HBO, Nov. 20);
and Execution of Justice, starring
Tim Daly as "Twinkie defendant"
Dan White, who murdered gay
activist Harvey Milk (Showtime,
late 1999).
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Don't Miss
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Action
FOX, Thursdays, 8:30 p.m.
incise film faves Jay Mohr
(Go) and Illeana Douglas
(Grace of My Heart) star in
this toxic valentine to the
movie industry. Peter Dragon (Mohr) runs roughshod
over his underlings, until he
.meets former child star
Wendy Ward (Douglas).
Now working the worldsoldest profession, Wendy
doesn't have a heart of
gold. but she does have a
knack for sniffing out promising scripts. Chris Thompson ( The Naked Truth) created this hilarious and very
adult half-hour sitcom.
Jay Mohr
Roswell
WB, Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
The X-Files meets Dawson's Creek in this drama
from Jason Katims (My SoCalled Life). Just as Buffy
the Vampire Slayer mines a
powerful metaphor with its
high-school-as-horror-movie
premise, Roswell focuses
on the ultimate outsiders: a
trio of teen-agers (Jason
Behr, Katherine Heigl, Brendan Fehr) who are descendants of aliens who allegedly crash-landed in the New
Mexico desert back in 1947.
Here's hoping the writers
can sustain the high quality
of the pilot episode.
Jason Behr
The West Wing
NBC, Wednesdays,8 P.m.
This absorbing and witty
political dramedy written by
Aaron Sorkin takes viewers
behind the scenes in a
White House occupied by
folksy incumbent President
Bartlet (Martin
Josiah
Sheen). He's surrounded by
a crack team: chief of staff
(John
McGarry
Leo
Spencer): press secretary
C.J. Cregg (Allison Janney):
cranky communications director Toby Ziegler (Richard
Schiff): and Toby's smoothSam
deputy.
talking
Seaborn (Rob Lowe). A
winner, by a landslide.
Allison Janney

Worth Watching
Once and Again
ABC, Tuesdays, 9 p.m.

Better Than Nothing
The Badland
FOX, Fridays, 7 p.m.
At 19,Ryan Caulfield(Sean
Maher) may not be old
enough to order a drink in a
bar, but he's about to embark
on a tough career as a beat
cop in the notorious "Badlands" section patrolled by
the Philadelphia police. Idealistic but naive, Ryan tries to
learn the ropes from his partner Susser (Michael Rispoli)
and fellow rookie Kim Veras
(Roselyn Sanchez), with
whom he develops an instant
rapport. The Bad/and feels
awfully generic and Maher,
while handsome, can't carry
the show.

Sela Ward (Sisters) and
Bill Campbell (The Rocketeer) star in this charming
and touching romantic
dramedy. Lily Manning
(Ward) only recently ended
her marriage to Jake (Jeffrey Nordling), so she is
caught off-guard when diiced. dad Rick Sammler
(Campbell) enters her life —
to the dismay of Lily's 14year-old daughter, Grace
(Julia Whelan). Ward and
Campbell are totally winning as two adults you will
want to visit, not once, but
again and again.

Sela Ward, Bill Campbell
Now and Again
CBS, Fridays, 8 p.m.
Michael Wiseman (John
Goodman) suffers a violent
death, only to discover that
his still-intact brain has
been transplanted by a secret government agency
into a handsome young
man (Eric Close) manufactured to carry out dangerous assignments. There's
just one big drawback:
Michael can't contact his
family. Dennis Haysbert costars as enigmatic government scientist Dr. Theodore
Morris. Margaret Colin also
stars in this unpredictable
drama.
Eric Close
Judging Amy
CBS, Tuesdays, 9 p.m.
Recently separated from
her husband. corporate attorney Amy Gray (Amy
Brenneman) and
her
daughter leave New York
and move in with her formidable mother, Maxine (Tyne
Daly), in Hartford, Conn.,
where Amy hopes to start
fresh as a juvenile- court
judge. But it seems as if
everyone is always, well,
judging Amy. Dan Futterman (The Birdcage) costars as Amy's brother, Vincent. Only viewers with
hearts of stone will render
an unfavorable verdict.
Amy Brenneman

F

Sean Maher
Family Law
CBS, Mondays, 9 p.m.
Attorney Lynn Holt (Kathleen Quinlan) is having a terrible day. Her husband and
partner has left her, taking
most of their practice with
him. While attorney Danni
Lipton (Julie Warner) scrambles to retain clients, Lynn
hires man-eating civil attorney Randi King (Dixie
Carter) to handle her divorce,
and uneasily hires flamboyant criminal defense attorney
Rex Weller (Christopher McDonald). The pilot hits some
false notes, but co-creator
Paul Haggis(Due South) is a
writer to reckon with.
Dixie Carter
Stark Raving Mad
NBC, Thursdays, 8:30 p.m.
'This show is about two
very different versions of
crazy," says Just Shoot Me
creator Steve Levitan. This
sitcom marks the return to
pnme time for Tony Shalhoub
(Wings) and Neil Patrick Harris (Doogie Howser, M.D.). In
the pilot, rabidly phobic editor
Henry McNeely (Harris) is
horrified when he must work
with wildly eccentric horror
novelist Ian Stark (Shalhoub). It's hard to guess
where Levitan is going, but
based on his previous work,
fans would be you-knowwhat not to give it a try.

Tony Shalhoub
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n Nothing Don't Bother

3adland
lays, 7 p.m.

Sean Maher
y Law
ays, 9 p.m.

Dixie Carter
Raving Mad
3days, 8:30 p.m.

Tony Shalhoub

Odd Man Out
ABC, Fridays, 8:30 p.m.
For this they canceled
13h3thees Keeper,- Granted
Keeper wasn't a classic, but
it was better than this surprisingly vulgar series about
15-year-old Andrew (charmfree Erik von Detten) trying
to keep his wits about him in
a home otherwise occupied
by his widowed mother
(Markie Post), his aunt (Jessica Capshaw) and three
sisters. This show is so phony, so badly written, that it
actually features a teen-age
boy saying, "It's like an . estrogen minefield around
here." Yeah, right.
Erik von'Detten
The Mike O'Malley Show
NBC, Tuesdays, 8;30 p.m.
When will NBC brass stop
trying to develop programs
on their own? Here is yet
another tedious sitcom
from the folks who brought
you Union Square. Co-creator Mike O'Malley plays a
same-named hockey enthusiast with a Peter Pan syndrome. The pilot contains an
unbelievably tired men-behaving-badly plot line about
an old buddy getting married. Worse, O'Malley
shares "insights" directly to
the camera that wouldn't
pass muster at a third-rate
hotel in the Catskills.
Mike O'Malley
Manchester Prep
FOX, Thursdays, 7 p.m..
The teen movie Cruel Intentions may have been a far
tamer affair than Dangerous
Liaisons, but at least Sarah
Michelle Gellar and Ryan
Phillippe had the charisma
and talent to provide some
intermittently kinky fun in the
eternal story of sexual oneupmanship. Shrunk to the
small screen, however, it
turns into a lame yarn about
teens behaving badly at a
private school. Robin Dunne
nicely captures Sebastian's
moral ambivalence, but Amy
Adams amateurishly overplays Kathryn's nastiness.
Rent the video instead.

Amy Adams, Robin Dunne

New Annie, Bible stories and heaps
of HaImi set for this season
By John Crook
addition to three major produc- Ing her longtime screen idol in
The sun ll come out tomortions for cable. TV's master
the early stages of her career
row—of-at-feast sometime-in—showman-is serving up three
for ABC.
November — for fans of Annie lavish network offerings
•The Beach Boys. a fouras the Tony-winning Broadway
Most staggering — and
hour ABC movie about the
hit gets a sparkling ABC adap- hugely risky on NBC's part —
All-American band.
tation from the guys who
is February's The 10th
•Forget Me Never with Olia •
brought you Gypsy and
Kingdom. a 10-hour (!) fantasy Farrow battling the early onset
Rodgers and Hammerstein's
miniseries based on an origiof Alzheimer's disease for
Cinderella.
nal idea by Simon Moore. who CBS.
Oscar winner Kathy Bates
won an Emmy for his dazzling
*Flowers for Algernon on
headlines As Miss Hannigan-, _ teleplay for Gulliver's Travels.
C-BS,.- with Mat-thew-Modine in
with Victor Garber (Titanic) as
an earlier Halmi project.
the role Cliff Robertson won
Daddy Warbucks and winJohn Larroquette, Kimberly
an Oscar for in Charly
some newcomer Alicia Morton
Williams, two-time Oscar win•Gepetto, an ABC retelling of
(Broadway's Les Miserables)
ner Dianne Wiest and riveting
the Pinocchio tale, with Drew
in the title role.
newcomer Scott Cohen star in
Carey in the title role and Julia
Broadway fans will be
this eye-popping, genre-hopLouis-Dreyfus as the Blue
ecstatic over the three Tonyping yarn in which the world of Fairy.
winning players in supporting
fairy tales collides with the
•One Special Night, a CBS
roles: Electrifying Alan
mean streets of New York.
love story reuniting
Gumming (Cabaret) is
How twisted does it get?
Victor/Victoria stars Julie
Rooster, Kristin Chenoweth
Five words: Camryn Manheim
Andrews and James Garner.
(You're a Good Man Charlie
•Perfect Murder, Perfect
as Snow White.
Brown) is Lily, and three-time
Halmi's other network projTown (CBS). a four-hour
winner Audra McDonald
ects are Leprechauns. with
examination of the JonBenet
(Ragtime) plays faithful secreAmerican tourist Randy Quaid
Ramsey murder based on
tary Grace Farrell.
up to his knees in Irish fairies
Lawrence Schiller's best-seller
Elsewhere on the season's
(NBC, Nov. 7-8), and ABCs
of the same name.
list of major movies and minis- four-hour Arabian Nights (April
*Sarah Plain and Tall:
eries are two very different
30-May 1), with an internationWinter's End (CBS, Nov. 21)
accounts of the life of Jesus
al cast.
with Oscar-winner Jack
from NBC and CBS.
Other highlights of network
Palance joining original playThe first, set for NBC
movies and miniseries:
ers — and also award winners
Sunday, Nov. 14, is named
*Audrey Hepburn, with
— Glenn Close and
Mary and Jesus. but executive Jennifer Love Hewitt portrayChristopher Walken.
producers Bobby Shriver and
his mother, Eunice Kennedy
Shriver, stress that this is very
much the story of Mary of
Nazareth, covering her life
from just before the
Annunciation to shortly after
the Crucifixion.
Christian Bale is Jesus;
Mary is played by Pernilla
August, who is the mother of
young Anakin Skywalker in
Star Wars: Episode I — The
Phantom Menace.
Mary and Jesus is a twohour TV movie, but CBS'
Jesus (date TBA) will devote
four hours to the life of Christ,
with newcomer Jeremy Sisto
in the title role and Jacqueline
Bisset as Mary. The cast also
includes Debra Messing, Gary
Oldman and Armin MuellerStahl.
Elsewhere, the season is
dominated by the work of
Alicia Morton stars in the ABC adaptation of the Tony
megaproducer Robert HaImi
Award-winning Broadway hit Annie.
Sr. (Alice in Wonderland). In
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Big Three hope changing faces and places
revitalize rating for sagging shows
By-John-Crook
Now you see them, now you don't,
as new players move in to replace
departing actors on established
shows, none more radically than in the
case of two prime-time medical dramas.
.In a move to buy another season for
his perennially struggling Chicago
Hope on CBS, creator David E. Kelley
shook up things at the hospital in last
season's cliffhanger.
Mandy Patinkin is back in his
Emmy-winning role as the brilliant
but eccentric Dr. Jeffrey Geiger, but
Christine Lahti and Peter Berg have
departed for movie projects. Jayne
Brook, whose Hope story line was tied
to Berg's character, likewise is gone.
Joining Patinkin, Hector Elizondo,
Adam Arkin and Mark Harmon are
new medics Lauren Holly (Picket
Fences), Barbara Hershey (Portrait of
a Lady) and Carla Gugino, who knows
a thing or two about fickle casting: She
was bounced from Spin City during its
first season.
Things are slightly less tumultuous
at NBC's ER, which anticipates the
departures this season of Gloria
Reubens and Emmy-winner Julianna
Margulies by making recurring cast
member Paul IvIcCrane a regular, and
adding new regulars Goran Visnjic
(Welcome to Sarajevo), Maura Tierney
(NewsRadio)and Michael Michele
(Homicide: Life on the Street), along

„

with recurring roles for multiple
Emmy winner Alan Alda (M*A*S*H)
and Rebecca DeMornay (The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle).
George Clooney also is scheduled to
appear in three episodes, at least one
of which is expected to usher
Margulies off the series.
Other changes for veteran shows:
*Jesse L. Martin (Ally McBeal)joins
Law & Order, replacing departing

Luner (Melrose Plac,O,
•Monty Python veteran Eric Idle joins
the tired Suddenly Susan as Susan's
(Brooke Shields) new boss, replacing
Judd Nelson. Rob Estes (Melrose
Place) also joins the cast.
•Another Melrose veteran, Heather
Locklear,joins Spin City as Caitlin
Moore, the shrewd campaign manager
for Mayor Randall Winston (Barry
Bostwick) as he launches a bid for the

Heather Locidear

Maura Tierney

Mandy Patinkin

Benjamin Bratt.
*Ally Walker does three final episodes
of Profiler, then hands the job over to
a new character played by Jamie

Applegate's title character working at
the university health center and
studying to be a nurse.
ellon Silver, who somehow managed to
make the almost inconceivably awful
Veronica's Closet even worse last season, is killed off this season (offscreen,
however, to the dismay of TV critics
everywhere).
The shows few remaining viewers
will learn that shortly before his acci-

U.S. Senate.
*Darryl Theirse (George & Leo)and
Kevin Rahm (Everything's Relative)
join Jesse, which now finds Christina

dental death he married an ambitious
young "Eve Harrington" type, sure to
cause problems for Ronnie and Olive
(Kirstie Alley, Kathy Najimy).

World of sports finally has women's touch

•-•
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By Kerouac Smith
NBA Finals.
The focus is on women's sports
If the success of the U.S. team
in the '99 Women's World Cup
now more than ever, and how the
proved anything, it is this:
American public reacts to upcomWomen's sports are marketable. ing events will have a serious
As the team progressed through impact.
This fall's playoffs are the ideal
each round of the World Cup, the
time for the WNBA to gain some
audience seemed to grow along
with the ability and charisma of attention.
"Anything good for women's
the players.
The 13.3 Nielsen rating for the sports is good for us," says Teri
title victory over China (up from Schindler, senior coordinating
producer for WNBA
a 1.7 rating for the opening victory over Denmark)eclipsed any Entertainment.
"It's not something that hapU.S. soccer broadcast ever, beat
pens in a one-game telecast or 20
the NHL's Stanley Cup Finals
games. It happens over time."
and drew about even with the

Schindler, who has seen ratings
level off in the last two years,
thinks the WNBA is on the right
track.
'We attribute that(early success) to a novelty factor. Now we
are steady and are very happy
about that," she says.
The World Cup triumph also
means womens tennis, golf, figure skating and gymnastics can
expect a boost in ratings and coverage, but the effect might not be
readily apparent since these
sports already enjoy a certain
degree of success.

Mla Hamm
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Superstar shortage overshadowed by frenzy
of fall sports television coverage
By Josh Greene
There's certainly no
shortage of televised
sporting events available
to fans this fall. As for
players to compete ... well,
let's just say there won't
be any John El-ways,
Wayne Gretzkys or
Michael Jordans.
The only bright spot
with all the recent retirements in sports is the
chance for the other players to step up and get
noticed.
If exposure is what they
want, well, there's certainly going to be no shortage
of it.
NFL
Both ABC and ESPN
feature the season's
prime-time NFL
matchups.
Monday Night Football
on ABC returns Sept. 13
with the Miami Dolphins
visiting the world champion Denver Broncos. Al
Michaels and Boomer
Tyrone Braxton and the Denver Broncos take on the Miami Dolphins on the return
of ABC's Monday Night Football Sept. 13.
Esiason join sideline
reporter Lesley Visser.
Turns out Notre Dame
the postseason. Greg Gumbel
The Pittsburgh Steelers visit
has become must-see
football
joins Phil
the new Cleveland Browns for
televises all
NBC
TV;
the opener on ESPN on Sept. 12. Simms and Armen Keteyian
home games,
Irish
Fighting
Dan
while Verne Lundquist,
The network carries 18 games,
and Pat
Enberg
Dick
with
Bernstein
Bonnie
and
Dierdorf
three of which air on Thursday
ESPN
booth.
the
in
Haden
main
network's
the
out
round
nights throughout the season.
games
college
35
televises
teams.
broadcast
Mike Patrick joins Joe
from the ACC, Big East, Big
College Football
Theismann and Paul Maguire to
Ten and SEC.
of
year
34th
its
begins
ABC
call the action.
NHL
Keith
coverage.
football
NCAA
As for the day games, Pat
high-tech glowthat
Maybe
retireof
out
coaxed
Jackson,
Summerall and John Madden
so great
wasn't
puck
ing
games.
select
call
will
ment,
begin their sixth year as the
all.
after
include
broadcasters
Other
lead broadcast team for the NFL
With Fox out of the runBrent Musberger and Tim
on FOX. The opening doubleESPN and ESPN2 get
ning,
Brent.
header ends with the Minnesota
for hockey action this
nod
the
season
its
off
openkicks
CBS
Vikings at the Atlanta Falcons
fall.
er with Penn State battling
on Sept. 12.
ESPN airs its first of 27
Sean
18.
Sept.
on
Miami
CBS gets into the mix, too,
this season on Oct. 1.
games
covering AFC games up through McDonough and Todd
takes up the slack,
ESPN2
Blackledge call the action.
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Shaquille O'Neal

PlayStation Is Here!!!
VCP for a week

only
VCP and 3 new releases for 2 nights only

airing games starting Oct 5. The
network generally airs four
games a week throughout the
regular season.
NBA
Assuming NBA fans have forgiven — and possibly forgottenthe strike-short-ened season
from a year ago, look for the
bulk of games to be carried on
NBC, TNT and WTBS.
Collectively, TNT and WTBS
feature 80 games this season.
Among the broadcasters covering games for t two channels
will be Dick Stockton, Mary
Albert and Hubie Brown.
Even though games on NBC
aren't starting until December,
there'll be no shortage of highlights this season.
Just ask L.A. Lakers center
Shaquille 0 Neal.
"Last year was a short season," ONeal says. This year,
we're going to start in October
and go all the way to May.
That's a lot of games, a lot of
NBC, a lot of excitement and a
lot of me dunking on people."
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From Sherlock to Sabrina, new children's shows
offer abundance of otherworldly options
By Jacqueline Cutler
So what if the kids have only been on this
planet for less than a decade — they're ready
for a new dimension. Or so network bosses
'figure. New fall shows for children are, primarily, set in the future or in the murky
unknown.
Back to the future
In Fox Family Channel's animated
Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century,
Holmes returns to sleuthing as a rejuvenated
25-year-old. The mind of Holmes'loyal sidekick, Dr. John Watson, has been programmed
into the brain of an android. But what's the
future without Holmes' most conniving nemesis? Not to worry, Professor Moriarty has
made the leap to the future as well,,and he's
still planning world domination.
Donald F. Roberts, the Stanford University
professor who helped develop the show, says
the fast-paced action and suspenseful, complex plots "will engage and entertain young
viewers while challenging and promoting
their problem-solving and information management skills."
Itsy bitsy programming
Fox Family is offering the most new shows
for children, including IT'S itsy bitsy TIME!
for preschoolers, premiering Sept. 6. Toys

come alive, and a girl who lives next to the
zoo slides down the giraffe's neck nightly to
meet the animals.
Premiering the same day on Fox Family is
Jellabies, about six characters living in the
land of Jelly where whimsy — and goo —
rule.
Old, new and scaly
For fall, PBS has Dragon Tales, with handpainted backgrounds, original music and flying dragons in fantasy adventures. The
series chronicles the exploits of Emmy,6, and
her brother, Max,4, who discover a magic
dragon's scale in their new house that
transports them to Dragon Land. The
series premieres Sept. 6.
Little Bill, Bill Cosby's latest contribution to TV, airs on Nickelodeon beginning
Nov. 7. Based on Cosby's books, the animated show is about 5 year old Little Bill
and his family. Some top-notch actors provide the voices: Gregory Hines as the
father, Phylicia Ftashad as the mother
and Ruby Dee as the great-grandmother.
Nickelodeon's live-action comedy 100
Deeds for Eddie McDowd is set for
Saturday evenings this fall. As a welcome
to the neighborhood, the new boy in town,
Justin Taylor, is forced up a paint covered

flagpole by local bully Eddie McDowd.
Shortly thereafter, Eddie picks on a mysterious drifter who curses him — and turns him
into a dog. Thinking a pet will cheer up the
humiliated Justin, his father takes him to
the pound, and of course he winds up with
Eddie. To become a boy again, Eddie must
perform 100 good deeds.
The Jersey, beginning Friday, Sept. 26,tan
the Disney Channel, is the story of a magical
football jersey that transports the boy who
inherits it and his cousin to professional
sports events.

Sabrina, The Animated Series is the newest addition to
ABC's Saturday morning lineup.

Fox Family Channel's new cartoon Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century features the savvy
supersleuth in action-packed plots designed to stimulate young minds.

Witches, aliens and
ghouls, oh my!
Capitalizing on the primetime popularity of
its teenage witch, Sabrina, The Animated
Series,joins ABC's Saturday morning lineup.
The cartoon follows Sabrina in seventh grade
as-she tests her magic.
Premiering Oct. 2, on CBS,Blaster's
Universe, based on the CD-ROM series, is a
cartoon of a human boy and an alien girl who
save Earth from intergalactic villains. New
Tales from the Cryptkeeper, starring that skeletal screecher, presents morality tales and premieres the same day, also on CBS.
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